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OBSERVING
& DRAWING
ANIMALS
Drawing is not only fun, it also is an important art form in itself. Even when you write or print your name, you are actually drawing! If you organize the lines, you can make shapes; and when you carry that a bit further and add dark and light shading, your drawings begin to take on a three-dimensional form and look more realistic. One of the great things about drawing is that you can do it anywhere, and the materials are very inexpensive. You do get what you pay for, though, so purchase the best you can afford at the time, and upgrade your supplies whenever possible. Although anything that will make a mark can be used for some type of drawing, you’ll want to make certain your magnificent efforts will last and not fade over time. Here are some materials that will get you off to a good start.

Sketch Pads Conveniently bound drawing pads come in a wide variety of sizes, textures, weights, and bindings. They are particularly handy for making quick sketches and when drawing outdoors. You can use a large sketchbook in the studio for laying out a painting, or take a small one with you for recording quick impressions when you travel. Smooth-to-medium-grain paper texture (which is called the “tooth”) often is an ideal choice.

Charcoal Papers Charcoal paper and tablets also are available in a variety of textures. Some of the surface finishes are quite pronounced, and you can use them to enhance the texture in your drawings. These papers also come in a variety of colors, which can add depth and visual interest to your drawings.

Work Station It is a good idea to set up a work area that has good lighting and enough room for you to work and lay out your tools. Of course, an entire room with track lighting, easel, and drawing table is ideal. But all you really need is a place by a window for natural lighting. When drawing at night, you can use a soft white light bulb and a cool white fluorescent light so that you have both warm (yellowish) and cool (bluish) light.

Drawing Papers For finished works of art, using single sheets of drawing paper is best. They are available in a range of surface textures: smooth grain (plate and hot pressed), medium grain (cold pressed), and rough to very rough. The cold-pressed surface is the most versatile. It is of medium texture but it’s not totally smooth, so it makes a good surface for a variety of different drawing techniques.
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---
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---
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GATHERING THE BASICS

One of the nicest things about drawing with pencil, charcoal or black wash is the fact that the materials are simple and very portable so they can be taken with you in the field. They are not terribly expensive either! As you experiment with various drawing techniques, you will find what works best for you. The following tools and materials are what work for me. Feel free to experiment with other tools, papers and techniques. There is always more than one way to draw.

**Brush**  This inexpensive brush (A) works well to brush away eraser crumbs and other debris from the surface of the paper.

**Blending Tools**  Tortillons (D), sometimes called blending stumps, are used for blending shades of graphite or charcoal and for softening edges. When the tip gets dirty, you can clean it by rubbing it on a kneaded eraser.

**Kneaded Eraser**  A kneaded eraser (E) is a very useful tool. It can be shaped to get into tight places or can be flattened to lift graphite or charcoal from the paper, and it won’t damage the surface of the paper. It also doesn’t leave annoying crumbs.

**Blending Tools**  Tortillons (D), sometimes called blending stumps, are used for blending shades of graphite or charcoal and for softening edges. When the tip gets dirty, you can clean it by rubbing it on a kneaded eraser.

**Kneaded Eraser**  A kneaded eraser (E) is a very useful tool. It can be shaped to get into tight places or can be flattened to lift graphite or charcoal from the paper, and it won’t damage the surface of the paper. It also doesn’t leave annoying crumbs.

**Erasers**  Use this shield (F) for protecting areas that you do not want to erase.

**White Plastic Eraser**  Useful for erasing larger surface areas, this eraser (G) does a nice job of lifting out darker values. Use it with care so you don’t damage the paper.

**Sharpeners**  A hand-held sharpener (H) will give your pencils sharp tips. You can use the fine point for thin lines and details, and you can use the side for shading with broad strokes. A sandpaper block (I) gives you more control over the shape of the point. Gently roll the pencil tip over the block for a round, even point—or flatten the lead into a blunt, squared tip.

**Pencils**  Pencils come in a vast array of options. You can try different kinds to find those that work best for your drawing style. Some of the types available are wood-cased (J), woodless (K), and mechanical (L). Pencils also come in varying degrees of hardness. H pencils are hard and are best for light sketches, and B pencils are softer and suitable for shading different areas of your subject. The higher the number preceding the letter, the harder or softer the pencil will be. For example, a 4H pencil is very hard and produces a light shade of graphite, whereas a 9B is very soft and yields a dark, rich mark. Note that hard pencils can dent your paper, so use them with a light hand. I typically start my initial drawing with an HB pencil, which is equivalent to a standard #2 pencil. The pencils I use most often are HB, 3B, 4B, 6B, and 9B. I can achieve a wide range of values using these pencils. Anything over a 6B should be reserved for the darkest areas of the image.
**Additional Supplies**

**Watercolor** You may want to add simple watercolor washes (thin layers of paint) to your drawings to give them some extra pizzazz. For this, you'll just need a few paintbrushes (I prefer sable brushes), a tube of black watercolor paint, and a palette for mixing different values. You should also have paper towels handy for wiping excess water off the brush. You may want to try out some painting techniques on scrap paper before applying washes to your drawing.

**Charcoal** Like pencils, charcoal is available in several forms. Charcoal pencils also come in varying degrees of hardness, but not as many as graphite pencils. You can also buy raw charcoal sticks. Some artists even use burnt wood scraps from their own fireplace. When blending charcoal, use the same tools you use to blend graphite.

**Light Table** A light table is useful for transferring your preliminary drawing to a clean sheet of paper. You can also use it to refine your initial sketches by tracing your image onto another sheet of paper.

**Holding Your Drawing Pencil**

**Basic Underhand** The basic underhand position allows your arm and wrist to move freely, which results in fresh and lively sketches. Drawing in this position makes it easy to use both the point and the side of the lead by simply changing your hand and arm angle.

**Underhand Variation** Holding the pencil at its end lets you make very light strokes, both long and short. It also gives you a delicate control of lights, darks, and textures. Place a protective "slip sheet" under your hand when you use this position so you don't smudge your drawing.

**Writing** The writing position is the most common one, and it gives you the most control for fine detail and precise lines. Be careful not to press too hard on the point, or you'll make indentations in the paper. Also remember not to grip the pencil too tightly, as your hand may get cramped.
OTHER WAYS TO SHADE

Practicing Lines
When drawing lines, it is not necessary to always use a sharp point. In fact, sometimes a blunt point may create a more desirable effect. When using larger lead diameters, the effect of a blunt point is even more evident. Play around with your pencils to familiarize yourself with the different types of lines they can create. Make every kind of stroke you can think of, using both a sharp point and a blunt point. Practice the strokes below to help you loosen up.

As you experiment, you will find that some of your doodles will bring to mind certain imagery or textures. For example, little Vs can be reminiscent of birds flying, whereas wavy lines can indicate water.

Drawing with a Sharp Point
First draw a series of parallel lines. Try them vertically; then angle them. Make some of them curved, trying both short and long strokes. Then try some wavy lines at an angle and some with short, vertical strokes. Try making a spiral and then grouping short, curved lines together. Then practice varying the weight of the line as you draw. Os, Vs, and Us are some of the most common alphabet shapes used in drawing.

Drawing with a Blunt Point
Now try the same exercise with a blunt point. Even if you use the same hand positions and strokes, the results will be different when you switch pencils. Take a look at these examples. The same shapes were drawn with both pencils, but the blunt pencil produced different images. You can create a blunt point by rubbing the tip of the pencil on a sandpaper block or on a rough piece of paper.
“Painting” with Pencil

When you use painterly strokes, your drawing will take on a new dimension. Think of your pencil as a brush and allow yourself to put more of your arm into the stroke. To create this effect, try using the underhand position, holding your pencil between your thumb and forefinger and using the side of the pencil. (See page 8.) If you rotate the pencil in your hand every few strokes, you will not have to sharpen it as frequently. The larger the lead, the wider the stroke will be. The softer the lead, the more painterly an effect you will have. These examples were all made on smooth paper with a 6B pencil, but you can experiment with rough papers for more broken effects.

Starting Simply First experiment with vertical, horizontal, and curved strokes. Keep the strokes close together and begin with heavy pressure. Then lighten the pressure with each stroke.

Varying the Pressure Randomly cover the area with tone, varying the pressure at different points. Continue to keep your strokes loose.

Using Smaller Strokes Make small circles for the first example. This is reminiscent of leathery animal skin. For the second example, use short, alternating strokes of heavy and light pressure to create a pattern that is similar to stone or brick.

Loosening Up Use long vertical strokes, varying the pressure for each stroke until you start to see long grass (above). Then use somewhat looser movements that could be used for water. First create short spiral movements with your arm (top right). Then use a wavy movement, varying the pressure (bottom right).

Exercise

Try Out Different Pencils

Make a scribble-art design and fill it in using different grades of pencil. Making these marks side by side will help you become familiar with the different pencil grades, as well as the pressure you need to apply to create a specific value, which is the relative lightness or darkness of the graphite.
PENCIL LINES & TEXTURES

If you're a beginner, focus on learning the drawing process rather than completing the final product for now. Hold your pencil or charcoal with a relaxed grip so the lines flow easily, keeping your approach simple and direct. First make note of the overall shape of the subject, and sketch a few light guidelines from your observations. Once those are correct, make a preliminary drawing, concentrating on basic line angles, shapes, and masses.

Remember that a sure pencil line doesn't just come from talent; it comes from practice. Study the various textures and strokes shown on this page, and do some practice exercises. For example, give the fish some scales, add bricks to the stone wall, or draw foliage on the trees.
Understanding Value

Now that you have some understanding of how to create solid tones with pencil, experiment with different grades of pencils to learn how to create variations in value (the relative lightness or darkness of a color or of black). By shading (adding dark values) and highlighting (adding light values), you produce the value variations that create the illusion of depth and dimension in your drawings, making them appear realistic.

Value Scale
Making your own value scale will help familiarize you with the different variations in value. Select a range of pencils. (This scale was made with 2B, B, HB, H, and 2H pencils.) Start with a 2B pencil to fill an area with horizontal, linear strokes. Then fill in the next areas with a B pencil. Continue in this manner until you create the lightest tone with the 2H pencil.

Blended Value Scale
Now create a new value scale, this time blending the graphite with a tortillon to make an even, smooth gradation. Start at the far left with your 2B and work your way to the right, blending the graphite evenly to create a smooth texture. When you reach the lightest tones with your 2H, use a very light touch and even pressure to fade the tone off into the white of the paper.

Value Charts
Select a range of pencils from soft to hard. (This chart uses 2B, B, HB, H, and 2H pencils.) Use each pencil to create different techniques, such as linear strokes, crosshatching, and random lines. Use the same amount of pressure with each technique. When your chart is complete, label each different tone with the pencil you used. This chart will help you decide which pencil grades to use for different values and effects.
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Applying Shading

Artists give a three-dimensional look to a two-dimensional drawing by manipulating values. Value refers to the relative lightness or darkness of a color or of black, and it's the variations in value that help define an object's form. Because value tells us even more about a form than its outline, figure artists use a variety of techniques to create a full range of shades and highlights, including the ones demonstrated here. The result is more realistic form and dimension in their drawings.

- **Flat Shading** To shade large areas, create a generalized halftone by using the underhand position.
- **Crosshatching** To deepen shadows and enhance form, use crisscrossing strokes. The more strokes that overlap one another, the darker the area becomes.
- **Linear Hatching** To create form with shading, make parallel strokes that follow the shape, curve, or direction of the surface. Change the pressure of your strokes to vary the value.
- **Eraser Strokes** To soften edges and vary the line quality, use a small piece of kneaded eraser. (You can also cut off a sharp piece of vinyl eraser.)
- **Expressive Lines** To draw fluid lines with a dynamic feel, use the underhand position; then push, pull, twist, and vary pencil pressure as you draw.
- **Squiggles** For more contrast in your drawings, include loose, circular strokes and squiggles. When used with hatching, these strokes create many interesting textures.

**Blending** To produce subtle value transitions and soft edges, smudge with your finger or a blending stump.

**Dotting** To create background textures, such as those of a wall or carpet, vary the pressure of your strokes and use your imagination.

**Flat Shading** To shade large areas, create a generalized halftone by using the underhand position.

**Gradation** To produce a gradual shift in value, use the underhand position, varying the pressure from heavy to light.

**Blending** To produce subtle value transitions and soft edges, smudge with your finger or a blending stump.

**Eraser Strokes** To soften edges and vary the line quality, use a small piece of kneaded eraser. (You can also cut off a sharp piece of vinyl eraser.)

**Expressive Lines** To draw fluid lines with a dynamic feel, use the underhand position; then push, pull, twist, and vary pencil pressure as you draw.

**Squiggles** For more contrast in your drawings, include loose, circular strokes and squiggles. When used with hatching, these strokes create many interesting textures.

**Crosshatching** To deepen shadows and enhance form, use crisscrossing strokes. The more strokes that overlap one another, the darker the area becomes.

**Linear Hatching** To create form with shading, make parallel strokes that follow the shape, curve, or direction of the surface. Change the pressure of your strokes to vary the value.
WORKING WITH LIGHT & SHADOW

Every shape or form we see is created by the reaction of the object's surface to light. To create a realistic image, the subject must be lit in a way that brings out its true form. For example, if you light an object from the front, you won't see the shadows that fall across the form, so it will appear flat. If you light the object from a three-quarter angle, the object will produce shadows; the transition in values will accentuate the object's dimension.

There are two main types of shadows: cast shadows and form shadows. Cast shadows are the shadows that the object throws onto other surfaces. Form shadows are the shadows that are on the surface of the object itself—these shadows give an object a sense of depth. Form shadows are dependent on the light source; they get darker as they move away from the light.

A drawing with a sharp contrast between light and shadow (very dark darks and very light lights) is considered a “high-contrast” work, whereas a drawing that uses mostly light and mid-range values is called a “low-contrast” work. Adding more contrast to your drawings will make the subject “pop” forward and look more three-dimensional, but you may want to use less contrast for “softer” subjects, such as a lioness nursing her cubs. Explore the difference between high- and low-contrast drawings by studying the examples below.

**Highlight**

**Form shadow**

**Cast shadow**

**High Contrast** This egg has a very strong light source directed at it, resulting in a bright highlight area, dark mid-range values, and a very dark cast shadow. The drawing is believable as an egg, but it looks rather hard, as if it were made of stone.

**Low Contrast** This drawing has a much softer light source, resulting in more mid-range values on the surface of the egg and lighter shadows. Although the shadows are less defined than in the previous drawing, the egg looks more believable as an organic object.
BEGINNING WITH BASIC SHAPES

Anyone can draw just about anything by simply breaking down the subject into the few basic shapes: circles, rectangles, squares, and triangles. By drawing an outline around the basic shapes of your subject, you’ve drawn its shape. But your subject also has depth and dimension, or form. As you see in the drawing on the right, the corresponding forms of the basic shapes are spheres, cylinders, cubes, and cones. For example, a ball and a grapefruit are spheres, a jar and a tree trunk are cylinders, a box and a building are cubes, and a pine tree and a funnel are cones. That’s all there is to the first step of every drawing: sketching the shapes and developing the forms. After that, it’s essentially just connecting and refining the lines and adding details.

Creating Forms  Here are diagrams showing how to draw the forms of the four basic shapes. The ellipses show the backs of the circle, cylinder, and cone, and the cube is drawn by connecting two squares with parallel lines.

Combining Shapes  Here is an example of beginning a drawing with basic shapes. Start by drawing each line of action (an imaginary line tracing the path of action through a character), then build up the shapes of the dog and the chick with simple ovals, circles, rectangles, and triangles.

Building Form  Once you establish the shapes, it is easy to build up the forms with cylinders, spheres, and cones. Notice that the subjects are now beginning to show some depth and dimension.

Drawing Through  Drawing through means drawing the complete forms, including the lines that will eventually be hidden from sight. Here when the forms were drawn, the back side of the dog and chick were indicated. Even though you can’t see that side in the finished drawing, the subject should appear three-dimensional. To finish the drawing, simply refine the outlines and add a little fluffy texture to the downy chick.
Simplifying with Shapes

When you're just starting out, drawing animals from life can be very confusing. Often your first time drawing from life results in something that doesn't look anything like the animal in front of you. Don't be discouraged; you might just be drawing your preconceived notion of what the animal should look like instead of what it really looks like. The best way to avoid this is to make a deliberate effort not to draw the animal but, instead, to draw the shapes that compose the animal. By breaking down the animal into simple circles, ovals, squares, or triangles, you not only lessen the confusion, but you also make it easier to get the correct structure and proportions.

Below are several animal drawings that are made up of simplified shapes. As you can see, cylinders, circles, and ovals form the basic structure of each drawing. I often use this technique to begin a drawing. When you take your sketchbook out into the field and begin to draw, start with these simple shapes and lines. Work quickly and freely, and keep the drawing simple. Don't be worried if the animal is moving; just start another drawing on the same or next page. An animal usually will pace and return to its previous position so you can continue where the first or second drawing left off. Fill your page with several different views and angles of the moving animal. Don't fuss over small details; try to capture the overall form and feeling of the animal. Your aim is to take a quick "snapshot" in pencil.

Accuracy is essential to drawing lifelike animals. If you are drawing in a more impressionistic manner, clinical accuracy is not as important—but your drawing must still retain a degree of reality to convince the viewer that your drawing is believable. Below are three different methods you can use to render the profile of a lioness with believable accuracy.

Drawing Freehand

Freehand drawing is a skill that every artist needs to develop and practice, as it helps you observe and understand the form and structure of your subject. The more you practice, the better you will become. I always start my freehand work by observing and then breaking down the subject into simple shapes and lines.
**Drawing Accurately**

Accuracy is essential to drawing lifelike animals. If you are drawing in a more impressionistic manner, clinical accuracy is not as important—but your drawing must still retain a degree of reality to convince the viewer that your drawing is believable. Below are three different methods you can use to render the profile of a lioness with believable accuracy.

**Drawing Freehand**
Freehand drawing is a skill that every artist needs to develop and practice, as it helps you observe and understand the form and structure of your subject. The more you practice, the better you will become. I always start my freehand work by observing and then breaking down the subject into simple shapes and measurement guidelines.

**Starting Simply**
This profile can be seen as a combination of triangles, wedges, circles, and lines. I start by drawing two plumb lines (vertical lines), crossing these with two horizontal lines. Within the square formed where the lines intersect, I draw a triangle to represent the eye. Then I use a series of straight lines to mark the angles and positions of the head and features. Now I have a basic structure drawing.

**Developing the Drawing**
I continue drawing with confident strokes, building up the shape as I develop the drawing. As I draw, I constantly refer to my reference photo. I don’t erase all of my structure lines; I build on them using a series of “searching” lines to establish shape, darkening the lines I think are most correct. It doesn’t matter if the drawing gets a bit messy with all your searching lines, as the viewer’s eye will be attracted to the darker, corrected line. This freehand profile took me about 15 minutes to complete.
**Duck**

Birds are wonderful subjects because they have clean, simple lines and can be rendered with as little or as much detail as you choose. The drawings start with a simple basic shape—an oval or a circle—and then the rest of the bird is built around that shape.

Collect some photos of different birds for your practice drawings. It’s much easier to work from pictures than to try to get your feathered subject to stay still!

Starting with an HB pencil, make a long, narrow oval for the duck’s body, and mark the top of the head with a straight, angled line. Then draw the curves of the neck, and sketch in the shape of the bill as in step 1. Don’t forget the ground line and angled lines for the feet. Add the eye and a few simple curved lines for the wings and tail in step 2. Then refine the outline, and add only as much detail as you’d like.

Just a few simple lines are all you need to suggest this duck’s form.

The duck on this page also provides an excellent study in proportion. Proportion is the proper relation of one part to another or to the whole, particularly in terms of size and shape. This duck’s body is twice the length of its head and neck combined, and its bill is roughly as long as its head. Keep these proportions in mind as you block in your drawing.

Birds are wonderful subjects because they have clean, simple lines and can be rendered with as little or as much detail as you choose. The drawings start with a simple basic shape—an oval or a circle—and then the rest of the bird is built around that shape.

Collect some photos of different birds for your practice drawings. It’s much easier to work from pictures than to try to get your feathered subject to stay still!

Starting with an HB pencil, make a long, narrow oval for the duck’s body, and mark the top of the head with a straight, angled line. Then draw the curves of the neck, and sketch in the shape of the bill as in step 1. Don’t forget the ground line and angled lines for the feet. Add the eye and a few simple curved lines for the wings and tail in step 2. Then refine the outline, and add only as much detail as you’d like.

Just a few simple lines are all you need to suggest this duck’s form.

The duck on this page also provides an excellent study in proportion. Proportion is the proper relation of one part to another or to the whole, particularly in terms of size and shape. This duck’s body is twice the length of its head and neck combined, and its bill is roughly as long as its head. Keep these proportions in mind as you block in your drawing.
Cranes are graceful birds with long beaks, long legs, and broad wing spans. The crane’s elegant lines make it a good subject for either brush and ink or a simple pencil rendering. Whichever medium you choose, the first step in your drawing is to sketch an oval for the bird’s body with an HB pencil. In step 2, block in the outline of the wings, and establish the general placement of the legs and head. Develop the outline further and block in some of the wing feathers.

At this stage, you can either finish the crane with a soft lead pencil or try your hand at using brush and india ink. Brush and ink allows you to make interesting variations in the width and intensity of your lines. Use a soft-haired #3 brush for thin lines and a #6 for thick lines. Experiment with different amounts of ink and water to see what effects you can achieve.

Don’t be afraid to try brush and ink. It takes a little practice to master, but you can do it!

Here is a close-up of the crane’s head. Note the detail on the beak and on the head.
Wildlife Textures

Nature provides some of the most exquisite and interesting textures. Drawing wildlife is especially helpful because each animal comprises a number of different textural elements. Think about a bird with its sleek feathers, scaly feet, smooth beak, and glistening eyes. What more could an artist ask for?

In my backyard, there is a wealth of textures just waiting to challenge me, from a delicate butterfly to a scruffy groundhog. All of the textures on this page can be found right outside my door. What is waiting outside your door?

Feathers

Step 1. To capture the wispy, fragile texture of a peacock’s feather, I start by drawing thin lines that stem from a vertical centerline. Then I draw a circle within an oval for the “eye”—I draw the curved lines that surround the “eye” so that they follow the ovular form.

Step 2. I darken the center of the “eye” to emphasize the peacock feather’s distinctive pattern. I keep the area around the center very light to indicate the change in color and the delicate feather texture.

Step 3. After darkening all my lines, I use a kneaded eraser to lift out a small curve along the edge of the dark center. (See “Lifting Out” below for more information.)

Here I use an eraser to lift out the white edges of the feathers. I go back in and reinforce the edges with pencil to show the defined edges of the feathers. It often is difficult to control the shape of the edges of the lifted area, so the delicacy of the edges can be lost. I use short lines that follow the direction of the feathers to create additional texture. Then I blend the background with an eraser to help make the feathers stand out.

Scales & Skin

Alligator

I use a soft, broad pencil with plate-finish paper, as I don’t want the effects of rough paper to interfere with the leathery, bumpy texture of the alligator’s skin. Pay attention to the direction of the light source when dealing with textures—alligator skin is made up of many small ridges, and each ridge must be lit properly for the drawing to appear realistic.

Butterfly

First I carefully outline the drawing with a sharp HB pencil. I lightly draw the very thin veins, using long strokes. I go back in and put down another layer of tone, this time also covering the lighter areas of the wing. Next I use a 2B pencil to deepen the veins, gradually increasing the pressure on my pencil and using long strokes that follow the shape of the wing. I switch back to the HB and use long strokes to deepen the light tones of the wing, allowing some strokes to be darker to create a slight variation in the soft tones within the lighter area.
**Scales & Skin**

**Alligator** I use a soft, broad pencil with plate-finish paper, as I don't want the effects of rough paper to interfere with the leathery, bumpy texture of the alligator's skin. Pay attention to the direction of the light source when dealing with textures—alligator skin is made up of many small ridges, and each ridge must be lit properly for the drawing to appear realistic.

**Fish** First I outline the scales, paying careful attention to the details. Then I add shading at the base of the scales where they overlap to show the distinctive flaky texture. Note that every scale has been given a highlight—this helps capture the fish's shimmery nature.

**Fish** First I outline the scales, paying careful attention to the details. Then I add shading at the base of the scales where they overlap to show the distinctive flaky texture. Note that every scale has been given a highlight—this helps capture the fish's shimmery nature.

**Butterfly** First I carefully outline the drawing with a sharp HB pencil. I lightly draw the very thin veins, using long strokes. I go back in and put down another layer of tone, this time also covering the lighter areas of the wing. Next I use a 2B pencil to deepen the veins, gradually increasing the pressure on my pencil and using long strokes that follow the shape of the wing. I switch back to the HB and use long strokes to deepen the light tones of the wing, allowing some strokes to be darker to create a slight variation in the soft tones within the lighter area.

**Frog** Frog skin is usually moist, so using a smudging technique helps create a nice effect. I use darker tones to create the raised bumps and lift out some graphite to add highlights to the slimy surface to give a wet look to the entire skin.
**Animal Textures**

Once you have a basic understanding of an animal's skeletal structure, you must “clothe” it in either skin or hair. There is a vast range of textures you can create for skin and hair, and each requires a slightly different technique to achieve a realistic effect. Here I break down the process of drawing six different textures into steps so you can see how they are created. I use these techniques throughout the book, so you may want to refer to these pages when following the step-by-step projects.

### Short Fur

Step 1: I create a light undercoat with a series of swift, short pencil strokes and a very sharp 2H .5 mm mechanical pencil. (Every pencil must be very sharp to achieve this effect.) I draw the strokes in the direction of the fur growth and avoid forming obvious patterns.

Step 2: Now I use a sharp HB lead to create the second layer, using the same technique as in step 1. I don’t fill in the entire area; instead I leave some of the paper showing through the lines for highlights.

Step 3: I switch to a 2B pencil to work over the area again with the same short, swift strokes. This deepens the tone of the fur and creates a realistic texture. The darker 2B helps make the untouched areas “read” as lighter, individual hairs. This method is used for the kangaroo’s fur on page 176.

### Short Patterned Fur

Step 1: I use a blunt F pencil to fill in spots with very light, solid tone. Then I switch to a 2H pencil to work in a similar manner as in step 1 of “Short Fur” but build up dark areas by placing dark 2H strokes close together.

Step 2: Now I switch to an HB pencil to make short strokes following the direction of fur growth. In the spotted areas, I keep the strokes close together; in the lighter areas, I keep the strokes farther apart. I leave some paper showing through for highlights.

Step 3: I intensify the dark spots with a sharp 2B pencil and many closely placed strokes, varying the pressure on each stroke. I build up the tone a bit more in the lighter areas with a sharp HB.

### Long Hair

Step 1: I use a very sharp HB .5 mm mechanical pencil to draw a series of long, curved strokes to make a “clump” of 20 to 30 lines. I draw all the lines in a clump in the same direction and at about the same length. Each clump varies in direction and length and often overlaps another clump.

Step 2: As with the short fur, I use a sharp HB lead for the second layer, making my strokes more random than with the short fur. Again I leave areas of white showing through the strokes.

Step 3: I switch to a 2B pencil to build up dark areas using long strokes. I create the darkest areas near the lightest lines and in areas where I want the deepest shadows. This contrast forms natural “hairs” and highlights. This method is used for the lion’s mane on page 62.

---
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**WHITE HAIR**

**Step 1.** Many artists are intimidated by drawing white hair, but I love drawing it! The white of the paper does most of the work for you. You really only need to draw the shadows and the negative areas. I create the undercoat with a sharp 2H lead, but I lay down strokes only in the cast shadow areas. I keep my strokes very, very light.

**Step 2.** With a sharp HB lead, I carefully create the shadows cast by the hairs, following the direction of hair growth. I don't draw too many lines, as I don't want to fill in all the white areas.

**Step 3.** I switch to a sharp 2B to carefully create the darkest shadow areas. These dark values sharply contrast with the white of the paper, creating the illusion of white hair. Now I use the tip of the 2H to add some light strokes here and there to give the hair a little more definition. This technique is used in the lightest areas of the koala on page 186.

---

**ROUGH, WRINKLED SKIN**

**Step 1.** With a blunt F pencil, I lay down a light, even tone. Then I use a clean tortillon to blend and soften the tone, eliminating much of the “grain” of the paper. I try to keep some areas lighter and some darker so I don't create a flat tone.

**Step 2.** To add wrinkles on top of the smooth tone, I use what I call a “scrambling” technique. With a sharp 2H lead, I cover certain areas with a squiggly line that I make without lifting my pencil. This line sort of wanders about, creating the illusion of a bumpy texture. Then I switch to an HB to draw slightly darker horizontal lines over the scramble lines. These lines of varying lengths represent the wrinkles.

**Step 3.** Now I alternate between an HB and a 2B, adding more lines and scramble lines over the first layer of tone. This loose technique works well for elephant, rhinoceros, and some reptile hides. It also can be used to create leathery effects for noses and footpads if the undercoat is created with a darker B pencil.

---

**REPTILE SKIN**

**Step 1.** With a 2H pencil, I lightly draw a series of lines in one direction and another series of lines in the opposite direction to form a diamond pattern. I use a blunt F pencil to fill in each diamond with a series of lines placed close together. I leave a slight white outline and a highlight in the upper left corner of each diamond.

**Step 2.** Switching back to the 2H, I stroke in the opposite direction on top of the layer of F strokes. This creates a blending effect without smudging the graphite with a tortillon. Now I add circular strokes with an HB in each diamond, concentrating on the lower right of each shape. I also use the HB to fill in the white outline around each diamond, creating a shadow between each shape.

**Step 3.** Finally, I use a 2B to create the darkest shadow areas in the lower right of each diamond. Then I use an HB to add circular strokes over the previous layer, evening out the tone.

---

Once you have a basic understanding of an animal’s skeletal structure, you must “clothe” it in either skin or hair. There is a vast range of textures you can create for skin and hair, and each requires a slightly different technique to achieve a realistic effect. Here I break down the process of drawing six different textures into steps so you can see how they are created. I use these techniques throughout the book, so you may want to refer to these pages when following the step-by-step projects.
Bear

Bears have large heads and bulky bodies, their hindquarters are massive, and they have short, powerful legs. They also have long, sharp claws made for digging. Even though they move slowly while walking, they can run very fast.

Remember to study each part of the animal’s anatomy before starting to draw. Try to capture the bear’s personality as you draw, paying attention to how each line affects the whole drawing.

Practice making strokes like the ones shown below. They can be used to shade your animal drawings, creating the illusion of fur.

The block-in steps shown above and to the left are good examples of how to begin. Once you are satisfied with the bear’s position, add details and shading.
Creating Animal Textures

Smooth Scales  To depict smooth scales, first draw ovals of various sizes; then shade between them. Because scales overlap, be sure to partially cover each scale with the next layer.

Rough Scales  For rough scales, create irregular shapes that follow a slightly curved alignment. Shade darkly between the shapes; then shade over them with light, parallel strokes.

Fine Feathers  For light, downy feathers, apply thin, parallel lines along the feather stems, forming a series of V shapes. Avoid crisp outlines, which would take away from the softness.

Heavy Feathers  To create thicker, more defined feathers, use heavier parallel strokes and blend with a tortillon. Apply the most graphite to the shadowed areas between the feathers.

Hide  To create a shiny, short-haired hide, apply short, straight strokes with the broad side of the pencil. For subtle wrinkles, add a few horizontal strips that are lighter in value.

Wavy Hair  For layers of soft curls, stroke in S-shaped lines that end in tighter curves. Leave the highlights free of graphite and stroke with more pressure as you move to the shadows.

Rough Coat  For a subtle striped pattern, apply short strokes in the direction of fur growth. Then apply darker strokes in irregular horizontal bands. Pull out highlights with an eraser.

Smooth Coat  For a smooth, silky coat, use sweeping parallel pencil strokes, leaving the highlighted areas free of graphite. Alternate between the pencil tip and the broad side for variation.

Curly Hair  Curly, woolly coats can be drawn with overlapping circular strokes of varying values. For realism, draw curls of differing shapes and sizes and blend for softness.

Long Hair  To render long hair – whether it’s the whole coat or just a mane or tail – use longer, sweeping strokes that curve slightly, and taper the hairs to a point at the ends.

Whiskers  To suggest whiskers, first apply rows of dots on the animal’s cheek. Fill in the fur as you have elsewhere; then, with the tip of a kneaded eraser, lift out thin, curving lines.

Nose  Most animal noses have a bumpy texture that can be achieved with a very light scale pattern. Add a shadow beneath the nose; then pull out highlights with a kneaded eraser.

Smooth Scales  To depict smooth scales, first draw ovals of various sizes; then shade between them. Because scales overlap, be sure to partially cover each scale with the next layer.

Rough Scales  For rough scales, create irregular shapes that follow a slightly curved alignment. Shade darkly between the shapes; then shade over them with light, parallel strokes.

Fine Feathers  For light, downy feathers, apply thin, parallel lines along the feather stems, forming a series of V shapes. Avoid crisp outlines, which would take away from the softness.

Heavy Feathers  To create thicker, more defined feathers, use heavier parallel strokes and blend with a tortillon. Apply the most graphite to the shadowed areas between the feathers.

Hide  To create a shiny, short-haired hide, apply short, straight strokes with the broad side of the pencil. For subtle wrinkles, add a few horizontal strips that are lighter in value.

Wavy Hair  For layers of soft curls, stroke in S-shaped lines that end in tighter curves. Leave the highlights free of graphite and stroke with more pressure as you move to the shadows.

Rough Coat  For a subtle striped pattern, apply short strokes in the direction of fur growth. Then apply darker strokes in irregular horizontal bands. Pull out highlights with an eraser.

Smooth Coat  For a smooth, silky coat, use sweeping parallel pencil strokes, leaving the highlighted areas free of graphite. Alternate between the pencil tip and the broad side for variation.

Curly Hair  Curly, woolly coats can be drawn with overlapping circular strokes of varying values. For realism, draw curls of differing shapes and sizes and blend for softness.

Long Hair  To render long hair – whether it’s the whole coat or just a mane or tail – use longer, sweeping strokes that curve slightly, and taper the hairs to a point at the ends.

Whiskers  To suggest whiskers, first apply rows of dots on the animal’s cheek. Fill in the fur as you have elsewhere; then, with the tip of a kneaded eraser, lift out thin, curving lines.

Nose  Most animal noses have a bumpy texture that can be achieved with a very light scale pattern. Add a shadow beneath the nose; then pull out highlights with a kneaded eraser.
To draw this little fellow, visualize the shape of his head without the soft, fluffy fur. Once again, lay down your block-in lines in the numbered order shown in step A. Continue through step C until you've developed basic head features. Create the fur with a wash technique, using a #3 round brush and a wash of water and india ink (or black watercolor paint).

Wet the paper with water before applying the ink or paint. You should practice this on a separate piece of paper to test the effect of the wash. Once you've successfully achieved the effect of fur, you can begin working on the actual drawing.

After applying the wash, lift your paper and tip it in various angles to let the color bleed in different directions. Doing this gives three-dimensional form to the burro's head.
Squirrel

Note how this drawing differs from the previous one in terms of shading and texture. Although this little squirrel isn’t difficult to draw, make certain each block-in step is correct before moving to the next one. For example, because the squirrel doesn’t face directly forward, the eye that is farther away must be correctly positioned to make it look realistic.

Your drawings may not always come out as well as you’d like. In fact, it just happened to me with this squirrel! So what am I going to do? Draw it over and over until I’m satisfied. That’s what you should do too!
**EXPERIMENTING WITH DIFFERENT MEDIA**

Drawing is a creative process. As an artist, I am constantly looking for new ways to stimulate my imagination, and I'm always interested in exploring different methods of working. One of the best ways to do this is to experiment with different media. Here I've branched out and drawn with pen and ink, charcoal sticks and pencils, and Conte crayons to show just a glimpse of the possibilities. Be adventurous, and try some new materials on your own.

**Exploring Animal Textures**
I love drawing animals, partly because I'm so fond of them and partly because they're such beautiful creatures. They range from small and delicate to large and powerful, with an array of different colors, textures, and patterns. It's great fun to try to show the differences between the shaggy coat of the coyote pup and the long mane of the lion, or the thick, black-and-white fur of the panda and the patterned stripes of the tiger or zebra. Try it yourself!

**Conté Crayon**
To show the rough fur of this coyote pup, I decided to use Conte crayon. I used loose, sketchy strokes for the longer hair, and blended my strokes around the eyes and face. To blend, you can smudge with your fingers or with a soft brush and water; here I blended by layering a white Conte over the black.

**Ink Wash**
This drawing was done with a wash of India ink and water. By adding more or less water to the ink, you can make any value you want. For the larger masses of shading, I loaded the brush with diluted ink and applied a wash with the side of the brush. Then I used a small round, fine-pointed watercolor brush and drew lines with a stronger ink solution for the details.

**Colored Pencil**
I used a black wax pencil for this portrait of a tiger. I was able to create the soft, dark areas of hair using the side of the pencil and holding it in the underhand position. Paper blending stumps don't blend wax pencil strokes well, so I used one only for the very subtly blended areas, such as the eyes.

**Artist's Tip**
Travel, be curious about your surroundings, and accumulate meaningful memories. Your visual imagery will be the richer for it.
Pen and Ink This zebra was rendered with a drawing pen with a nonflexible point, which produces the same line width with each stroke. By using very quick, hatching strokes, I was able to achieve some variation of line and shading, although not as much variation as with a ballpoint pen. This tool was well suited for the fine hair and intricate pattern of this striped zebra.

Subtle Blends For this portrait of a regal male lion, I chose charcoal pencil. That enabled me to duplicate the different textures of the hair on the face and on the mane. Then I used white Conté crayon to blend around his cheeks, making the gray tones.

Concluding Thoughts
Choose subjects to draw that you really like, because then you'll be inspired to spend the time and energy necessary to make your drawings great. Although there is no substitute for practice—and more practice—if you connect with your subject, it will show in your art. Let your interests, hobbies, and personal passions encourage and guide your artistic talent. Best of luck to you—and have fun drawing!
PARROT

This bold parrot is rendered in a very different, high-contrast style, which corresponds to the bird's loud plumage and brazen personality. Its large, hooked beak is a prominent feature, and it will be a focal point in your drawing.

Start with a circle in step 1, and then draw perpendicular guidelines to divide it into quarters. This will help you place the eye and beak correctly.

In step 2, extend the line of the circle to the right for the angle of the neck and the back of the head; add curves for the wing and the chest in step 3. Block in the lines of the beak and the mass of the top plumage before you begin shading. Use a soft pencil, or try ink for a more dramatic effect.

Try experimenting with different areas of black and white. Make the beak solid black with a stark white highlight, or outline the highlight within a solid white beak.

Always include some part of the body in a head drawing, so the head does not appear to be "floating" on the page.

You can even leave the drawing white with thick outlines and make the background solid black. Be creative!
LEARNING TO SEE
DEER

To familiarize yourself with a variety of drawing subjects, you may want to consider sketching on location. The zoo is a good place to find animals to draw. Choose a particular animal, and focus on just one part, such as the head, foot, eye, or ear; then draw that part several times in different positions.

Proportions are important to remember in order to correctly render your subject. When drawing body parts, always keep in mind their size and relationship to the whole body. For instance, note the size of the deer's head relative to the rest of its body. The ears, being large, add to its overall shape, and the legs almost seem too slender to support the rest of the animal. Once you're satisfied with your study drawings, combine them to draw the whole animal. You can also try to capture the deer in action by drawing steps A and B at the bottom of the page.

Follow steps A though C above to establish the deer's head proportions.
A deer has beautiful eyes. When drawing them, observe their position and angle on the deer's head. Study the diagram below for steps on creating well-drawn eyes. The highlights on them give life, sparkle, and innocence to the deer. Practice them on a separate paper until you feel comfortable drawing them, then add them to the deer's head on your drawing.
SQUIRREL

All animals have beautiful lines—the squirrel is no exception. Here, the overall form of the squirrel is made up of gracefully curved lines flowing together in perfect harmony.

To draw this little fellow, first block in the basic pose in step A. Add the features and details in steps B and C. Shade with the side of black crayon to bring out the squirrel's form, and use a pencil to create the fur. Try different types of strokes to produce a variety of textures.

If you're a beginner, don't try to draw from memory. Instead, refer to photographs, magazines, and books. However, instead of copying the pictures exactly, use them as a departure point for your own original drawings.
EXPRESSING EMOTION

Try to plan your drawing ahead of time so you’ll have fewer mistakes to correct later. Planning will also help you determine an appealing pose for your subjects. The pose sets a mood for the drawing and can even communicate certain feelings, such as conflict, love, or hate.

The pose below conveys the bond between the mother and its child. Once again, consider the mood or feeling you’d like to come across so that you can strive to bring it out effectively in your drawing.

Use steps A and B above to direct you in placing the sheep in a pose together. Notice how two basic shapes become the main bodies. Vary shading patterns to create the fleece texture you see in the last stage of the drawing below.

Steps A and B below illustrate how to draw a close-up of the lamb’s face.

Try to plan your drawing ahead of time so you’ll have fewer mistakes to correct later. Planning will also help you determine an appealing pose for your subjects. The pose sets a mood for the drawing and can even communicate certain feelings, such as conflict, love, or hate.

The pose below conveys the bond between the mother and its child. Once again, consider the mood or feeling you’d like to come across so that you can strive to bring it out effectively in your drawing.

Use steps A and B above to direct you in placing the sheep in a pose together. Notice how two basic shapes become the main bodies. Vary shading patterns to create the fleece texture you see in the last stage of the drawing below.

Steps A and B below illustrate how to draw a close-up of the lamb’s face.
We learn to draw not only by practicing but also by observing and studying objects and people, reading about art, and meeting with other artists.
ROUGH COLLIE

A lthough collies can be found in many households, they are also well-known as herding dogs in Scotland, Ireland, and England. They have long, pointed muzzles, virtually no stop, and a slightly wavy, thick coat. This rendering was done with a loose, free approach to create an artistic feel. As you develop your skills, your own artistic style will emerge.

In step A, block in the simple shape of the collie's profile with an HB pencil. Be sure the eye is correctly positioned; otherwise, your drawing won't be accurate. In step B, lightly sketch the nose, mouth, and ears. Don't worry about details at this stage; most will be determined as you develop the fur. Use the very tip of a brush and india ink to create loose, thin strokes.

The most famous Rough Collie of all was Lassie, who starred in many television shows and movies.
Sketchbook Selections

I frequently visit the local zoo and wildlife sanctuary. Whenever I go, I take my camera and sketchbook along. Sometimes I get so enthralled with watching the animals that I may do only one or two drawings. My books are filled with incomplete studies. My sketchbooks are not meant to be “finished” art but studies and observations of animal forms and behaviors. I never come away without having learned something. Here is a selection of drawings from my sketchbook.

Baboon The alpha baboon in a troop has the most wonderful coat of luxurious hair that is assiduously tended to by his harem of females. His eyes are deeply set and brooding, and he is a rather proud animal.

Pelican These preening birds have beautiful curves in their necks. I find it amazing that they can manipulate that huge beak so delicately to reach the most out-of-the-way areas on their bodies.

Zebra This zebra was most obliging and stood still for several minutes. He too was enjoying the spring warmth.

Red Kangaroo Called the “old man of the desert,” the kangaroo has a big, blocky head with large, upright ears and is heavily muscled around the shoulders and forearms. The kangaroo is tall and graceful in movement and languid in repose.

Tammar Wallaby Wallabies are very similar in structure to kangaroos. It is important to note the wallaby’s smaller size, rounder body, and smaller head.

Hairy-Nosed Wombat Wombats often are called “bush bulldozers” because of their solid, sturdy, round bodies that can plow through almost anything.

Otter Otters are some of my favorite animals to draw, but they never sit still. They often return to similar positions, though, so I captured them progressively, drawing several different positions at once. This helped me successfully depict their wriggling bodies.
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Drawing Animals in Action

Sketching active animals is a great exercise for both beginning and experienced artists because it requires the artist to observe and record as much information as possible in a short amount of time. Because active animals—such as these otters and spider monkeys—are almost constantly in motion, you must stroke quickly and learn to focus only on capturing the general movement and salient features. Apply swift pencil marks with long, sweeping strokes, and add only a few lines to the shadows to suggest form. Don't be afraid to try a variety of poses—a monkey in mid-jump may seem like a challenge, but you can end up with a captivating image that inspires you to challenge yourself even more. Remember that the more you practice, the faster you will become and the more adept you will be at depicting animals in action!

Otters

To begin sketching these otters, use loose, lightly drawn circles to form the basic shapes of the head and body. From these rough lines, you can more easily determine where to place the limbs and tail. Once you establish the general bulk of the otter on paper, begin to add details, such as facial features, shadows, and claws.

Monkeys

Although the body of the spider monkey is lanky and linear, use circular shapes to first define the head and body. Then outline the monkey with a series of short, gently curving lines, finishing the sketch with brief shading using the side of a soft pencil.
Monkeys Although the body of the spider monkey is lanky and linear, use circular shapes to first define the head and body. Then outline the monkey with a series of short, gently curving lines, finishing the sketch with brief shading using the side of a soft pencil.
ANIMALS
OF THE
WORLD
I’ve always been fascinated by animals, and I’ve spent many hours at the zoo with my sketch pad, studying their movements, their body structures, and their coat textures. Because pencil is such a versatile tool, I can easily sketch a rough-coated goat or finely stroke a smooth-haired deer. Of course, you don’t have to go to the zoo to find models; try copying the drawings here, or find a wildlife book for reference, and draw the animals that appeal to you.

Developing Markings

I started drawing this trio by sketching and refining their general shapes and then outlining the markings with a sharp-pointed HB. Then I shaded in the spots with a round-tip HB, making my strokes darker in the shadow areas, both on the spots and between them.

Studying the Head

When drawing the head, I paid special attention to the giraffe’s most distinctive features. I emphasized the narrow, tapered muzzle and the heavy lidded eyes, adding long, curved eyelashes. To make sure the knobbled horns didn’t look pasted on, I drew them as a continuous line from the forehead, curving back where they attach to the head.

Drawing Fur and Hair

**Smooth Coat** Shade the undercoat with the side of a blunt 2B and pick out random coat hairs with a sharp HB pencil.

**Rough Coat** Using the side of your pencil, shade in several directions using different strokes and various pressures.

**Long Hair** Make wavy strokes in the direction the hair grows, lifting the pencil at the end of each stroke.

**Short Hair** Use a blunt HB to make short, overlapping strokes, lifting the pencil at the end to taper the tips.

Drawing Animals

Working Out the Structure

to draw the full body, I had to make sure the proportions are correct. I began by placing circles for the midriff, shoulders, withers, and haunches. Then I used the body width as a guide for the other parts: the neck (from shoulder to head) and the legs are all about the same length as the body is wide, and the head is roughly a third as long.

Making Your Subject Unique

Before I begin drawing any animal subject, I ask myself what it is that makes that animal distinct from all others. For example, sheep, horses, and giraffes all have hooves and a similar body structure, but a bighorn sheep has curled horns and a shaggy coat, a horse has a smooth coat and a single-toe hoof, and a giraffe has an elongated neck and legs and boldly patterned markings. Focusing on these distinguishing characteristics will make your drawings believable and lifelike.

Drawing Animals
Developing Markings

I started drawing this trio by sketching and refining their general shapes and then outlining the markings with a sharp-pointed HB pencil. Then I shaded in the spots with a round-tip HB, making my strokes darker in the shadow areas, both on the spots and between them.

Studying the Head

When drawing the head, I paid special attention to the giraffe's most distinctive features. I emphasized the narrow, tapered muzzle and the heavy lidded eyes, adding long, curved eyelashes. To make sure the knobbed horns didn't look pasted on, I drew them as a continuous line from the forehead, curving back where they attach to the head.

Creating a Portrait

To capture this horse's likeness, I focused on its features: the large nostril, wide eye, pointed ears, and strong cheekbone all distinguish this horse from, say, the sheep on the left or the giraffe on the opposite page. I used a sharp-pointed pencil for the outline and details, and the flat side of the lead for shadows. Then I went back over the shading with the point to accentuate the underlying muscles. Leaving large areas of white suggests a smooth, glossy coat.

Making Your Subject Unique

Before I begin drawing any animal subject, I ask myself what it is that makes that animal distinct from all others. For example, sheep, horses, and giraffes all have hooves and a similar body structure, but a bighorn sheep has curled horns and a shaggy coat, a horse has a smooth coat and a single-toe hoof, and a giraffe has an elongated neck and legs and boldly patterned markings. Focusing on these distinguishing characteristics will make your drawings believable and lifelike.

Depicting Hair

To show the texture of this bighorn's coat, I used the point of a 2B pencil. I applied long, wavy strokes on the body, and drew short, wispy tendrils on the legs and underbelly.

Focusing on Feet

Horses have solid, single-toed hooves, whereas giraffes, sheep, and other ruminants have split (cloven) hooves. Notice that the horse's hoof is angled a little more than the giraffe's and that the giraffe's toes are not perfectly symmetrical.

Showing Action

I often draw from pictures of animals so I can study their movements frozen by the camera. Here I focused on the sharp angles of the legs and feet, and suggested the underlying muscles by varying the direction of my strokes.
DRAWING FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

Photographs are wonderful references for drawings of animals. When you take the photos yourself, try to catch a motion or pose that is characteristic of the animal, such as the position of a cheetah just before it pounces or the stretch of a spider monkey in mid-swing. Always be prepared to take a snapshot at any time and take several different shots of the same subject; it is challenging to capture the animal’s personality on disk or film, but it is well worth the wait!

When you are ready to begin drawing, look over all your photographs and choose the one you like best, but don’t feel restricted to using only one reference source. You may decide you like the facial expression in one photo but the body pose in another; you may even have other references for background elements you’d like to include. Use them all! Combine your references any way you choose, altering the scene to suit yourself. This is referred to as “taking artistic license,” and it’s one of the most important “tools” artists have at their disposal.

Creating an Artist’s Morgue

The more skilled you become at drawing and the more different animals appeal to you as subjects, the more references you’ll want to have on hand. Many artists keep some type of file for storing images, also called an “artist’s morgue.” This system of collecting film prints, slides, and digital images can supplement the information you note in your sketchbook, such as the color, texture, or proportions of a subject. You may also want to include magazine clippings, postcards, or other visual materials in your file, but be sure to use these items as loose references for general information only; replicating another’s work without permission is a copyright infringement.

Artists today are fortunate to have many means of obtaining and cataloging pictures. You can store thousands of photos on CDs and portable hard drives, and each picture can be pulled up on screen in a matter of seconds. If you choose to create physical folders, you might want to file your images alphabetically by subject so they are easily accessible when the need for a reference arises. You can use all forms of storage for your artist’s morgue—you can even print still-frame shots from your own scenic videos.

Copying a Portrait

This drawing was based on the photo reference shown above. It captured the proud, strong expression and physical characteristics so typical of mature male gorillas. Because the photo was so clear, the drawing follows it faithfully.

Combining References

These two photos were used for the drawing at right. The photo of a polar bear walking clearly shows the animal’s shape and proportions. But the other photo reference features the face more clearly.

Copying a Portrait

This drawing was based on the photo reference shown above. It captured the proud, strong expression and physical characteristics so typical of mature male gorillas. Because the photo was so clear, the drawing follows it faithfully.

Combining References

These two photos were used for the drawing at right. The photo of a polar bear walking clearly shows the animal’s shape and proportions. But the other photo reference features the face more clearly.

Creating an Artist’s Morgue

The more skilled you become at drawing and the more different animals appeal to you as subjects, the more references you’ll want to have on hand. Many artists keep some type of file for storing images, also called an “artist’s morgue.” This system of collecting film prints, slides, and digital images can supplement the information you note in your sketchbook, such as the color, texture, or proportions of a subject. You may also want to include magazine clippings, postcards, or other visual materials in your file, but be sure to use these items as loose references for general information only; replicating another’s work without permission is a copyright infringement.

Artists today are fortunate to have many means of obtaining and cataloging pictures. You can store thousands of photos on CDs and portable hard drives, and each picture can be pulled up on screen in a matter of seconds. If you choose to create physical folders, you might want to file your images alphabetically by subject so they are easily accessible when the need for a reference arises. You can use all forms of storage for your artist’s morgue—you can even print still-frame shots from your own scenic videos.
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Grid Method  Using the lines of the grid squares as reference points, you can accurately position the features of your subject. Be sure to make the grid lines light because you’ll need to erase them when you finish transferring the drawing.

Deciding What to Keep

It’s rare that a reference photo turns out exactly how you’d like to render the subject. You’ll almost always want to add elements or leave objects out to improve the image, enhancing the most important features or altering the mood of the scene according to your taste.

Changing Your Photo  In this reference of a Golden Retriever puppy (above left), I like the way the hand is holding the puppy, but the rest of the person’s body isn’t working for the composition. I decide to eliminate the human body, leaving a white background to soften the scene. The puppy’s coat is very light, so the darker hand provides an effective contrast. The pup’s right paw is blurry in the photo (even if you can hold a puppy still, inevitably at least one part will be moving), so I also sharpen this in the final drawing.
TRACING & GRID METHODS

Although freehand drawing is a good way to get to know the animal’s form and represent it accurately, the quickest way to achieve perfect accuracy is to use either the tracing or grid methods. Neither of these methods should be considered “cheating”: both are respected tools that have been used by artists for centuries. Using these methods will give you a perfect outline, but it is up to you to create the composition and final drawing with skill and technique. You also should never become too dependent on these methods; they shouldn’t replace freehand drawing. Remember that any distortions in the photo (for example, due to wide-angle lenses) will translate to your drawing; you’ll need to be prepared and willing to correct these distortions later.

**Tracing Method**

Photocopy or print the image you wish to trace. (You may want to enlarge or reduce the image to the desired size.) Then tape a sheet of tracing paper on top of the image, and use a light table to help you carefully trace the outline of the animal, as well as the major facial features. If you don’t have a light table, you can create your own transfer paper. Turn over the tracing paper and cover the back with an even layer of graphite. Then place the tracing paper (graphite-side down) on top of your final drawing paper. Use an HB pencil and carefully go over the lines on the tracing paper; the lines will transfer to the drawing paper below.

**Grid Method**

Make a photocopy of the reference photo, and then draw a grid of squares (1” x 1” is a good size to start with) on the photocopy. Next draw a corresponding grid on a piece of sketch paper. (Some artists draw their grids directly onto the final drawing paper, but I find this messy, and erasing the lines damages the paper.) Make sure both grids have the exact same number of squares, even if the squares are different sizes—this ensures correct proportions. Once you’ve created the grids, simply draw what you see in each square of the reference in each square of the second grid. Draw in one square at a time until you have filled in all the squares. Now use the tracing method described above to transfer the drawing to your final paper.
To draw animals realistically, it is important to observe them and sketch them from life. By watching how the animal moves and relates to its environment and other creatures, you can better portray the animal's character and appearance. Drawing an animal in the wild is difficult and possibly dangerous, so zoos, wildlife parks, animal sanctuaries, and rescue centers are the preferred source of subjects. If none of these are available to you, you can resort to a video, but this is a very poor second to seeing, hearing, and smelling the living creature.

**WHAT TO TAKE**

Your kit can be as simple or as complex as you wish and are capable of carrying. Here’s a list of the items I always take when drawing on location:

1. A range of pencils (start with at least an HB and a 2B)
2. Sketchbook
3. Appropriate clothing and a hat
4. Insect repellent
5. Sunscreen
6. Water bottle
7. Pencil sharpener
8. Camera (if you’re drawing an animal you’ve never seen before or don’t have many references of)
9. Something to sit on (if you’re going to be in front of one animal for an extended period)

**WHAT TO DO**

1. Be prepared for uncooperative animals. It seems inevitable that whenever I go to study one particular animal, that is the ONE animal that is hidden all day or not on display. If I am after a particular animal, I have learned to always call first to ensure that the animal will at least be on display—whether it performs is a matter of luck. But there is nothing more frustrating than turning up on the one day of the year that the animal is getting its annual medical checkup and isn’t on view!
2. Be aware of the animal’s habits. Many animals are most active in the early morning or evening and will sleep out of sight in the afternoon. Is the animal nocturnal? If so, check with the keeper to find out the best time to view it, or arrange a private visit. Find out its feeding times and try to be there then.
3. Be patient. If the animal isn’t moving or visible when you arrive, wait a while. Animals operate on their own schedules, not yours, so be patient and you will be rewarded.
4. Be flexible. Patience didn’t work? Why not check out the animal next door? I guarantee you will see something interesting elsewhere if you keep your eyes open.
5. Expect an audience. People are always curious about what you are doing, especially children. If you are shy or hesitant about being watched, try to find a good spot that is discrete and out of the way. Some people will show great interest and ask questions about what you are doing. This is a wonderful opportunity for you to tell them about your artwork. If you are confident enough, give them your business card; you could be pleasantly surprised with a commission opportunity!
6. Be polite. Animals can be sensitive and shy; so don’t shout or tap on the glass or wave your arms to attract the animal’s attention. This can frighten the animal and make you look foolish, especially when the animal disdainfully ignores you! Also, don’t hog the best viewing spots. Share these with the public, especially children. Do all you can to encourage their interest and allow them to see what you have been watching so carefully.
DRAWING FROM NATURE

Sketching animals from life gives you a fresh approach to drawing that is spontaneous and original—every pose and composition you discover is unique! Creating a finished drawing on site has its disadvantages, however; you may not be able to stay on location for the duration of the drawing, and the light shifts as time passes, changing the shadows and highlights. And, of course, most animals are bound to change positions or even walk away as you work, making it difficult for you to capture a good likeness. Instead of trying to produce a final, detailed pencil drawing in the field, use a sketchbook to gather all the information you’ll need for a completed piece later. Work quickly and loosely, concentrating on replicating the animal’s general shapes, main features, gestures, and expressions. Practice using your whole arm to draw, not just your wrist and hand. Vary the position of your pencil as you stroke, and involve your shoulder in each movement you make. Then jot down notes to complete the information you’ll want to retrieve later. When it comes time for the final drawings, you’ll be surprised at how often you’ll refer to the notes you’ve recorded in your sketchbook!

Keeping a Sketchbook When you sketch from life to prepare for a drawing, be careful to take notes about the values, light, and the time of day, as well as any other details you are likely to forget. Sometimes you may want to take the time to more fully render a facial feature, such as an eye, and try sketching each animal from several different angles. Remember that no matter how much time you spend observing a subject, the impression in your mind will surely fade with time, so be as thorough in your notes as you can.

Starting with Basic Shapes Your sketches don’t need to be as fully developed as the drawings shown in the sketchbook above. Concentrate on training your eye to see your subject in terms of basic shapes—circles, ovals, rectangles, and triangles—and put them together in a rough drawing. For example, the sketch of the chimpanzee on the left started with a series of ovals, which were then connected with a few simple lines; the hands, feet, and facial features were merely suggested. The elephant portrait began with a circle, an oval, and rough triangular shapes; from that point, it was easy to sketch out the shape of the trunk and place a few strokes for shading to hint at the elephant’s form.

Using a Viewfinder If you have a hard time deciding how to arrange the animal or animals on your paper, try looking through a viewfinder. You can form a double “L” with your fingers or use a cardboard frame, as shown below, and look through the opening. Bring the viewfinder closer and hold it out farther; move it around the scene; look at your subject from high and low viewpoints; and make the opening wider and narrower. Then choose the view that pleases you most.
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Drawing from Nature

Drawing at the Zoo

The zoo is an ideal place for sketching a wide range of interesting animals. Before you begin to draw, take some time to observe their general proportions, as well as the way the animals move and how they interact with one another. The more you know about your subject, the more convincing your drawings will be.
**ELEPHANT**

Elephants are a new drawing experience for me. Study them closely before trying to draw them. Have you ever noticed their back legs bend just like a human’s?

The shading should follow the shape and form within each area of the elephant’s body. For example, draw long, horizontal strokes on the neck, a combination of different stroke directions on the belly, and vertical strokes on the back. This shading technique gives form to the elephant, making it appear solid.

Begin this elephant by drawing the oval in step A and then building upon it. In step B, use the oval as a guide for blocking in the main animal parts. To create the illusion of a thick hide, lightly sketch guidelines where the skin folds will be. As you begin to shade, press harder on your pencil for deeper folds, and lighter for shallow folds. The strokes on the elephant are rather dark and abrupt in order to produce the appearance of a rough-textured exterior.

Elephants can use their trunks as hands, water hoses, or even blowers!
GAZELLE

For the gazelle, attempt to draw both walking and jumping poses. The two series of steps shown here illustrate how each one begins with completely different block-in lines. When you add the details, try to capture the animal’s graceful qualities.

Often the beauty in drawing lies in simplicity. Notice the pleasing effect when all unnecessary lines and shading are left out.
GIRAFFE

Accurate proportions are important when drawing the giraffe; when blocking in your drawing, consider how making the legs too short or the neck too thick would alter the animal's appearance.

Step One To begin, block in the basic shape of the giraffe, adjusting the lines until you are satisfied with the proportions. Notice that the giraffe's neck is as long as its legs, and its hindquarters slope down sharply.

Step Two Now begin to refine the shapes of the legs and rump, smoothing the outline. Then begin placing the features and blocking in the pattern of the coat. For this species of giraffe, the spots all have slightly different irregular shapes, with small gaps between them.

Step Three Now erase any stray sketch marks and focus your attention on rendering the giraffe's face. (See the details in the box below.) Then fill in all the dark patches of the coat, adding the mane with a 2B pencil and short, dense diagonal strokes.

Step Four In this final step, after shading the face, add the shading beneath the giraffe's body and head. To keep the giraffe from appearing to float on the page, draw the ground with tightly spaced diagonal strokes.
Iguana

1. I begin my drawing of this poised-to-leap lizard with a few pencil gesture lines; one for each visible leg and one curving from the top of the head down to the tip of the tail. Then I block in the head and body, and I create the boxy shape of the lizard’s mouth and nose.

2. Now I begin to outline the iguana, adding the droop of skin beneath the round chin and defining each toe and claw. I adjust the lines as I draw, knowing that I will eventually erase all the pencil marks as I transform my drawing with pen and ink.

3. At this point, I finish the outline with a waterproof ink pen. I also add the striped pattern to the tail and the spikes along the iguana’s back. I use a few strokes to show the iguana’s rough skin, as well as curving lines that suggest the sag under the skin. After the ink dries, I erase my initial pencil marks.

4. Then I add shading with ink thinned with water. (Because the ink used in the previous step is waterproof, I don’t have to worry about marring it by applying washes on top.) Using a pointed soft brush, I lay in the shadows beginning with light washes and slowly building up to darker values, such as those beneath the chin and on the left claw. (For extra caution, I test each wash on scratch paper before applying it to the drawing; it’s difficult to determine the value of the ink wash until it is applied to paper.)

Varying Values with Ink Washes

Simply adjusting the amount of water you use in your ink washes can provide a variety of different values. When creating a wash, it is best to start with the lightest value and build up to a darker wash, rather than adding water to a dark wash. To get acquainted with the process of mixing various values, create a value chart like the one above. Start with a very diluted wash at the left, and gradually add more pigment for successively darker values.
Baboon

1. I block in the inquisitive pose of this baboon using a sharp HB pencil. I begin with the general shape of the head, placing guidelines for the main features. Next I sketch the round line of the body and roughly block in the shapes of the legs and arms. Then I place the curves of the tail.

2. Without further developing the outline, I start adding the facial features. I use a dull HB pencil to shade around the eyes and nose, always stroking in the direction in which the hair grows. I also start to refine the outlines of the hands and feet, indicating the individual fingers and toes.

3. I continue to develop the coat texture around the face and on the back. Because the baboon is covered in hair, I choose to leave out any harsh outlines. Instead I apply a series of short, parallel strokes that follow the initial outlines from step 1.

4. I finish developing the shading on the body, adding strokes to the darkest areas of the baboon but leaving the lightest areas completely white. Finally, I add a cast shadow to the ground beneath the baboon with the flattened point of an HB pencil.

Antelope

1. First I establish the placement of the antelope’s head, muzzle, neck, chest, torso, and rear end. I don’t sketch in the legs at this step so that I can assess the proportions of the head and body before moving on.

2. Now I add the front and back legs, making them the same height as the distance from the top of the head to the bottom of the chest. I use the circles that indicate the chest and rear sections to determine the placement of the legs.

3. Next I refine the outline of the body, connecting the initial shapes with a smooth contour. I also lightly sketch in blades of grass and mark the position of the eyes, nose, mouth, and horns, adjusting their placements until I am satisfied with the proportions.
**Antelope**

1. First I establish the placement of the antelope's head, muzzle, neck, chest, torso, and rear end. I don't sketch in the legs at this step so that I can assess the proportions of the head and body before moving on.

2. Now I add the front and back legs, making them the same height as the distance from the top of the head to the bottom of the chest. I use the circles that indicate the chest and rear sections to determine the placement of the legs.

3. Next I refine the outline of the body, connecting the initial shapes with a smooth contour. I also lightly sketch in blades of grass and mark the position of the eyes, nose, mouth, and horns, adjusting their placements until I am satisfied with the proportions.

4. I add a few patches of shading to indicate form on the face, horns, and body. I also add shadows to the areas where the light does not hit, such as on the antelope's underside and upper areas of the far legs. Then I apply the final details to the horns, ears, and eyes, adding a little more grass to complete the drawing.

The horns of this antelope have several ridges from the base to the tip that produce a horizontal band pattern. Begin by indicating the bands with marks that wrap around the horns, and then add a small shadow beneath each ridge.
1. With an HB pencil, I start by placing the flamingo's head and body using egg shapes. Then I sketch the S shape of the neck and the large, curved beak. I add a triangle shape for the tail, and draw the outline of the legs and feet, placing ovals for the "knees." Note that the legs are about the same length as the distance from the top of the head to the base of the body.

2. Now I refine the outlines and begin marking the placement of the major feathers on the body. Then I start developing the head and beak, refining the outlines and placing the eye, facial muscles, and beak pattern.

3. Next I erase any guidelines that are no longer needed. Then I add light shading to the underside of the body and the upper legs with short, curved strokes. I continue developing the head with a few feather details, and then I darken the tip of the beak.

4. Now I add the final details. First I finish shading the flamingo's neck and belly using a soft pencil in the underhand position, I make short strokes in the direction in which the feathers lie. I shade more intensely on the right and on the underside of the flamingo, as the source of light is coming from the upper left. I add texture to the legs and feet with squiggly lines. Finally, I create the final feathers on the flamingo's back with long, curved strokes.

FLAMINGO
**Toucan**

Birds come in all shapes, sizes, and textures. This toucan’s long, smooth feathers require long, soft strokes. Soft shading is also used to indicate the smooth texture of this bird’s beak.

**Step One** Use basic shapes to block in the toucan; establish the body with a long egg shape, the head with an oval, and the tail and beak with rectangular shapes. Make the large beak almost twice as wide as the head, and the tail half as long as the body.

**Step Two** Now add the legs and feet, posing the toucan on a branch. Be careful to make your preliminary lines light, as it may take several sketches to make the bird appear balanced over its legs. Mark the opening in the beak and the position of the eye.

**Step Three** Next refine the outlines and erase any guidelines you no longer need. To suggest the feathers, add a few strokes along the wings and tail. Then begin to shade the beak with long, perpendicular strokes using the side of a sharp HB pencil. Now begin shading the top of the head and small areas of the chest.

**Step Four** Finally shade the wing and tail using the side of the pencil and stroking in the direction of feather growth, giving the underside the darkest value. Then add the details to the feet and branch, suggesting the cylindrical nature of each with curved strokes.

**Changing the Viewpoint**

Once you’re comfortable drawing the toucan in profile, try a three-quarter angle. From this viewpoint, the light top of the beak is more visible, and the chest is more prominent than the head. This angle makes a more lively and engaging portrait.
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CHIMPANZEE

1. With circular strokes and a sharp HB pencil, I build the basic form of each chimp’s body. Note that—unlike humans—chimpanzees have longer arms than legs.

2. Next I block in the feet and hands with straight lines. I also mark the placement of the facial features, sketching in the outlines of the mouth, eyes, brow, and ears.

3. At this point, I soften the outlines of the chimps with uneven, curved strokes and dashes. The outlines should not be solid and smooth; they should suggest the hairy texture of the chimp’s coat. I also draw the hands and feet inside the guidelines from step 2.

4. Now I erase any initial guidelines that still show, and I begin shading in the chimps’ dark coats with a soft pencil. I apply short strokes that follow the direction of the hair growth, adding fewer lines to the highlighted areas and more to the shadows and creases.
I finish shading the chimps and add the final details to the faces, filling in the eyes and the mouths. Finally, I add a simple, natural background to create a dynamic outdoor scene.
I begin by blocking in the basic shape of the lion with a series of short, rough lines. I use an HB pencil so that the markings are light enough to erase thoroughly. I adjust the proportions as much as is needed before moving on.

Next I start refining the outlines of the lion's body and legs by rounding out the sharp corners. For the mane, I begin adding the hair with curved lines, stroking from the edge of the lion's face outward. I also begin to shade the lion's face, applying small patches of parallel strokes.

Now, using the same pencil, I sketch the position of the eyes, nose, and mouth. Note that the top of the nose is about halfway down the face, and the eyes are about one third of the way down. Then I begin to indicate the lion's form by marking a few lines near the leg joints and on his side; these marks will later serve as guides for shading.

I continue to develop the lion's mane, placing the strokes close together and changing the values by altering the amount of pressure I apply on the pencil. This variation in value gives the mane a sense of dimension with a minimum number of strokes. I now erase any initial sketch marks I no longer need and continue to develop the shading on the face. I also begin to add shading to other areas of the body, including the belly, the upper back, the front legs, and the lifted paw.
I continue to develop the lion's mane, placing the strokes close together and changing the values by altering the amount of pressure I apply on the pencil. This variation in value gives the mane a sense of dimension with a minimum number of strokes. I now erase any initial sketch marks I no longer need and continue to develop the shading on the face. I also begin to add shading to other areas of the body, including the belly, the upper back, the front legs, and the lifted paw.

Now, using the same pencil, I sketch the position of the eyes, nose, and mouth. Note that the top of the nose is about halfway down the face, and the eyes are about one third of the way down. Then I begin to indicate the lion's form by marking a few lines near the leg joints and on his side; these marks will later serve as guides for shading.

I continue to build form by shading the dark areas on the face and body. I use short, straight, and parallel lines that follow the direction of the hair growth to create a convincing coat. To complete the drawing, I use a soft 2B pencil to apply the final details to the lion, such as the dark whiskers, tail, and eyes. Finally, I add several strokes near the lion's feet to suggest grass.

Comparing the Male and Female

The male lion has a larger head than the female, accentuated by the presence of a shaggy mane. The lion also has a broad face and large jaw, making him appear more threatening than the female.

The female lion lacks a mane, making her easy to distinguish from a male. Because of this absence, the head of the lioness appears slimmer with a sleeker look.
GIANT PANDA

Pandas are an easy subject to approach when you begin with simple shapes. Start with circles for the head and body; then add ovals for the arms, legs, and paws. Add the details, such as the eyes, nose, and bamboo leaves. Then use soft, short strokes to indicate the texture of the panda’s thick black-and-white fur. When rendering hair, always stroke in the direction it grows.

**Step One** First establish the panda’s overall shape and pose. Start with a circle for the head and a larger oval for the body. Then draw a series of ovals for the arms, legs, and feet, dividing the left arm into upper and lower sections. Also mark the general shape and position of the ears, the eye mask, and the nose.

**Step Two** Next place the eyes, refine the shape of the nose, and sketch in the branch of bamboo. Use the side of a soft pencil and make short, soft marks around the outlines to indicate fur. Then begin shading all the black areas on the coat with an HB pencil, stroking downward in the direction of the hair growth.

**Step Three** Now erase any remaining guidelines and continue shading the black areas of fur. Then use a blending stump to smooth the pencil strokes, creating the illusion of soft fur. Add a few closely spaced strokes in the white fur to give it dimension and suggest the underlying muscles. Then draw the footpads and toenails.

**Step Four** Continue to develop the shading with soft, short strokes to show the fur’s texture. Also keep building up the panda’s form by varying the shading of the fur; for example, darken the areas between the arms and the body, as well as the areas on the legs that are closest to the ground. Finally add the details to finish the feet, claws, nose, and eyes.
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**AMERICAN ELK**

The American elk is also called a red deer or wapiti and is a beautiful, majestic creature. Refer to photos because it can be complex to draw.

Step A begins, like many other animal drawings, with a circle. To block in the rest of the body, draw each line in the order of the numbers above. Establish the elk's stance in step B by smoothing out your initial lines. Carefully study each body part in relation to the entire body so the animal that emerges is in proportion. Add features and begin shading, paying attention to the long horns, angular face, and thick, rounded muscles.
Moose

Moose have heavy bodies with humped shoulders and long legs. (The front legs are longer than the hind ones.) Their bodies are usually dark brown, and their legs are light tan. They have short necks and a flap of skin and hair hanging down from the throat called the bell. The female moose has no horns or antlers, but her body frame is very similar to her male counterpart. Start with an oval first in step A. In steps B and C, develop the pose and fill in some elementary features. Then start shading to give the animal form.

The graceful pose of this female moose creates a peaceful feeling within this drawing. Notice, however, how her ears stick straight up, communicating that she is still very alert and listening for sounds. All of these details are important to the drawing’s total statement.

Steps B and C demonstrate how to develop the rest of the body from the first shape. Where the legs extend from the body is extremely important. Each animal stands in a distinct way, and placing its legs incorrectly could result in an unrealistic drawing. So observe your subjects carefully!

When drawing a subject of this size, it’s important to communicate the animal’s strength. The different shading areas show muscular form. The moose’s thick neck and massive shoulders also convey the animal’s power.

As mentioned previously, look for elementary shapes before beginning to draw. The bull moose starts with a mere oval, as shown in step A. Remember that even the slightest change in the oval will affect the position and shape of the body.

The drawing below was left slightly incomplete so the shading steps are visible. The back of the moose shows the beginning stages of shading, while underneath the shading is layered for a more finished look.

I always strive to show the animal’s personality in my drawings. You should too!
As mentioned previously, look for elementary shapes before beginning to draw. The bull moose starts with a mere oval, as shown in step A. Remember that even the slightest change in the oval will affect the position and shape of the body.

Steps B and C demonstrate how to develop the rest of the body from the first shape. Where the legs extend from the body is extremely important. Each animal stands in a distinct way, and placing its legs incorrectly could result in an unrealistic drawing. So observe your subjects carefully!

Bull moose are enormous animals. They may not necessarily be considered beautiful, but out in the wild, they’re an amazing sight!

When drawing a subject of this size, it’s important to communicate the animal’s strength. The different shading areas show muscular form. The moose’s thick neck and massive shoulders also convey the animal’s power.
1. I begin by using an HB pencil with a rounded point to sketch the rough shapes of the bison’s face, horns, and mane. As this is a straight-on portrait, I am careful to make this early composition as symmetrical as possible. I mark for indentations just below the eyes and square off the face where the “beard” begins.

2. Now I block in the structure of the face, indicating the different planes of the muzzle and the slope of the forehead. I will later use these lines as guides for shading, eliminating the hard lines by softening them with short, parallel pencil strokes.

3. Next I add the facial features, including the eyes, ears, and nostrils. I place the ears just below the base of the horns, and I place the eyes level with the bottom half of the ears. Note that the eyes are extremely far apart; they should be placed slightly wider than the corners of the mouth. Then I begin refining the outline of the nostrils and mouth.

4. Now I begin shading the bison, suggesting various textures. For the flowing hair beneath the mouth, I use long, slightly wavy lines that are heaviest at the base of the chin. To suggest a shorter, curlier coat on the face and the top of the head, I use the side of a round-tipped pencil to apply several short strokes and squiggles. I also begin shading the horns with curved lines that follow the cylindrical form.
Now I block in the structure of the face, indicating the different planes of the muzzle and the slope of the forehead. I will later use these lines as guides for shading, eliminating the hard lines by softening them with short, parallel pencil strokes.

Now I begin shading the bison, suggesting various textures. For the flowing hair beneath the mouth, I use long, slightly wavy lines that are heaviest at the base of the chin. To suggest a shorter, curlier coat on the face and the top of the head, I use the side of a round-tipped pencil to apply several short strokes and squiggles. I also begin shading the horns with curved lines that follow the cylindrical form.

Examining the Body
From the side, the bison has a flat profile, an extremely low head, short front legs, and a high set of shoulders that give it a rough and almost primitive appearance.

Drawing Eyes
I begin by outlining the eyelid, iris, pupil, and brow with light, thin lines. Then I indicate the darkest values by filling in the pupil and part of the iris, leaving a white highlight. I continue to develop the eye’s form with shading, and I rub a tortillon over areas of the eyeball to soften the highlights and diminish any harsh edges.

5 Now I finish shading all the different textures, and I add the details to the eye (see the box below). Finally, I stand back from the drawing to assess it and decide to add greater value contrast by placing several dark strokes with a softer pencil along the jawline, in the ears, and in the eyes.
With an HB pencil, I sketch in the wolf portrait, focusing on the main shapes. I use a series of straight lines to outline the head and face; then I add the curved shape of the muzzle and two triangular ears.

Next I place the eyes and nose and mark the cheek areas. I also begin to refine the ears and follow the outline of the wolf with short strokes and wavy lines that suggest the coat's texture.

Now I begin shading in the coat, applying graphite first to the darkest areas (for example, inside the ears and beneath the muzzle). I vary the length, value, and curve of each stroke to depict the different coat textures.

I finish developing the shading and texture on the wolf, avoiding only the highlights on the ears, the forehead, and the top of the muzzle. Finally, I complete the details on the face, shading in the eyes and nose and adding highlights with a pointed kneaded eraser.

I finish adding the snake's markings and apply further shading and details to the rattle and the head. I add a shadow along the lower third of the body to create form, giving it a cylindrical appearance. To finish the drawing, I establish a sense of ground by suggesting pebbles and a rough surface.
RATTLESNAKE

1. To begin drawing the rattlesnake, I create a rough outline of the coil and block in the shapes of the head and rattle. Here I draw through the snake's body, meaning I draw the line behind the tail, even though it won't be visible in my final drawings. This will help me keep my drawing accurate.

2. I then mark the position of the eye and mouth, adding a Y-shaped tongue. To create the illusion of scales, I draw backward C-shaped strokes along the sections of the body closest to the viewer.

3. Next I finish applying scales to the body and begin shading in the snake's diamond skin pattern. Then I erase any sketch marks I no longer need and add cast shadows beneath the coils.

4. I finish adding the snake's markings and apply further shading and details to the rattle and the head. I add a shadow along the lower third of the body to create form, giving it a cylindrical appearance. To finish the drawing, I establish a sense of ground by suggesting pebbles and a rough surface.
I begin by sketching the general outlines of the body, head, and legs of the polar bear, paying careful attention to proportions. I draw a few lines to indicate the length of the massive neck and two quick strokes for his chest. Notice that the head is slightly lower than the rear, and that the front legs curve slightly inward.

Next I add the ears with two concentric semi-circles and block in the squarish nose. I also sketch the outline of the thick ice floe beneath the bear's feet. I start with an irregular half-oval and then draw a matching line beneath it, connecting the top and the base with vertical lines.

Now I place the eye and begin building the form of the feet with circular strokes. To suggest the mass of ice in the background, I add four broken horizontal lines behind the ice floe.
4. I begin shading the bear with short, gently curving strokes that follow the direction of hair growth. I apply strokes to only a few areas, including the underside, the back, and the face—just enough to suggest the texture but still maintain the white of the coat.

5. At this point, I refine the outlines and apply the final details to the drawing. I use the side of a sharp HB pencil to shade the water and the bear's cast shadow, and I use a round-pointed HB pencil to add ripples of water and shading on the front of the ice floe. I also shade the nose, eye, and inner ear, and I add a few darker strokes to complete the polar bear's coat.
PENGUINS

1. Using an HB pencil, I sketch the body and head of each penguin with ovals, tilting the positions of the bodies. I arrange them in a U-shaped formation rather than in a straight line to lead the viewer's eye through and around the drawing.

2. Now I add the beaks with simple curved and straight lines, placing them to the right of the center of each head. I also add the short legs and the shapes of the wide, webbed feet. Then I add a few lines to establish the ground.

3. Next I add the eyes and place the wings and tails, shading with parallel strokes and a round-pointed 2B pencil. I also add some thin, curving lines beneath their feet to begin developing the ground surface.

4. To finish, I shade the heads and tips of the beaks with parallel strokes with the 2B pencil. I also add a bit of shading to the upper legs of the penguins, and I place a few strokes to add shadows to the ground.

The markings on a penguin’s head vary according to species. To draw this Gentoo penguin, leave a white area that passes over the top of the head and swoops under and around each eye. Then circle each eye with a thin rim of short, dark strokes.

DEPICTING UNIQUE MARKINGS
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Now I add the beaks with simple curved and straight lines, placing them to the right of the center of each head. I also add the short legs and the shapes of the wide, webbed feet. Then I add a few lines to establish the ground.

**PETS**

The markings on a penguin's head vary according to species. To draw this Gentoo penguin, leave a white area that passes over the top of the head and swoops under and around each eye. Then circle each eye with a thin rim of short, dark strokes.
RABBITS

Drawing rabbits requires you to observe them carefully. For example, ear length varies with different breeds. The ears on this guy may be a bit too small. If this happens to you, keep trying until you get it right.

In steps A and B, begin with ovals and circles, and block in the rabbit’s general shape, trying to catch the mood of the pose at this stage.

Once the pose is set, add some features in step C. Apply both long and short strokes for shading. Keep some areas light and dark to create form, paying particular attention to the eyes, as shown in the last stage of the drawing.

A hopping rabbit makes a challenging drawing subject. Try it!
Figure A below shows one way of blocking in the elementary shapes of the rabbit. Draw clean, overlapping ovals to lay out the body shape.

In figure B, the strokes used to block in the rabbit are much looser, but either technique will lead you to a successful final drawing.

When you begin shading, use a 6B pencil for the details and darker areas. The side of a black crayon is helpful for shading larger areas and creating delicate, light grays.

Notice the depth in the eyes and the softness of the fur created below. Vary your shading techniques and strokes to create texture and make these effects possible.

Press hard on your drawing tool for darker tones, but not so hard that you destroy the texture of the paper.
GUINEA PIG

1. I start by establishing the form of the head and body with two overlapping egg shapes. Then I draw a few guidelines for the features, dividing the face into quadrants and adding a V for the nose.

2. Next I establish the underlying structure, indicating the legs and paws with a series of ovals. I add the position of the ears and place the eyes just above the horizontal guideline.

3. Now I begin to define the individual toes on the paws. I also suggest the shape of the nasal area with a U-shaped line, and I use small ovals to define the cheek pouches.

4. I begin to render the thick, furry coat around the basic structure I've already established, applying short strokes of varying thicknesses. It's much easier to work out the direction of fur growth and the overall shape of the animal when you know what is underneath.

5. Next I erase any guidelines that I don't need and continue to develop the fur. With the broad side of a pencil, I stroke light shadows around the edges of the guinea pig to suggest its roundness. I keep the drawing simple because the guinea pig's shape is rather vague, concentrating instead on suggesting the tufts of fur.

Budgerigars

Now that I've created full outlines of the birds and established the placement of the most important details, I begin to apply ink. I use a brush pen loaded with ink to retrace the outline of each bird. I vary the thickness of my strokes by changing the amount of pressure on the brush, and I keep the strokes slightly broken to give the feathered outlines a natural look. I also begin to suggest the feathers with short, U-shaped strokes. When the ink dries completely, I erase my pencil guidelines.
I begin to render the thick, furry coat around the basic structure I've already established, applying short strokes of varying thicknesses. It's much easier to work out the direction of fur growth and the overall shape of the animal when you know what is underneath.

1 Pen and ink are wonderful adjuncts to pencil, and they let you create a bolder drawing. I begin this pen and ink drawing with a graphite pencil sketch. First I place two parallel lines diagonally on the paper to represent the perch. Then I draw the gesture line of each bird, and I place ovals to indicate the heads and bodies. The positions I choose form a heart-shaped composition.

2 Now I build on the basic shapes to create the outlines of each bird, including the long, tapering tails that follow the initial gesture lines. Next I place the tiny feet, pointed beaks, and round eyes.

3 Now that I've created full outlines of the birds and established the placement of the most important details, I begin to apply ink. I use a brush pen loaded with ink to retrace the outline of each bird. I vary the thickness of my strokes by changing the amount of pressure on the brush, and I keep the strokes slightly broken to give the feathered outlines a natural look. I also begin to suggest the feathers with short, U-shaped strokes. When the ink dries completely, I erase my pencil guidelines.

4 To finish, I develop the details and values within the birds' feathers. For the finer features of the head and body feathers, I hold the pen like a pencil to gain more control. For the flowers around the perch, I raise my grip on the pen and stroke with loose, spontaneous movements.

Budgerigars
RABBIT

1. I begin this drawing on tracing paper. This surface has a smooth grain to it, so it doesn't "catch" too much of the graphite, which helps the strokes appear soft and light in value. To start, I draw three overlapping ovals to mark the bunny's head, body, and hindquarters. Then I draw crossed guidelines over the head, with each line following the curve of the face.

2. Now I refine the outline of the full body, based on the initial shapes. I also add the ears, legs, and paws. I also place the eyes and nose on the face according to the guidelines.

3. Next I redraw the outline to match the texture of the rabbit's fur, using a slightly bumpy line that varies in thickness and looks more natural than the precise lines I began with. At this stage, I also block in the irregular shapes of the markings with a series of short strokes. I also lay in the eye and whisker details, as well as subtle shadows along the rabbit's underside and in the ear.

4. Now, using a blending stump dipped in graphite dust, I apply dark values to the rabbit's coat. The stump creates soft blends and a smooth texture that is appropriate for the animal's velvety fur. I finish by "grounding" the rabbit with a cast shadow created by applying long, dark strokes with the side of a flat pencil tip.
1. I build the long, thin body of this ferret around a natural, S-shaped curve. Along this line, I place the head, neck, torso, arms, and legs with a series of ovals, making sure the body is properly proportioned and balanced before I continue drawing.

2. Next I loosely connect the ovals, further defining the ferret's outline. Then I add in the curved tail, as well as the front and back paws. I also place the cheek and ear.

3. With the basic shape of the animal established, I can begin working on the coat. I outline the ferret with broken lines to create the illusion of ruffled fur, erasing the previous contoured lines that I used to establish the ferret's shape. I also place the eye, ears, and nose at this stage. I further refine the paws, indicating a suggestion of separation between the digits.

4. Now I finish building up the coarse hair of the coat. I use more strokes to define the outer edges of the ferret, following the curvature of its form. To establish variation in value, I place the darkest, densest strokes on the far limbs; this also produces the illusion that the limbs are farther back in the picture frame. For the final details, I add whiskers and refine the eye and ears.
Parrot

1 First I establish the overall pose by drawing a long, curved arc from the parrot's beak to its tail with an HB pencil. On this center line, I place the beak and build the head, chest, wings, and tail with ovals and tapering lines.

2 Now that the basic form of the body exists, I place the feet and add a perch to "ground" the parrot. I also draw the eye and refine the outline of the beak, defining the upper and bottom parts.

3 Next I erase any unnecessary guidelines. I give the perch some form by scribbling shadows along the lower and left edges. Then I continue to refine outlines, indicating the separations between the most pronounced feathers on a parrot's body: the wing and tail feathers.

4 Parrots are known for their dramatic coloring, so I convey this with bold, broad pencil strokes. I shade mainly along the edges of the bird to build form, filling in some feathers with soft strokes and leaving others white. To make the bird stand out from the paper, I apply quick, expressive strokes that radiate from the bird's body. I want the background to capture the liveliness of the bird's character too, so I use free, loose strokes and scribbles to convey spontaneity and dynamism.
Snake

1 I start this python by laying in a squiggling gesture line. Next I add curved marks along the initial line to begin to define the roundness of the form. These lines will also act as guidelines for the pattern I’ll place later. Finally, I roughly indicate the rounded triangle form of the snake’s head.

2 Next I connect the curved strokes to outline the entire body, slightly building up the form of the head as well.

3 Now I begin to mark the general shapes of the snake’s skin pattern. These slightly irregular shapes roughly fall between the curved guidelines I established in step 1.

4 Finally, I fill in the colored pattern with a sharp 2B pencil. I am careful to keep the values lighter along the top of the snake’s body, darkening them toward the ground. I also add a few light hatch marks on the light-colored portions of the pattern to give the snake a round appearance. Then I create a ground shadow using short, energetic strokes to suggest a sense of movement.
DOGS
DEPICTING DOGS

Dogs aren't only a human's best friend, they are also a favorite subject of artists. Even people who don't have a dog of their own find them appealing to draw because they are so accessible and expressive. They also come in so many different shapes and sizes, so you can make hundreds of drawings without ever drawing the same dog twice!

**Boxer** You can tell this is a young dog by his oversized feet and narrow, undeveloped neck and chest. I drew this pup with the Boxer's characteristic square muzzle, flat face, and pronounced jowl. I also like his inquisitive expression, which is shown in the tilt of his head and lift of his brow.

**Golden Retriever** This dog has a long, silky coat that obscures the dog's underlying shape. This time I used an HB in long, flowing strokes around the neck and free-formed loops around the outline. Then I made the eyes and nose stand out by shading them darkly with a 2B.

**Jack Russell Terrier** This is a short-haired breed, so I kept my outlines smooth and then shaded in with the side of my pencil. I used a soft lead for the dark sections of the back and ear, and used lighter strokes to suggest the muscles under white hair.

**West Highland White Terrier** To draw the long, curly hair of this scrappy terrier, I used the point of a fairly sharp pencil and let my strokes curve freely. Then I used the side of the lead for the dark area of smoother hair over the dog's back.

**German Shepherd Dog** This breed has large, pointed ears, a narrow muzzle, and thick fur with a dark "mask" above the eyes. After laying in the middle values with my HB pencil, I used a blunt-tipped 2B for the dark areas of fur, making short, vertical strokes in the direction the hair grows—outward from the eyes.

**Dogs aren't only a human's best friend, they are also a favorite subject of artists. Even people who don't have a dog of their own find them appealing to draw because they are so accessible and expressive. They also come in so many different shapes and sizes, so you can make hundreds of drawings without ever drawing the same dog twice!**

**Boxer** You can tell this is a young dog by his oversized feet and narrow, undeveloped neck and chest. I drew this pup with the Boxer's characteristic square muzzle, flat face, and pronounced jowl. I also like his inquisitive expression, which is shown in the tilt of his head and lift of his brow.

**Golden Retriever** This dog has a long, silky coat that obscures the dog's underlying shape. This time I used an HB in long, flowing strokes around the neck and free-formed loops around the outline. Then I made the eyes and nose stand out by shading them darkly with a 2B.

**Jack Russell Terrier** This is a short-haired breed, so I kept my outlines smooth and then shaded in with the side of my pencil. I used a soft lead for the dark sections of the back and ear, and used lighter strokes to suggest the muscles under white hair.

**West Highland White Terrier** To draw the long, curly hair of this scrappy terrier, I used the point of a fairly sharp pencil and let my strokes curve freely. Then I used the side of the lead for the dark area of smoother hair over the dog's back.

**German Shepherd Dog** This breed has large, pointed ears, a narrow muzzle, and thick fur with a dark "mask" above the eyes. After laying in the middle values with my HB pencil, I used a blunt-tipped 2B for the dark areas of fur, making short, vertical strokes in the direction the hair grows—outward from the eyes.
**Studying Your Subject**

Although all dogs have a similar skeletal structure, there are many differences among the various breeds that you’ll want to capture in your drawings. Look carefully at your subject—whether a live model or a photograph—and try to duplicate the unique characteristics you see. Is the muzzle pointed or square? Do the ears stick straight up or flop down? Are they sharply angled or round? Is the hair long and straight, short and curly, rough or smooth? Then when you’re ready to start drawing, follow the steps in the chart below and try some of the drawing techniques I’ve demonstrated on these pages.

---

**Working Out the Proportions**

**Blocking.** Begin by blocking in the most simple shapes that make up the overall shape of the head. Use the side of an HB, and make quick strokes to sketch the angles.

**Refining.** Next refine the basic shapes by placing a few strokes inside to indicate the planes of the face and the line of the nostril. Use the same loose pencil technique.

**Shading.** Now refine the lines and develop the form a bit more by blocking in the basic shading. Use the side and point of a rounded HB for this step.

**Adding Details.** Use both the side and tip of a sharp HB to define the hairs and develop shadows further. Use the point of a sharp 2B for deep shadows. Smudge softly.

---

A Girl and Her Pups Here I decided to do a fully developed drawing with a background and props—one that tells a story. I worked from a photo because neither the pups nor the young girl would hold still long enough for me to complete the rendering. Notice the foreshortening on the little girl’s legs. (See page 169 for more on foreshortening.)
To accurately render the various dog breeds, it's necessary to draw the body parts in proper proportion. Proportion is the correct relation between things or parts in regard to size, quantity, etc. An effective method for establishing proportion is to use one body part as a unit of measurement for determining the size of the other parts. For instance, you can use the dog's head to determine the length and height of the dog's body; the dog to the right is about 4 heads long and 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) heads high. Make certain the proportions are accurate before working on any details.

Knowledge of basic anatomy will also help you accurately draw your subject. The diagram below illustrates the various parts of the dog. As you study the dogs in this book, notice how these parts differ according to breed. You will have better results if you do so.

Study the various body parts labeled on this page to become more familiar with your subject.
Muscular structure also affects an animal's form, determining where the contours of the body bulge and curve. Therefore, knowledge of muscle construction allows you to shade drawing subjects with better insight, and your work will be more convincing. The diagrams on this page illustrate the dog's basic muscular structure. Study the muscles closely, and keep them in mind as you draw. As you observe your subject or model, consider how the location of the muscles might affect your shading.

Once the basic drawing is correct, you can begin to develop the details. The illustrations below demonstrate in steps how to render a dog's eye and paw. Begin with very simple lines, and slowly refine the shapes. Use a sharp pencil for bringing out the fine details in the eye and for rendering the fur along the paw. Follow the steps closely to achieve a good likeness.
Fur Shading Techniques

Shading techniques enable you to transform lines and shapes into three-dimensional objects. By learning how to apply a variety of shading strokes, you will be able to effectively bring out the dog's form and render the texture of the fur. Dogs of mixed breed, such as the one at the bottom of the page, often exhibit different fur textures. Some areas of fur may be long and wavy, while other areas may be short and smooth. Thus, these dogs are excellent study models.

To recreate the thick, wavy fur above (typical of dogs such as Golden Retrievers), lightly sketch a few short curves in various directions. Develop the texture by adding darker strokes, bringing out sections or individual strands within the coat. When drawing a tight rendering, it's important to work slowly and make each stroke deliberate so the fur doesn't appear sloppy.

The tight curls above are typical of breeds such as the poodle. To create this texture, use a sharp knife to scrape graphite from a 2B pencil onto the surface. With a soft cloth, gently rub the graphite until the area is a smooth, even gray. Then, use the corner of a kneaded eraser to pull out small curls from the gray until the overall pattern is achieved. Finally, develop the form of the strands by shading with a sharp HB pencil.

This fur texture appears shorter and smoother than the fur in the examples above and can be found on breeds such as Dalmatians, Doberman Pinschers, and Labrador Retrievers. Make your strokes follow the direction of the hair growth, creating a sleek coat. Also, the highlights and shadows are less prevalent here because of the lack of curls and waves in the hair.

Note the different kinds of lines each type of drawing tool produces.

This type of fur is typical of breeds such as the Shar-Pei, covering loose folds of skin. Keep in mind that the shading inside the folds is dark, gradually becoming lighter on top of the folds. It's also important to notice that even by applying strokes in the same general direction, unique textures and forms can be developed through value changes.

Practice rendering the various types of fur illustrated on this page.
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Muzzles

The shapes of dogs' muzzles vary depending on the breed. Study the muzzles of the dogs on this page. Some are long and narrow, while others are short and wide. These characteristics will affect your drawing, so observe your subjects well.

Once you establish the shape of the muzzle, you'll need to draw the nose. To draw the nose, lightly sketch the basic shapes in step A.

Then refine the lines, and begin shading inside the nostrils with a sharp pencil in step B. The shading should be darkest near the inside curve of each nostril. In step C, continue shading the nose, taking note of how the value differences create form. As you draw the fur around the nose, make sure its texture contrasts with the smoothness of the nose. Also, keep in mind that the fur grows outward from the nose, as shown in the final step.

Photos can serve as excellent drawing models. Keep a file of photos for reference while you work.
Puppies

The most important thing to remember when learning to draw is to take it step by step. Focus on learning the drawing process rather than the final product for right now. If you are a beginner, block in with pencil first, and then go over the lines with ink.

In step A, block in the Cocker Spaniel’s head with a hexagon shape. Determine placement of the facial features, as in step B. In step C, the horizontal lines across the pup’s face can create measuring units for locating where the features should be drawn, as well as the distance between the features. For example, the mouth is about two “eye-lengths” below the eyes.

Try this drawing in pencil, watercolor, pastel, or another favorite medium. This particular one was done in India ink.

I’ve tried to draw this puppy many times, yet he still interests me. Every time you practice, your skills greatly improve. Once you better understand the process, drawing can be a lot of fun.
Start this drawing by blocking in shapes with an HB pencil, drawing each line in the numbered order shown in step A. It’s also important to recognize that the puppy’s whole body is a little more than two of its “head-lengths”; this will help you draw the body in correct proportion. Round out the features in step B, progressing to more detail in step C.

Notice the stroke directions on the pup’s face to the right. They move away from the nose and spread out to follow the curves of the head. This is how shading creates form.

If you spoil a drawing, don’t worry about it! Simply make another one. The important thing is to keep practicing. Don’t expect your drawing to be perfect on the first attempt.
**Great Dane**

Great Danes have elegant stature and unique faces. While their enormous size (they can reach 30 inches tall at the shoulder) may be slightly intimidating, they are actually very gentle and affectionate, especially with children.

Developing the Shape  In steps 1 and 2, use an HB pencil to block in the dog’s large head. Notice the droopy lips and eyelids, which give the subject a pleading expression. Refine the shapes, and lightly shade with a 2B pencil to bring out the form and contours of the head in step 3. The minimal shading will give the coat a smooth appearance.

Creating Form  Add darker values within the center of the ear to create the curvature of the ears, “carving out” the area through skillful shading, as shown in the final drawing. To enhance the shine of the nose, shade it evenly, and use a kneaded eraser to pull out highlights.

---

Irish Setter

To capture the active disposition of an Irish Setter puppy, it’s best to find a live model to study its mannerisms and expressions. Although the puppies are often shy, if you treat them kindly, they will quickly learn to show affection.

---

The erect ears can be developed from simple triangle shapes.
IRISH SETTER

To capture the active disposition of an Irish Setter puppy, it’s best to find a live model to study its mannerisms and expressions. Although the puppies are often shy, if you treat them kindly, they will quickly learn to show affection.

In step A, sketch the outline of the head with an HB pencil, paying attention to the position of the eyes. At a three-quarter view, one eye is less visible than the other. Begin to develop the facial features in step B, along with the longer hairs.

Use a brush and ink to draw the fur, keeping in mind the narrow form of the head. Leave tiny white areas for the highlights in the eyes. This allows you to create an expression unique to the individual dog.

Allow just the tip of the brush to touch the paper to create fine hairs along the dog’s coat.
**ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL**

The wavy coat and friendly expression of the English Springer Spaniel make it challenging to draw. Sketch the block-in shapes with an HB pencil using straight lines, as shown in step A. Be sure the sketch is accurate before continuing.

Although the strokes in the fur appear complicated, they are actually fairly simple. Dip a #3 round watercolor brush in India ink, and use your fingers to smooth the tip into a fine point. Develop the coat by allowing just the brush tip to touch the paper, creating clean lines, as shown in step B. You’ll find that fine, controlled details can be created with a brush.

The broader, more saturated lines around the eye indicate the dark fur color and create facial contours. To apply these lines, completely saturate the brush with ink and let more of the brush touch the paper as you execute the stroke. For the wavy hairs on the ears, use a slightly dry brush so the curved lines have a “shaded” appearance.
**SHAR-PEI PUPPY**

The Shar-Pei is probably best known for its loose folds of skin. These wrinkles seem to give this breed a worried expression. The puppy shown here has looser skin than an adult; eventually, the body will fill out, and the folds will become less obvious.

As you block in the dog's shape in step A, use short strokes placed at wide angles to sketch the outline. To develop the folds in step B, start by lightly shading inside the creases. Give equal attention to each fold so the dog appears realistic. Continue to develop the shading with short slash-marks in step C, keeping the values darker between the folds.
**ENGLISH BULLDOG**

The powerful English Bulldog, with its stocky, muscular body, is a fun, challenging breed to draw. Even though the pronounced underbite of this dog gives it a gruff expression, it is known to be very affectionate and docile.

In step A, block in the general outline with short, straight lines. Keep the legs short and bowed to give the dog its compact, stocky appearance. As you sketch the features in step B, study the low placement of the eyes, as well as how the nose is pushed into the face.

In step C, begin shading with a sharp 2B pencil, developing the folds on the face and the contours and shadows along the body. Keep the pencil fairly sharp to make the folds distinct and the fur smooth. Use a sharp pencil to add the details in the eyes. As in all the drawings, work at your own pace, and don’t rush when shading the fur. Your attention to detail will be apparent in the final rendering.

In step D, begin shading with a sharp 2B pencil, developing the folds on the face and the contours and shadows along the body. Keep the pencil fairly sharp to make the folds distinct and the fur smooth. Use a sharp pencil to add the details in the eyes. As in all the drawings, work at your own pace, and don’t rush when shading the fur. Your attention to detail will be apparent in the final rendering.

The circumference of the English Bulldog’s enormous head may even equal its height!
DOBERMAN PINSCHER

Doberman Pinschers are known for their sleek, dark coats. When drawing the shiny coat, be sure to always sketch in the direction that the hair grows, as this will give your drawing a more realistic appearance.

Step One  With a sharp HB pencil, block in the boxy shape of the Doberman's head and shoulders with quick, straight lines. Even at this early stage, you want to establish a sense of dimension and form, which you'll build upon as the drawing progresses.

Step Two  Using the lines from the previous step as a guide, adjust the outline of the ears, head, and neck to give them a more contoured appearance. Then add the eyes and nose, following the facial guidelines. Finally refine the outline of the muzzle.

Step Three  Next erase any guidelines that are no longer needed. Then begin placing light, broken lines made up of short dashes to indicate where the value changes in the coat are. These initial lines will act as a map for later shading.

Step Four  For the dog's short hair, begin with small, dark hatch marks to establish the bristly, coarse nature of the coat. Then fill in the darks of the eyes and eyebrows, and dot in a few light rows of whiskers at the tip of the muzzle.

Step Five  Now fill in the remaining darks. First create some graphite dust by rubbing a pencil over a sheet of fine sandpaper. Then pick up the graphite dust with a medium-sized blending stump and shade in the dark areas of the dog's fur and nose. To avoid hard edges, blend to create soft gradations where the two values meet.

Doberman Pinschers are known for their sleek, dark coats. When drawing the shiny coat, be sure to always sketch in the direction that the hair grows, as this will give your drawing a more realistic appearance.
**GOLDEN RETRIEVER**

1. First I establish the gesture line of the sitting dog with a curve that spans from the top of the head to the ground. Then I cross it with a curved horizontal line to mark the center of the chest. Along the vertical line, I add ovals and a circle for the head, muzzle, chest, and body; I also place an oval for the left hind leg.

2. Next I add the basic shapes of the folded ears and I roughly outline the body around the ovals, adding the front legs, paws, and tail.

3. Now I erase the initial guidelines for the body. Then I add sweeping, curved lines along the chest and body to suggest roundness. And I also add guidelines for the facial features, placing a line for the eyes about one-third of the way down the face and lines for the nose about halfway down. Then I use straight strokes to mark the individual toes.

4. At this point, I place the facial features according to the guidelines. Then, following the curved guidelines created in step 3, I add V-shaped marks over the chest to indicate the ruff, and sketch in the first waves of the coat. Then I erase the initial gesture mark, along with any additional remaining guidelines.
At this point, I place the facial features according to the guidelines. Then, following the curved guidelines created in step 3, I add V-shaped marks over the chest to indicate the ruff, and I sketch in the first waves of the coat. Then I erase the initial gesture mark, along with any additional remaining guidelines.

Now I develop the texture of the coat, stroking in the direction of the fur growth. Notice that the hair on the face is short, growing outward and down from the nose and eyes. The lower front legs and paws also have short hair, which I suggest with quick hatch marks. The rest of the body has longer hair, so I convey this using flowing, wavy strokes of varying thicknesses. Finally, I lightly blend the strokes by dragging a wedge-shaped kneaded eraser over them, following the curve and direction of the strokes as I drag.
Focusing on Contrast

When working with a light-colored dog, it’s particularly important to diminish the level of detail in the background. Light-colored dogs don’t have much contrast in their hair, so the background elements easily can attract the eye. Keep any intricate elements lighter in value and refrain from adding fine details, such as veins in leaves. This will keep the viewer’s focus on the dog.

Emphasizing the Subject As is, the photograph has too much detail. I decide to take the background “out of focus” by blurring, lightening the overall values but maintaining enough contrast with the dog’s coat. This emphasizes the sleek shape and muscular stature of this mostly white Parson Russell Terrier.

Step 1 Using an HB pencil, I sketch circles for the skull, chest, hips, and muzzle. Once I’m sure the relationships of these circles match the reference, I join the circles to create the outline of the dog’s body. Then I indicate the position of the legs, tail, and ears. I also add a guideline up the center of the dog’s face to help me position the features. At this early stage, the sketch is already recognizable as a Parson Russell Terrier!

Step 2 Next I focus on refining the outline, following the subtle curves that make up the shapes of the dog. Then I erase the circular guidelines that I no longer need. I indicate the shadowed area of the neck and head with a few short strokes, which will speed up the shading process later. I also block in the eyes, nose, and brows. I don’t indicate the paws because they will be hidden in the hay.

Step 3 I begin the shading by tackling the facial features. At this stage, I use a 5B pencil and only block in the darkest areas, including the eyes, the shadow on the nose, the mouth, and edges of the ears. The dog has a black patch around its left eye, which I darken as well.

Step 6 Now I switch to an HB pencil and begin stroking in areas of hair on the torso, first addressing the darkest areas in shadow, such as along the insides of the far legs. Every stroke I make on the body is short and follows the direction of the hair growth, accurately communicating the feel of this dog’s short, smooth coat.
**Step 3** I begin the shading by tackling the facial features. At this stage, I use a 5B pencil and only block in the darkest areas, including the eyes, the shadow on the nose, the mouth, and edges of the ears. The dog has a black patch around its left eye, which I darken as well.

**Step 4** The head is relatively small, so attaining detail will be a challenge. With a sharp H pencil, I apply midtones to add hair around the eyes and on the mouth, cheekbone, jaw line, and ears, applying short lines that follow the direction of hair growth.

**Step 5** I use an H pencil and short strokes to add the lightest areas of hair over the face, gradually fading out the strokes as I progress toward the top of the head. Then I add mid-value dots near the mouth to represent the areas from which the whiskers grow.

**Step 6** Now I switch to an HB pencil and begin stroking in areas of hair on the torso, first addressing the darkest areas in shadow, such as along the insides of the far legs. Every stroke I make on the body is short and follows the direction of the hair growth, accurately communicating the feel of this dog's short, smooth coat.

**Step 7** Still using the HB, I continue stroking in hair across the entire torso, layering my strokes smoothly and evenly. I develop the shadows of the dog's form that indicate the muscles beneath, such as on the hind and front legs.
Step 8 | I take a second sweep across the body using a 2H pencil, adding the subtle middle and light tones, and reducing the pressure on the pencil for the lightest areas. The muscle definition of the Parson Russell Terrier is an important characteristic of the breed, so I pay great attention to where the muscles sit, particularly around the shoulder and hind legs. I emphasize them by shading the undersides of the muscles.

Step 9 | At this point, I add tone to the hay with an HB pencil. This is the only area that directly touches the dog, so I need to get its tone and value to sit well with those of the dog. I use negative drawing to begin, just as I do for intricate hair. Because hay doesn’t follow any particular pattern or direction, I sketch it in using random pairs of parallel lines that cross each other.

Step 10 | With a 2B pencil, I fill in the negative areas of the hay with the tone of its darkest shadows. You can see that this simple approach immediately produces the impression of hay. As I continue to add the shadows, I gradually fade out the edge of the hay along the bottom and sides. If any part of the edge is too harsh, I roll tack adhesive over the area to lift out some graphite and lighten the overall tone.

Step 11 | Switching to an HB pencil, I begin adding the wall and foliage in the background, pushing the dog forward and creating a sense of depth. I add tone to the wall on the right, giving the area interest by adding a cluster of twigs. Then I draw ivy growing up the left two-thirds of the wall. To avoid attracting too much attention to the background elements, I keep them indistinct by blurring them slightly with a blending stump.

Step 12 | Switching to an HB pencil, I begin adding the wall and foliage in the background, pushing the dog forward and creating a sense of depth. I add tone to the wall on the right, giving the area interest by adding a cluster of twigs. Then I draw ivy growing up the left two-thirds of the wall. To avoid attracting too much attention to the background elements, I keep them indistinct by blurring them slightly with a blending stump.
Step 10 | I continue addressing the background of the drawing, working upward with an HB pencil as I finish the ivy, ending just above the dog to contrast with the light value of its back. I add a middle value to the window behind the head to contrast with both the light and dark hair. Then I stand back from the drawing and focus on areas where the dog blends into the background, darkening or lightening where needed. To finish, I sharpen details on the dog and blend any harsh lines of the background.
CATS
**Rendering Cats**

Striped cats are great subjects for pencil drawings because their patterned fur is so interesting and graphic that it makes quite an impact, even in black and white. And the flexibility of pencil allows you to draw both the fine hairs on your household tabby and the bold markings of a Bengal tiger. Just don’t make the mistake of concentrating so much on the pattern of the fur that you lose sight of the animal’s form. Study the diagram below and keep it in mind when drawing your feline portraits.

**Establishing the Form** It’s not always easy to see the cat’s form under all that fur, but I can show it in the pattern of the stripes. I used the side of an HB to shade some of the stripes, curving the lines to follow the forms of the legs and body. Then I drew short strokes over the shading with the pencil tip, following the direction in which the hairs grow.

**Building on a Framework** A little knowledge of a cat’s anatomy will help you draw one accurately. Look at the size relationships between the head and the body and how long the legs are in proportion to the depth of the rib cage. Knowing where the leg joints are will help you draw the correct angles of the legs, paws, and shoulders.

**Studying the Profile** To draw this tiger so it doesn’t look like a large-sized tabby cat, I emphasized its longer nose, wider muzzle, and rounder ears. I used a flat-tipped pencil to lay in the pattern of stripes, curving them to follow the tiger’s form.

**Expressing Character** Cat expressions are a lot of fun to draw, especially the exaggerated snarl of a big-toothed tiger. Working from a photo, I used the round tip of an HB and concentrated on finding the lines of the muscles around the eyes and muzzle.

**Drawing Kittens** Kittens at play are appealing subjects, but they are difficult to draw from life, so I sketched these two from photos. Using an HB pencil, I started by breaking down their forms into a few simple shapes and then refined the outlines. I used the side of the pencil to suggest the fur pattern, rather than rendering each stripe perfectly.
**Foreshortening**  Unless you are viewing your subject in profile, there will always be a part that is closer to you. The drawing technique, called “foreshortening,” allows you to create the illusion of depth by shortening the part of an object that is coming toward you. In this drawing of a tiger, notice how I foreshortened the cat’s front legs and body. If he were standing, there would be much more distance between his paws and his chest, and his head certainly would not be sitting in the middle of his body! By distorting the proportions this way, I was able to convey a sense of depth and perspective.

---

**Tabby Cat**  Tabbies have distinctive striped fur. Shade in the undercoat with the side of an HB. Draw the coat pattern using a 2B with a rounded point and smudge to soften.

**Ocelot**  Ocelots have variegated spots. Lightly place the overall pattern with the side of an HB. Use a sharp, pointed HB to add the darker outlines. Vary the pressure for value changes.

**Cheetah**  This cat’s spots are smaller than an ocelot’s and look more solidly black. Use a sharp, pointed HB, and vary the pressure as you stroke and then lift the pencil, creating soft edges.

**Leopard**  Leopard spots have a definite rosette pattern. Apply short strokes using the sharpened point of an HB. Darker here and there with pressure variation and the point of a 2B.
Anatomy & Proportion

A basic understanding of a cat's anatomy will help you draw it accurately. You don't need to memorize the names of the parts or learn to draw the bones and muscles. Just familiarize yourself with the structures so that your drawings are in correct proportion. Proportion is the harmonious relation of parts to each other or to the whole, particularly in terms of size and shape.

Head length is a common measuring unit for determining the size of other parts of a subject (or of the whole). Notice that the height of the cat's body (to the top of the shoulder) is approximately three head lengths. Keep the cat's proportions in mind as you block in your drawings.

Familiarity with the cat's musculature will also help improve your drawing skills, especially your shading technique. Generally, areas with large, smooth muscles need light, simple shading, and the areas of smaller, overlapping muscles require more complex shading. Study the illustrations below to see how the muscles and tendons wrap around the cat's skeletal structure.

Cats have powerful hindquarters, which accounts for their impressive leaping abilities.

Cats belong to the Felidae family. Although they vary in size, all felines—both wild and domestic—look similar and act in similar ways.

A basic understanding of a cat's anatomy will help you draw it accurately. You don't need to memorize the names of the parts or learn to draw the bones and muscles. Just familiarize yourself with the structures so that your drawings are in correct proportion. Proportion is the harmonious relation of parts to each other or to the whole, particularly in terms of size and shape.

Head length is a common measuring unit for determining the size of other parts of a subject (or of the whole). Notice that the height of the cat's body (to the top of the shoulder) is approximately three head lengths. Keep the cat's proportions in mind as you block in your drawings.

Familiarity with the cat's musculature will also help improve your drawing skills, especially your shading technique. Generally, areas with large, smooth muscles need light, simple shading, and the areas of smaller, overlapping muscles require more complex shading. Study the illustrations below to see how the muscles and tendons wrap around the cat's skeletal structure.

Cats have powerful hindquarters, which accounts for their impressive leaping abilities.

Cats belong to the Felidae family. Although they vary in size, all felines—both wild and domestic—look similar and act in similar ways.
The Cat’s Head

The cat has a rounded head with a short face marked by protruding cheekbones and a short muzzle. The skull has large, round eye sockets and 30 sharp teeth.

Although all cats’ heads are basically the same shape, profiles do vary among breeds. Be sure to study the shape of your subject’s head before drawing it. Notice whether the cat’s face is flat, pointed, or square. Look at the position of the nose compared with the eyes, and the eyes with the top of the head. Check the proportions of all the features before getting started. Begin by lightly roughing out the basic shape. Then refine the shape until you achieve a likeness to the subject. Do many sketches from different angles. If you do, your skills will quickly improve!

When rendering cats (or any subject), it is best to work from live models or photographs. Trying to draw from memory or imagination is much more difficult. Collect photos of cats and kittens from catalogs, magazines, and books, and keep them in a file for future reference. A collection of such references is commonly called an artist’s morgue.
SHADING TECHNOQUES

Solid Fur

**Step A:** Use the side of an HB lead to cover the surface with even, vertical strokes. Apply layer upon layer to build depth.

**Step B:** Use the corner of a firm block eraser to pull out thick, light hairs in the direction of growth. Practice lifting the eraser at the end of the stroke to make a tapered point.

Striped Fur

**Step A:** For striped fur, begin to suggest the dark areas with the side and point of an HB pencil.

**Step B:** Refine the texture, and add details and darkest values with pencils ranging from 3B to 6B. Use a paper stump to soften the darkest areas.

Thick Fur

**Step A:** Create thin, dark lines with an HB pencil; then rub a paper stump over some of the lines to soften and smudge them.

**Step B:** Use a sharp 6B pencil to refine the texture, stroking in the direction of fur growth. Enhance the white areas with an eraser.

Whiskers

**Step A:** With the side and point of a 2B pencil, indicate the fur and whiskers.

**Step B:** Use a 6B pencil to refine the whiskers and shade the darkest areas.

Using Brush and Ink

You can create different effects with a round watercolor brush and india ink. Try diluting the ink for lighter values. Use a wet brush for smooth lines or a dry brush for more texture.

For fine lines (right), hold the brush vertically to the paper and stroke lightly with just the tip of the brush. For broad lines (left and center), increase the pressure on the brush and apply more ink.
FELINE FEATURES

Cats have very distinctive features—and the features vary between individuals and among breeds. Look carefully at your subject. Notice the general shape, proportion, and position of each feature and how each one relates to the others. These details make each cat unique. You may want to practice drawing the features separately before attempting a complete rendering.

To draw the ear, first block in the general triangular shape with an HB pencil. Then observe your subject, and refine the shape. Compare the shape of the outer edge to that of the inner edge; note the angles and where each side meets the head. Once satisfied with the outline, use a soft lead pencil to create the three-dimensional form of the ear. Reserve the darkest values for the deepest areas of the inner ear.

The cat’s whiskers are long, stiff hairs that are very sensitive to touch. Draw the whiskers in the direction of growth with long, sweeping strokes. Use a sharp pencil to draw the whiskers on a light background, or try an eraser to pull them out of a dark background. Don’t forget to add the dark hair follicles around the cat’s muzzle.

Sketch the eye as a circle, tilted up at the outer corner. After roughing in the general shape, concentrate on rendering the eyeball and the hair surrounding the eye. Add layers of shading with a soft lead pencil to create depth. Remember to always leave a white highlight in or near the pupil to indicate reflected light.

The nose is a triangle shape, and the mouth area is an inverted Y shape. Remember that the nose is three-dimensional, and it should fit on the cat’s face naturally—it shouldn’t look as if it has been pasted on the face as an afterthought. Notice how the varying values suggest depth and form in the example.
Paws & Tails

Cats explore their surroundings with stealth, essentially walking on their toes. They have strongly developed footpads, which help their balance and allow them to move silently. They also have sharp, curved claws that can be extended as weapons or used for traction to help them climb. When you draw, be sure to include details such as claws and footpads to make your subject look convincing. Begin drawing the paws with a simple outline, and then sketch in the individual toes and pads. For the fur, make certain your pencil strokes follow the direction of the fur growth; use denser strokes in the shaded areas. Longer strokes on the footpad will illustrate the difference in texture between the pad and the fur, and short, curved lines around the edges of the feet will help distinguish the toes.

Cats have five toes on their front paws. Their “thumbs,” or nonfunctional dewclaws, are set higher on their leg and do not touch the ground.

A cat’s tail is sometimes used for balance; it also expresses the cat’s moods. Some cats have full, bushy tails; others have long, sleek tails; and some even have bobbed tails. Attention to these kinds of details will make your cat drawings more accurate and realistic.

The more familiar you become with your subject, the better your drawing will be.

Compare the types of strokes used for the short-haired tail with those used for the long-haired tail.

You will use different kinds of strokes for these two diverse tails. For the thin tail, use the point of a 2B pencil to flesh out the smooth form with short, definite strokes. For the fluffy tail, use a softer lead pencil, and vary the pressure and angle of your strokes for the middle and dark values. Be sure to leave plenty of white areas to indicate the soft, thick fur.

A sharp-pointed pencil is best for blocking in the basic shapes, as shown in steps A and B. Step C illustrates how to start sketching in details such as the eyes, ears, and nose. In step D, finalize the placement of the facial features. Compare the drawing of the cat’s profile below to the frontal view. The initial head shape is created with straight lines as opposed to the round shape in the previous drawing. Start by drawing the lines in the numbered order shown in step A.
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A sharp-pointed pencil is best for blocking in the basic shapes, as shown in steps A and B. Step C illustrates how to start sketching in details such as the eyes, ears, and nose. In step D, finalize the placement of the facial features. Compare the drawing of the cat's profile below to the frontal view. The initial head shape is created with straight lines as opposed to the round shape in the previous drawing. Start by drawing the lines in the numbered order shown in step A.

You can use a chisel-point 2B pencil to shade, creating the illusion of fur. Try several different widths of head and crayons for this drawing. Apply strokes loosely, and make sure they follow the direction of the hair growth.
**Persian Cat**

The Persian is a stocky cat with long, silky hair. It has a large, round face with short, broad features and small ears. To depict the quality of this Persian’s fur, keep your pencil strokes uniform and deliberate. Notice that this example has been developed much further than the previous examples were.

**Step One** When you block in this cat, notice that the eyes are two different shapes. This is because the head is viewed at a three-quarter angle. Block in the basic shape of the cat, making curved lines to suggest its roundness and to show changes in the form.

**Step Two** Use uniform pencil strokes to indicate the layers of fur around the head, chest, and back. Notice the way the pencil strokes are used to refine the features. Use a sharp HB pencil to shade the eye and to draw the fine lines of the nose and whiskers. Next use 2B and 4B pencils to bring out the thick texture of the fur. Remember that the lines should always be drawn in the direction that the hair grows.

**Step Three** The final rendering shows an effective use of contrasting values. The minimal shading in the white areas on the cat’s chest and side reflect where the light strikes the coat. The middle values are shown in the fur along the left side of the cat’s face and on the cat’s left ear. Use a 4B or 6B pencil for darker strokes along the backbone, neck, right side of the face, and parts of the tail. Notice how the dark background is used to create the shape of the light-colored fur on the cat’s chest and tail.
Step Two
Use uniform pencil strokes to indicate the layers of fur around the head, chest, and back. Notice the way the pencil strokes are used to refine the features. Use a sharp HB pencil to shade the eye and to draw the fine lines of the nose and whiskers. Next use 2B and 4B pencils to bring out the thick texture of the fur. Remember that the lines should always be drawn in the direction that the hair grows.

Step Three
The final rendering shows an effective use of contrasting values. The minimal shading in the white areas on the cat's chest and side reflect where the light strikes the coat. The middle values are shown in the fur along the left side of the cat's face and on the cat's left ear. Use a 4B or 6B pencil for darker strokes along the backbone, neck, right side of the face, and parts of the tail. Notice how the dark background is used to create the shape of the light-colored fur on the cat's chest and tail.
Tabby Cat

Patterns and textures can add interest to an otherwise ordinary subject. For this sketch, the pairing of a ridged carpet and striped cat produces an eye-catching study in contrasts.

**Step One** Begin with a sideways S to establish the cat’s gesture line, using a tighter curl for the tail. Then establish the basic shapes using a circle for the head and ovals for the chest, body, and haunches. To create guidelines for the cat’s features, center a cross over the face and add two dashes to indicate the position of the mouth and nose.

**Step Two** Now draw a smaller oval over the cat’s stomach, blocking in the bulging fur of its underbelly. Then create the full outline of the cat’s body, adding its four legs. Next draw the triangular ears and place the eyes, nose, and mouth.

**Step Three** Next go over the outline with short, broken strokes that better depict the fur. In addition, define the toes and paw pads, and add a few lines to suggest the crease at the cat’s shoulder. Also add more detail to the face, marking the stripes and filling in the crescent shapes of the pupils.

**Step Four** Erase any guidelines you no longer need, and map out the basic tabby pattern of the cat’s coat. Use curving lines to suggest the cat’s rounded form. Then scribble in the contrasting parallel lines of the carpet, and place the first lines of the ottoman behind the cat.
Step Five  Next apply shading to the cat's subtly striped coat. Go over the graphite with a blending stump to allow soft gradations, which best illustrate the cat's fluffy fur. You can also use the stump to soften edges, such as along the delicate fur of the cat's underbelly. Then further define the cloth-covered ottoman behind the cat.

Step Six  Now continue to build up the cat's darker values, developing the dark stripes of the cat by applying heavier strokes in the same direction as the fur growth. For the ridged carpet pattern, lightly smudge shading in every other stripe using graphite dust and a blending stump. Then, to finish, apply a few broad, vertical strokes to the ottoman with the blending stump, producing a calming contrast to the busy striped patterns of the carpet and cat.
**Short-Haired Cats**

The cat is an agile animal, athletic and alert. Its fine sense of balance allows it to prowl easily along narrow ledges or fences. This subject is slim and muscular with a narrow, wedge-shaped head, large ears, and long, thin tail.

Because this cat is facing front, its body must be foreshortened. (See page 169 for an explanation of foreshortening.) Block in this pose carefully, using ovals for the chest and haunches. When you're comfortable with the body proportions, block in the legs and tail, as shown in step A.

Add the facial features, and then develop the shading. Use a 6B pencil for the dark areas of the face, legs, tail, and body. Then use a paper stump to blend the lead, creating soft, smudgy areas. Finish the drawing with a sharp 4B pencil to bring out the hairs on the face and body.

Wild cats are found throughout most of the world. It is believed that Egyptians first domesticated cats between 3000 and 4000 B.C.
This grooming cat presents another challenging pose, so it's important that you take your time blocking it in. Use ovals to establish the placement of the major body parts, and draw guidelines along the skull and backbone to help you place the curves of the cat’s body. Remember that the cat’s front left leg is supporting the weight of its upper body, so it needs to be placed correctly. If it isn’t, the cat will look as if it is about to fall over.

When the pose is correct, begin laying in the fur. In step B, use a soft pencil, such as a 6B, to draw the hair. Create contrast and depth by varying the density of your strokes to produce different values and layers of shading. Try not to overwork your drawing. It is better to stop shading before it seems finished than to go overboard and ruin the rendering.

Careful, uniform pencil strokes suggest a short, smooth coat.

Use a paper stump to blend the lines in the cast shadow.
**COMMON BEHAVIORS**

Cats are dainty eaters, and they crouch down low to eat or drink. Capturing this pose requires careful planning, but it's just a matter of applying foreshortening techniques. Remember, a key to mastering foreshortening is to draw what you really see, not what you think you should see.

Carefully follow the block-in sketches shown in step A. Add a center guideline through the body that follows the crouched shape of the animal, and lightly sketch the foreshortened paws. Draw the eyes in step B as almond shapes, and leave a white area to suggest the bridge of the nose. Use the side of a 6B pencil to create thick, dark shading, and use the point of the pencil for sharper details in the ears and legs. In the final step, blend some of the shading to enhance the cat's form and create a softer texture. Then use the point of a 2B pencil to add the final details. Be sure to leave white highlights for contrast.

---

Take your time working out the basic shape of the gesture and indicating the changes in form.

The side of a soft lead pencil is used for preliminary shading.

After blending, go back in with a sharp 2B pencil to define some of the individual hairs.

Use a paper stump to blend the smudgy lines, giving the drawing a softer look.
Cats use body language to express themselves. A cat will mark its territory by rubbing its body against something to transfer its personal scent to the object. Sometimes a cat will rub against people's legs to show affection and send a greeting. The contrast between the rounded, diagonal body of this cat and the vertical lines of the wall makes an effective composition.

First sketch in the vertical and horizontal lines for the wall and floor before you block in the cat's body. Then draw the curved back, the rounded shoulder, and the raised tail. Pay particular attention to the proportions and positions of the legs. The cat must always look balanced. Refine your lines before adding the final shading strokes.

Change the angles of the strokes for the shadow and the wall, and vary the length of the strokes for the cat's fur.

Check your proportions before shading.

Make sure your shading reflects the direction of the light source, which, in this drawing, makes the front of the legs appear darker.

Cats have played a major role in the myths and legends of many cultures.
Kittens in Action

This kitten is particularly challenging to draw because the angle of the head requires foreshortening. Foreshortening means to reduce or distort parts of a drawing in order to convey the illusion of depth as perceived by the human eye. Here, the cat's head is tilted away from the viewer, so the sides of its face must be foreshortened so the top of the head appears larger and closer, while the chin appears smaller and farther away.

Block in the head in step A. Take care when drawing the kitten's right ear. Because this ear is pointed toward the viewer, it also needs to be foreshortened. That is, the sides of the ears must be drawn shorter than they actually are to create the illusion that the tip of the ear is closest to the viewer. Notice, also, that this ear appears much larger than the kitten's left ear. This is another technique that is used to create depth in a drawing. In general, larger objects appear closer to the viewer, and smaller objects appear farther away.

In step B, develop the shapes further. Observe your subject and make certain the proportions are correct. Then use a brush and varying values of india ink to suggest the kitten's fur. Notice how the loose, sketchy strokes give a sense of playfulness to the drawing.

Kittens' wrestling sessions and stalking games are a means of developing and honing their hunting skills.
Cats can be amused for hours with toys or movable objects. They are also adept at manipulating inert objects to make them move, just so they can chase and catch them. Try to catch this sense of playfulness in your composition. In this drawing, the interest area is the mass of yarn entangling the kitten's paws. Notice how many different techniques are used to direct attention to this spot. Here, the yarn is created using negative shapes against a dark background. The use of negative space is an effective way not only to create interest but also to delineate form.

Anyone who has ever lived with a kitten knows that, although curiosity might not kill the cat, it can sure get it into a lot of trouble!
Cats love to climb, although this kitten has found itself in a precarious situation. Note that kittens have round, barrel-shaped bodies, whereas adult cats have long, lanky bodies.

**Step One** Sketch in the branch so that it is at a slight angle. Then block in the kitten’s body around the branch. Be careful not to make the body too elongated; show it curving around and under the branch. Use a sharp HB pencil to lightly indicate the face, belly, legs, and tail.

Use the sharp point of an HB pencil to show the claws protracting from the toes.

**Step Two** Use a 6B pencil to flesh out the features and develop the fur and the branch. Use dark, uniform strokes for the shading on the underside of the branch and on the kitten’s footpads. Vary the values to create a striped effect in the fur.

**Step Three** Now develop the rendering to your satisfaction. Use an HB pencil for the whiskers over the eyes and the fine lines around the nose, eyes, and mouth. Continue creating the texture of the kitten’s coat by making deliberate strokes of different lengths in the varying directions of fur growth. Remember to leave uniform areas of white to suggest this tabby’s stripes.
Step Three  Now develop the rendering to your satisfaction. Use an HB pencil for the whiskers over the eyes and the fine lines around the nose, eyes, and mouth. Continue creating the texture of the kitten’s coat by making deliberate strokes of different lengths in the varying directions of fur growth. Remember to leave uniform areas of white to suggest this tabby’s stripes.

Notice that the kitten has an expression of determination—not of fear.
HORSES
To make realistic drawings, keep in mind that the horse's structure is determined by its skeleton. You don't need to learn the names of all the parts of the horse's anatomy, or even how to draw them; just keep the basic sizes and shapes in mind as you draw. For example, note the triangular shape of the skull, the depth of the rib cage, and the joints in the legs. The vertebrae are slightly higher in the area over the rib cage, forming the base of the horse's withers.

The horse's large eye is set high on its elongated head. Notice the width of the skull from the forehead to the lower jaw and the long, tapered nose.

The hoof is a hard protective covering for the single toe of each foot.
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Familiarity with the horse's anatomy and musculature will help you make your drawings look realistic. Generally, areas with large, smooth muscles will be shaded lightly, whereas the areas of smaller overlapping muscles will require more complex shading. Study the illustrations to see how the muscles and tendons wrap around the horse's skeletal structure.

Notice how areas of shadow and highlights define the underlying muscles and tendons.
Techniques

Techniques for graphite and charcoal are very similar to those for watercolor paint (page 133). There are many more shading techniques than the ones covered here, but I’ll focus on those I use for drawing animals in general. One of the most important rules is to shade in the direction in which the hair grows, as it makes your drawings look more realistic. Note that graphite is easier to blend than charcoal and is also easier to erase or lift from the paper. For each technique shown below, you’ll see an example in graphite at the far left and an example in charcoal at the near left.

Gradation  Start with a soft pencil, such as a 6B, and turn the pencil on its side. With a good amount of pressure, lay in the darkest value, gradually lessening the pressure as you move down. You may switch to a harder pencil as you move to the lighter values. You can also blend strokes by layering them on top of one another.

Hair  Using a sharp graphite or charcoal pencil and a sweeping stroke, quickly move your hand in an arc, lifting the pencil from the paper at the end of the stroke. I usually lift the pencil at the end of the hair (from the darkest to lightest). Experiment to find out what works for you. With a little practice, you will master the art of drawing hair.

Blended Gradation  These examples show gradated (or graduated) values that were then blended and softened with a tortillon. This technique works well for moving tones into a lighter area, and is the technique that I use most often.
Gradation  Start with a soft pencil, such as a 6B, and turn the pencil on its side. With a good amount of pressure, lay in the darkest value, gradually lessening the pressure as you move down. You may switch to a harder pencil as you move to the lighter values. You can also blend strokes by layering them on top of one another.

Hair  Using a sharp graphite or charcoal pencil and a sweeping stroke, quickly move your hand in an arc, lifting the pencil from the paper at the end of the stroke. I usually lift the pencil at the end of the hair (from the darkest to lightest). Experiment to find out what works for you. With a little practice, you will master the art of drawing hair.

Crosshatching  These samples illustrate the way that layering in different directions creates texture and adds interest. If you use this technique, it should be used throughout the drawing for consistency. I typically do not use this technique in my final drawings, but it works well in preliminary drawings.

Erasing  These examples show how tone can be lifted from the page using a kneaded eraser (such as for creating highlights). I find the kneaded eraser to be the most effective for this, as it can be molded to fit small areas or flattened out for larger areas. Remember that charcoal is harder to lift out than graphite.

Pencil Hardness  Here are examples of how pencil hardness affects value. The banding indicates where a harder pencil was used to shade. By varying the amount of pressure, you can achieve a wide range of values in your drawings.

Drybrushing  Load your brush with a wash of paint and dab the bristles on a paper towel, eliminating most of the moisture. Pull the brush lightly across the paper’s surface for a texture that suggests mane and tail hair.

Gradation  Pull a horizontal band of a wash across the top of the paper. Add more water to your brush as you stroke down, creating a transition from dark to light that can suggest form.

Wet-on-Wet  Paint wet color onto dry paper or over a dry layer of color. This gives you a good amount of control over the paint’s spread, which is great for painting details.

Watercolor Techniques
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EYES & Muzzles

Facial features, such as eyes and muzzles, are a good place to start learning to draw horses. If you are a beginner, you might want to practice drawing the parts separately before attempting a complete rendering. Study the drawings on this page, and look at the way the shapes and forms change as the viewing angle changes.

Practice by making many sketches of these features from several different angles. Copy the examples here, or use your own models. Often, details, such as the expression in the eye or the shading around the nostril, are what separate an average drawing from a remarkable one. Start by sketching the general shape with an HB pencil, and then refine the lines until you are satisfied.

Remember that the eyeball is a sphere, so the eyelid covering it will also be spherical in shape.

As is true for all mammals, horses’ eyes reveal their emotions and personality.

Horse’s faces are not very fleshy, so the planes of the face are quite distinct, revealing the underlying structure of the skull.

Horses have a few large teeth in the front of their mouth, with a gap on either side between the front incisors and the rear molars.

The hoof is a hard covering that encloses the underlying toe bone. The frog is the softer, more tender area in the bottom of the hoof. Notice that the hoof is longer in front and shorter in back; make sure your drawings reflect the proper angle of the hoof.

When drawing horses—or any subject—it is best to work from live models or photographs. Trying to draw from memory or imagination is much more difficult. Collect photographs of horses and foals from catalogs, magazines, and books, and keep them in a file for reference. Such a file is commonly called an artist’s morgue.

The forms of the muscles, veins, and tendons are also easily discernible under the surface of the horse’s skin and sleek coat.

Changes in values and in pencil stroke direction help make your drawings look three-dimensional.

Facial features, such as eyes and muzzles, are a good place to start learning to draw horses. If you are a beginner, you might want to practice drawing the parts separately before attempting a complete rendering. Study the drawings on this page, and look at the way the shapes and forms change as the viewing angle changes.
EARS & HOOVES

The position of the horse's ears reveals its mood. For example, ears pricked forward usually indicate alert interest, whereas ears laid back are a sign of anger, discomfort, or fear. As you practice drawing the ears in different positions, note how shading is used to define the form.

The hoof is a hard covering that encloses the underlying toe bone. The frog is the softer, more tender area in the bottom of the hoof. Notice that the hoof is longer in front and shorter in back; make sure your drawings reflect the proper angle of the hoof.

Horseshoes are nailed into the outer hoof wall, but the horse feels no pain because the wall has no nerve endings—just as it doesn't hurt when you trim your fingernails.
EXAMINING PROFILES

The following five profile drawings are a small sampling of the differences in some common breeds. Note the shape of each profile; many times the profile of the head is characteristic of a particular breed.

**Arabian** This refined, fine-boned horse originated in the deserts of the Arabian Peninsula. Known for its speed and stamina in extreme conditions, the Arabian's beauty and grace are unparalleled. Arabian bloodlines have long been used to establish new breeds, as their qualities are very desirable.

**American Quarter Horse** A compact breed originating in North America, the American Quarter Horse is known for its speed and durability at a quarter-mile sprint. Primarily bred as a work horse and often used in ranch work, today's Quarter Horse is found across the globe.

**Pony of the Americas** This foal is a miniature version of the larger Appaloosa horse. The pony possesses the same characteristics as its larger cousin, including spots, but the pony measures between 46 and 56 inches, making it the perfect size for children to mount.
**Haflinger** Native to Austria, the Haflinger evolved in the Tyrolean area of the Alps. The breed takes its name from the village of Hafling, which is now part of Italy. Believed to be a horse with Arabian influence, the Haflinger is small in stature but mighty in heart. Its sturdy build has made it a good workhorse as well as a good mount for numerous disciplines. Always chestnut in color, varying in shade from blonde to dark chocolate, its mane and tail are long, thick, and flaxen to white in color.

**Shire** A large, big-boned draft breed specifically bred for heavy work, this horse originated in the Shires of England and is one of the world’s largest breeds. It can be black, brown, or gray in color. Today’s Shires make beautiful parade horses, pulling large, decorative wagons, and can still be seen in their traditional roles in England.
Basic Profile

In the early stages of your drawing, it's important to establish accurate proportions; you don't want to make major adjustments after you've started adding tone and detail. To get the proportions as precise as possible, use plenty of guidelines to block in the basic shapes. Constantly adjust the lines as you compare sizes, shapes, and angles with your reference. Learning this process of creating and working within guidelines will help you work successfully from your own references.

Step One

I use an HB pencil and light pressure to block in the basic shape of the horse's head. Following the angles of the example, I use quick, diagonal strokes to indicate the muzzle, ear, and back of the head. Then I divide the head vertically at the midpoint, as shown. This will provide a reference for adding the jawline.

Step Two

I continue using straight lines to block in the shape of the muzzle, paying particular attention to where these guidelines intersect. Now I roughly indicate the curve of the jaw with a series of lines that extend up to the base of the ears. Then I add a few curves to suggest the form of the neck.

Remember that these lines are simply guides—you will erase them in a later stage of the drawing.

Step Four

I develop the facial features and further refine the outlines, following the subtle curves of flesh around the mouth. Then I block in the mane and forelock with strokes that follow the direction of hair growth. I keep my strokes as light as I can in these initial stages.
Step Three  Working within the guidelines, I begin refining the neck, muzzle, and jaw. I carefully place the eye and nostril; then I indicate the line of the mouth. I use the dotted lines to check the accuracy of my proportions and angles.

The next time you study a horse, think about what makes it special, and try to capture that quality in your drawings.

Step Four  I develop the facial features and further refine the outlines, following the subtle curves of flesh around the mouth. Then I block in the mane and forelock with strokes that follow the direction of hair growth. I keep my strokes as light as I can in these initial stages.
**Step Five** With the basic outline in place, I erase the initial guidelines. I also subtly lighten the outlines so they don't show through the final drawing. To do this, I softly dab at the lines with my eraser. Alternatively, I can trace my outline onto a clean sheet of paper before moving on to the next steps. (See "Transferring Your Drawing" on page 144.)

**Step Six** I begin applying tone using light pressure, loose hatching, and a 3B pencil. I start with the darkest areas, such as beneath the jawline, in the nostril and eye, and within the mane and forelock. This establishes the general value pattern, which will guide the development of tone and texture of the horse’s coat in the next step.
Step Five

With the basic outline in place, I erase the initial guidelines. I also subtly lighten the outlines so they don’t show through the final drawing. To do this, I softly dab at the lines with my eraser. Alternatively, I can trace my outline onto a clean sheet of paper before moving on to the next steps. (See “Transferring Your Drawing” on page 144.)

The Thoroughbred line of horses dates back to the 17th century when English mares were crossed with Arabian stallions. Bred primarily for racing, this speedy horse is known for its natural speed and athleticism.

Step Seven

With my basic tonal pattern established, I blend my strokes with a tortillon. To deepen the values, I continue stroking and blending, switching to a 6B pencil for the darkest darks. If I blend over a highlight on the horse’s face, I lift out the graphite with an eraser.
ARABIAN PORTRAIT

When searching for a reference, remember that you aren’t limited to just one photo; using multiple sources is an effective option. You can use artistic license (the artist’s prerogative to change a subject or scene) to combine aspects of different photos. For example, if you find one reference with a pleasing composition but can’t make out the details, you can use other shots that are better suited to provide this information.

Combining References Two photo references were used for this drawing. I prefer the angle of the head and composition in the photo at left, but the horse is out of focus. I used the reference at right to compensate for this, as the details in this photo appear much sharper.

Step One I begin this portrait with ovals for the head and muzzle; then I add several guidelines, as shown, to create reference points for adding the facial features. For example, the uppermost horizontal curve indicates the position of the top of the eyes. Now I add two lines indicating the neck and a curved line for the jaw. Then I carefully place the basic shapes of the ears.
**Step Two** I add one final guideline to the left side of the horse's face to create the "dish" of the muzzle (the scoop from the nostrils to the bottom of the eye, which is characteristic of Arabians). Using the existing lines as references, I outline and add a few details to the facial features. Then I use quick, loose strokes to begin blocking in the mane and forelock, drawing the hair in the direction of growth.

**Step Three** At this point, I erase the lines I no longer need and refresh my outlines. (When you do this, you may find that the guidelines aren't erasing well enough from the paper's surface. If this is the case, you can transfer your outline to a fresh sheet of paper. See "Transferring Your Drawing" on page 144.) I continue developing the outline, indicating the subtle changes in form over the face and neck.
**Step Four** Now I switch to a 3B pencil and begin applying tone to the horse. I hatch in the shadows of the ears, face, and neck, stroking along the curves to suggest form. I use loose strokes, as I will blend them later to provide a smooth coat texture. I gradually build up the value of the forelock with long, light strokes, leaving gaps for areas of highlight.

**Step Five** With the basic tonal pattern in place, I develop the shading to darken the overall value of the horse. I use a tortillon to soften and blend the layers of strokes for a more even, unified tone. I build up the mane with strokes of varying values to give it a realistic hair texture.

**Transferring Your Drawing**

Once you’ve established an outline on your paper, you may find that your initial guidelines and sketch marks are difficult to erase. If this is the case, you can transfer your outline to a fresh sheet of paper. Simply coat the back of your sketch with a layer of graphite, pressing down firmly to create an even layer of coverage. Now turn your paper right-side up and place it over the new sheet of paper. Tape or hold the papers together and lightly trace your outline. The lines will transfer onto the new sheet of drawing paper.
Step Six  In this final stage, I focus on bringing the values to their full intensity. I switch to a 6B to produce a soft, dark tone that blends easily, focusing on the areas in shadow. Once the darkest values are accurate according to the reference, I use a kneaded eraser to pull out or strengthen any highlights. For highlights in the mane, I form a kneaded eraser into a point and stroke over the mane in the direction of hair growth.
Pony

Ponies are not just small horses—they are a distinct species. Smaller in size than horses, ponies are also more sure-footed and have a stronger sense of self-preservation.

**Step One** With an HB pencil, sketch the bulk of the pony onto your paper. Use overlapping ovals for the chest, body, and haunches. Then place the gentle curves of the neck, blocking in the head with short, angular strokes. Add ovals to block in the curvature of the jaw and muzzle.

**Step Two** Building on the lines from step one, outline the entire pony. Block in the legs, carefully sketching the hooves and joints. Quickly suggest the mane and tail with a few long strokes, and place the mouth, nostril, eye, and ears.

**Step Three** Now erase the initial oval guides and shade the outside legs with long, vertical strokes. Then create the texture of the mane and tail with long, straight strokes to represent strands of hair. To give the body form, add a few marks to suggest the major muscles. You can give the face form with a few areas of light, solid shading. Then outline the halter.

**Step Four** Ground the pony by adding a few cast shadows and faint lines for the stable in the background. Keep these lines thin and light so that they don’t compete with the pony. Now finish the body of the pony by shading with parallel strokes that follow the muscle structure. This hatching technique creates a slightly stylized effect. Finish by touching up the facial details with additional shading.
You certainly don’t need to learn the names of every bone and muscle in order to draw an animal accurately. But it is helpful to have a little knowledge of the basic anatomy of your subject. For example, an understanding of the underlying shapes of the horse’s skeletal and musculature structures will result in more realistic depictions of the horse’s form. (Ponies have the same basic structure as horses, although sizes and proportions differ.) Knowing the shapes of the bones will help you draw lifelike legs, hooves, and faces. Familiarity with the major muscle groups will help you place your shadows and highlights accurately, bringing the horse or pony’s form to life.

Drawing the horse’s body is easy if you break down the animal into basic shapes. Start with circles, cylinders, and trapezoids—as shown on the horse at right—to help you get a good general sense of the size and proportion of the parts of the horse, such as the head, neck, belly, and legs. Then simply connect these shapes, refine the lines, and add a few details to produce a realistic outline of your equine subject.

**Step Four**  Ground the pony by adding a few cast shadows and faint lines for the stable in the background. Keep these lines thin and light so that they don’t compete with the pony. Now finish the body of the pony by shading with parallel strokes that follow the muscle structure. This hatching technique creates a slightly stylized effect. Finish by touching up the facial details with additional shading.

---

**Parts of Horses and Ponies**

You certainly don’t need to learn the names of every bone and muscle in order to draw an animal accurately. But it is helpful to have a little knowledge of the basic anatomy of your subject. For example, an understanding of the underlying shapes of the horse’s skeletal and musculature structures will result in more realistic depictions of the horse’s form. (Ponies have the same basic structure as horses, although sizes and proportions differ.) Knowing the shapes of the bones will help you draw lifelike legs, hooves, and faces. Familiarity with the major muscle groups will help you place your shadows and highlights accurately, bringing the horse or pony’s form to life.

Drawing the horse’s body is easy if you break down the animal into basic shapes. Start with circles, cylinders, and trapezoids—as shown on the horse at right—to help you get a good general sense of the size and proportion of the parts of the horse, such as the head, neck, belly, and legs. Then simply connect these shapes, refine the lines, and add a few details to produce a realistic outline of your equine subject.

**Step Four**  Ground the pony by adding a few cast shadows and faint lines for the stable in the background. Keep these lines thin and light so that they don’t compete with the pony. Now finish the body of the pony by shading with parallel strokes that follow the muscle structure. This hatching technique creates a slightly stylized effect. Finish by touching up the facial details with additional shading.
Foal’s Body

Foals have a great zest for living and a fine sense of fun. They love to run and kick, and they are as fond of showing off as children. Try to capture this playfulness in your drawings.

To sketch the foal above, start by drawing an oval with an HB pencil. Block in the body parts around this shape, making sure all the elements are drawn in correct proportion. Notice how long the foal’s legs are in relation to its body. Then use a 6B pencil to shade the foal, blending out some areas with a paper stump for a soft, rounded effect.

This drawing was made on rough-textured paper and finished using a drybrush technique. After working out the outline of the foal in pencil, apply the light and middle values with washes of India ink or black watercolor paint. Then use a dry brush and undiluted ink to lay in the darkest shadows and details. The drybrush technique produces rough, broken lines with feathered edges and is an easy way to create texture.
Here again, layers of ink washes are used to achieve a more solid rendering. After blocking in the basic shape of the body with an HB pencil, refine the lines until you are satisfied with the proportions and outlines. Then use a clean brush to apply plain water over the foal's body, being careful to stay within the outlines. Next load the brush with diluted ink, and wash it over the body in smooth, even layers. This technique is called wet-on-wet, and it produces soft, loose blends. Note, however, that the washes are more difficult to control with this method than when painting wet-on-dry or with the drybrush technique.

Experiment with either painting wet-on-wet or allowing the paper to dry between washes. As you apply your washes, leave some areas lighter for highlights, and brush on extra layers of ink for the dark areas on the neck and belly. Use the tip of a dry brush to draw the fine outlines and details.

In a trot, this frisky foal's diagonal legs work in unison at a brisk, two-beat gait.
**ARABIAN**

The Arabian is a high-spirited horse with a flamboyant tail carriage and distinctive dished profile. Though relatively small in stature, this breed is known for its stamina, graceful build, intelligence, and energy. Try to capture the Arabian's slender physique and high spirit in your drawing.

Block in the body with an HB pencil, placing the oval for the body at a slight angle to indicate that the body will be foreshortened. When blocking in the head, take care to stress the concave nose, large nostrils, and small muzzle. As you start shading in steps B and C, keep the lines for the tail and mane loose and free, and accent the graceful arch of the neck.

Refine your shading with a soft lead pencil and paper stump, leaving large areas of white for the highlights. These highlights show the shine on the horse's coat and indicate the direction of the light source.

From this angle, the line of the spine is visible. Add subtle shading here and along the withers to give your drawing a three-dimensional quality.

Be sure to emphasize this horse's narrow chest and face to convey its more delicate build.

Arabians were highly prized by the desert Bedouins for their stamina and speed.

---

One of the smallest of the pony breeds, the Shetland is a hardy animal originally from the Shetland Islands off of northern Britain. This pony exhibits the characteristic small head, thick neck, and stocky build of the breed.

As you block in the pony's body, carefully observe its proportions. The length of its body is about two and a half times the length of its head.

In step A, start with large circles and ovals to capture the pony's solid build. Use hatching strokes to start indicating the middle values as shown in step B, using a paper stump for the darkest areas in step C.

---
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SHETLAND PONY

One of the smallest of the pony breeds, the Shetland is a hardy animal originally from the Shetland Islands off of northern Britain. This pony exhibits the characteristic small head, thick neck, and stocky build of the breed.

As you block in the pony's body, carefully observe its proportions. The length of its body is about two and a half times the length of its head. In step A, start with large circles and ovals to capture the pony's solid build. Use hatching strokes to start indicating the middle values as shown in step B, using a paper stump for the darkest areas in step C.

A pony is designated as any breed that stands less than 15 hands, or 60 inches tall. The little Shetland is only about 42 inches at the withers.

Notice the pony's relatively short, thick neck.

Use the side of the lead and a paper stump for light, wispy strokes to finish off this light-colored pony.
AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE

The American Quarter Horse is a powerfully built, muscular breed, known for its agility and superior cattle-cutting abilities. The name quarter horse is derived from the breed's capacity to run at high speed for distances up to a quarter of a mile. Emphasize the strong hindquarters and muscular neck when you draw this horse.

This pose represents another challenge. Here the horse is viewed from the rear and at an angle, so you will need to use foreshortening techniques in your drawing. Foreshortening means to reduce or distort parts of a drawing in order to convey the illusion of depth as perceived by the human eye. In this case, the horse's side is shortened to show that the front of the horse is farthest from the viewer. As a consequence, the rump and hindquarters appear larger in relation to the horse's front end, because that area is closest to the viewer.

For this complex pose, you'll need to take your time and block it in carefully. Look closely at the distances between the parts of the horse and their sizes in relation to one another. Also pay attention to the form of the legs; this is a new viewpoint that allows you to define the back of the pasterns, knees, and hooves. Check your proportions carefully, and then begin suggesting the shadows and muscle areas in step B.

Use a paper stump to soften some of your shading strokes to produce middle values; then build the form by applying darker values over this layer.

This area has been foreshortened to create the illusion that the hindquarters are closest to the viewer.
As you lay in the dark and middle values in step C, vary the angle of the hatching to follow the planes of the muscles, face, and leg joints. For your final shading, use a soft 2B pencil and paper stump to smooth out the strokes, leaving strong highlights to bring out the sheen of the horse's coat. Take care not to overwork the legs in your final shading; the light areas show the horse's white "socks."

Keep a strong contrast between the dark values and the highlights to emphasize the well-developed muscles.
The trot is a two-beat, diagonal gait with interesting footwork; the front left and rear right legs move forward simultaneously, followed by the front right and rear left legs. There are points where all four feet will be off the ground at the same time, giving the appearance of a floating horse. This project depicts a Standardbred trotter during a warmup—it is working at a moderate speed, and its body is not fully extended.

Defining the Muscles Because this drawing depicts a competitive horse, it’s important to emphasize the fine musculature. I keep the croup flat and the haunches well defined to indicate the propelling power of the hindquarters.

Step One I establish the basic outline of the horse using an HB pencil and loose strokes. In this early stage, I keep my lines light, erasing and adjusting as necessary. I add a few lines to block in the forms of the muscles, indicating where the light and dark values meet.

Step Two Once I’m satisfied with the basic outline, I refine my lines to carefully depict the subtle curves and angles of my subject, and I use long, tapering strokes to begin rendering the mane and tail. Then I develop the outline to show the muscles, tendons, ligaments, and facial features. As I progress, I note the details in the reference that make this active pose unique. Notice how one ear is tipped back to listen for cues from the driver, whereas the other is facing forward to listen ahead. Also, the visible nostril is slightly flared from the physical activity.

Step Three At this point, I switch to a 3B and begin shading the horse to add form. I build up the tone evenly over the horse, starting with the shadows and gradating to the lighter areas. To suggest movement in the horse, I avoid blending to keep my shading rough and sketchy.

Step Four In this final step, I focus on punching up the values. I stick with the HB and 2B pencils to shade within the lighter areas, but I change to a 6B for darker values. It’s important to use the softest pencils for the darkest areas, as harder pencils can burnish the graphite, causing odd reflections or even damage to the paper’s surface.

The Standardbred is known for its skill in harness racing. It is the fastest trotting breed of horse in the world.
**Step Three** At this point, I switch to a 3B and begin shading the horse to add form. I build up the tone evenly over the horse, starting with the shadows and gradating to the lighter areas. To suggest movement in the horse, I avoid blending to keep my shading rough and sketchy.

**Step Four** In this final step, I focus on punching up the values. I stick with the HB and 2B pencils to shade within the lighter areas, but I change to a 6B for darker values. It’s important to use the softest pencils for the darkest areas, as harder pencils can burnish the graphite, causing odd reflections or even damage to the paper’s surface.

As you shade, you’ll want to minimize the chance of smearing the graphite: If you’re right-handed, work left to right; if you’re left-handed, work right to left.
HORSE & RIDER IN ACTION

When you depict a horse with a rider, the two should be drawn as if they are one entity. Develop them both at the same time as you draw. The rider's body, leg, and hand position are important elements that, when drawn correctly, will make your drawings realistic.

Practice drawing the horse's various gaits, as in this series of sketches. Take note of the rider's position. At a walk, the horse's head is upright, and the rider's body is perpendicular to the horse's.

In step A, begin with a horizontal oval shape for the horse's body, and block in the rider and the horse's head, neck, and legs. Mark the angle of the horse's shoulder line to help you establish the correct angle of the right foreleg. Notice how the horse's hind foot turns backward as it is lifted off the ground.

In step B, begin with a horizontal oval shape for the horse's body, and block in the rider and the horse's head, neck, and legs. Mark the angle of the horse's shoulder line to help you establish the correct angle of the right foreleg. Notice how the horse's hind foot turns backward as it is lifted off the ground.

In step C, begin with a horizontal oval shape for the horse's body, and block in the rider and the horse's head, neck, and legs. Mark the angle of the horse's shoulder line to help you establish the correct angle of the right foreleg. Notice how the horse's hind foot turns backward as it is lifted off the ground.

Keep in mind that the size of the rider and the size of the horse must be kept in correct proportion to one another.
The slow, loping gait of a horse is called a canter. At this moderate pace, the horse’s center of gravity is shifted slightly forward, evident in the forward thrust of the head and body. Notice that the rider is leaning forward toward the horse’s head, following the horse’s motion with his own body. Keep your lines fluid and loose to convey the sense of movement.

Don’t forget that the most important thing about drawing is having fun.

The horse in the sketch below is executing the kind of controlled movement required in the precise training style of dressage, the French term for “training.”

Note the more upright posture and closed arm angle of the rider below. The taut reins act as an aid to help the horse keep its body movements precise and collected. Show this in your drawing by emphasizing the vertical and horizontal lines of this prancing action.

In this example, the foreleg is parallel to the ground plane. A horizontal guideline will help ensure that the pose is correct.
The Jump

Jumping is an exciting horse sport, whether it's stadium show jumping, cross-country racing, or steeplechasing. Notice how dramatically the rider shifts body position to follow the horse's movement. The rider must remain over the horse's center of gravity to help the horse maintain its balance and to keep from hindering the horse's effort. Being aware of these details will help keep your drawings accurate.

Use either an HB or a 2B pencil for these sketches.

When drawing a horse in motion, keep the lines clean and simple. Clean, sweeping lines help convey a sense of the action. Make a lot of rough sketches like these to practice capturing the feeling of movement in your drawings.

Remember to work from photographs of horses in various activities. This will help you check the accuracy of the horse's leg movement and the rider's position.
Capturing the horse galloping at full speed is easy if you use the basic block-in steps. Follow the same procedure for both sketches on this page. After drawing the basic oval in step A, sketch in the top line of the horse's body and the opposing diagonal legs. Then add the lower neck line and establish the angles of the horse's legs. Once you have blocked in the horse correctly, it's an easy transition to sketching the full pose of horse and rider.

Don’t be alarmed at the direction in which these French horses are racing: although horses race counterclockwise in the United States, they run clockwise in France!
The exaggerated and animated gaits of the American Saddlebred are delightful to draw. The feet of this breed are specially shod with heavy shoes and longer horns, which help enhance the action and give this horse a graceful, stately look. To convey the elegance of this breed and rider, use fluid washes of black watercolor to add more depth to your drawing. (See “Watercolor Techniques” on page 133 for more information on watercolor washes.)
**Step Two**  With the basic shapes in place, I refine the outline and add details throughout to indicate curves, bumps, and folds in the horse's skin and the rider's clothing. Then I carefully place the horse's facial features and tack, and I begin building up the mane and tail with gently curving strokes.
Step Three  Using a paint palette with several mixing wells, I mix several different values of wash, ranging from black to very pale gray. I start applying tone using a very light wash, working first in the shadows; then I build up to the darks using successively darker washes. (If you happen to apply a value that is too dark, simply load your brush with water and blend the wash directly on the paper.) For the mane and tail, I use the drybrush technique (see “Watercolor Techniques” on page 133), moving the brush in the direction of hair growth. To add fine details, I use a dark wash and the tip of the brush.

Remember that watercolor isn’t as permanent as it may seem—you always can “lift out” mistakes or lighten values using a damp brush and a piece of paper towel or cotton swab.

Step Four  I continue building up the forms of the horse and rider with layers of paint, allowing the washes to dry between applications. This technique of layering, called “glazing,” allows for a slow, controlled buildup of value and produces smooth, silky gradations. Once the shadows reach the desired value, I tighten and polish the drawing, carefully defining the folds of fabric and the creases of the limbs.

Many saddlebreds are five-gaited, able to execute not only the walk, trot, and canter, but also the slow gait and rack. The slow gait is a four-beated gait performed in a prancing motion; the rack is a much faster version of the slow gait, with the horse snapping its knees and hocks up quickly.
Step Four  I continue building up the forms of the horse and rider with layers of paint, allowing the washes to dry between applications. This technique of layering, called “glazing,” allows for a slow, controlled buildup of value and produces smooth, silky gradations. Once the shadows reach the desired value, I tighten and polish the drawing, carefully defining the folds of fabric and the creases of the limbs.

To darken the mane and tail, drybrush with a darker wash than in step three, and then soften the strokes with a slightly wet brush.
ANIMAL PORTRAITS
COMPOSITION

Composition, or the arrangement of elements in a scene, can make or break a work of art. All the skill in the world will not help you if your composition is dull and uninteresting. Some artists just seem to have a natural “talent” for composition, but in actuality, this talent stems from basic principles and trial and error. Be sure to think about your drawing and plan it before you start. All of my work is “drawn” in my head before I put pencil to paper. Make quick thumbnail sketches to work out any compositional issues ahead of time.

COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES

Here you’ll read about a few compositional tricks I have practiced over the years. Remember that it’s OK to make errors as long as you keep trying. If you feel uncomfortable with a drawing, try looking at it upside down or in a mirror; whatever is bothering you will be more easily apparent. Keep everything you draw, because you can learn from your mistakes and lessen the chance of repeating them by reviewing less successful drawings every now and then.

ODD NUMBERS AND ASYMMETRY

Generally, subjects are more appealing when grouped in odd numbers rather than even numbers. Consider this when planning your composition. You can use even numbers in your compositions, of course, but you’ll want the subjects to differ in size—for instance, you could draw three baby birds in a nest with their mother. Or you can introduce some asymmetry, like drawing three frogs on one end of a log looking at a solitary frog on the other end.

THE RULE OF THIRDS

Another method for creating a pleasing composition is to divide the picture into thirds (vertically or horizontally or both) and place your center of interest at or near one of the points where the lines intersect. This keeps your focal point away from the extremes—corners, dead center, or at the very top or bottom of the composition. In the drawing at right, the tiger’s right eye is placed where two of the lines intersect, creating a pleasing composition.

GEOMETRIC COMPOSITION

Divide the composition into geometric shapes (rectangles, triangles, or circles), and place the elements of the drawing where these lines divide and intersect, as well as within the areas created by the intersections. Look at the geometric shapes that form in your drawing. Is there a strong triangular formation? Or have you created a centrally balanced work? Notice how the internal shapes lead your eye around the page. Be aware of any compositional subtleties that can create divisions in your drawing.
Using References

When planning a composition, use as many different types of references as you can to explore your subject. I base most of my work on sketches and photos I have taken. I also source information from the Internet, magazines, books, and other photographs. Be aware that photos taken with a flash will be tonally flat and contain flash highlights, especially in the eyes. For this reason, don't copy a photograph exactly; just use it as a guide.

Whenever you use material that is not your own, you must be aware of copyright restrictions. If you have used another's work to create your drawing, you cannot sell or publish that work as an original. My advice is that if you are in doubt, ask the original creator's permission first. Many photographers and artists will grant you permission, but some will require a fee.

Using Photo-Editing Software

If I want to combine elements from multiple photographs into one image, I can use photo-editing software to physically piece together the photographs. Below I demonstrate how I used several different reference images to create a single composition. I had taken a number of excellent shots of a group of meerkats, but none of the shots had the animals all looking in one direction. I wanted the drawing to show all the animals huddled together, making eye contact with the viewer. To do this required cutting and pasting from three separate photos.

1. This is my base photo. The body positions are pretty much how I want them, but only two of the animals are looking directly at the camera.

2. I like the heads of the top two meerkats from the second photo (shown here), so I select and copy them.

3. I paste the new heads onto a new layer in my file. This obscures the head of the back meerkat, though. To fix this, I return to the first layer, and select and copy the back meerkat's head.

4. I paste the new back head onto a new layer in my working file, erasing any part of the image that covers up the front meerkat.

5. Next I select the head of the far-left meerkat from the third photo (shown here) and copy it. Then I paste the head onto a new layer.

6. I manipulate the pasted images in each layer until I'm happy. I like the triangular composition created by the meerkats. I save this as a new final file.
For a drawing to be considered realistic, it needs to give the impression that it inhabits a three-dimensional space with depth and distance. To do this, employ the rules of perspective in your drawings. The first (and most important) rule of perspective is that objects that are closest to the viewer are larger than objects that are farther away. Here you’ll find demonstrations of one- and two-point perspective. For more information, see William F. Powell's book Perspective (AL13) in Walter Foster's Artist's Library series.

**One-Point Perspective**
In one-point perspective, there is only one vanishing point (VP), or the point at which all perspective lines converge and seem to vanish. First draw a horizontal line on your paper to represent the horizon line (HL), or eye level. Then place a dot to the far left on the HL for the VP. Next draw a vertical line to the far right that intersects the HL at a 90-degree angle. About three-quarters of this line should be above the HL, and about one-quarter should be below it. Imagine that this vertical line is a fence post (or a standing giraffe). Now draw a line from the top of this post to the VP, and another from the bottom of the post to the VP. This V-shaped guide allows you to see exactly where the top and bottom of each successive post (or giraffe) is located.

**Two-Point Perspective**
In two-point perspective, there are two vanishing points. The best way to demonstrate this is by drawing a three-dimensional cube. First draw an HL, and place one VP on the far left and another VP on the far right. Draw a 90-degree line that bisects the HL at about the halfway point for the center “post.” This line should extend above and below the HL at an equal distance. Draw lines from the top and bottom of the post that extend to each VP. Draw two more vertical lines to the left and right of the center post. These two new posts represent the corners of your cube. At the point where each corner post intersects the VP lines, draw a new line back to the opposite VP. These lines form the back edges of your cube, and the place where they intersect guides you to the position of the final back corner post, completing your cube. I sketched a baby elephant in my cube to demonstrate how animals are affected by perspective.

The elephant’s feet are positioned on the bottom corners of the cube, and the perspective of the VPs directly affects their positions.

**Foreshortening**
Foreshortening is an important method of creating the illusion of depth in a drawing, and it works hand in hand with perspective in that the part of the subject that is closest to the viewer appears larger than the parts that are farther away. To create this illusion when drawing, just shorten the lines on the sides of the object that is closest to the viewer.

**Visual Example**
To see foreshortening in action, hold a dinner plate straight out in front of you. It appears as a circle. Now tilt the plate slowly away from you. The plate now appears much shorter. This shape is called an “ellipse.”

**Recognizing Foreshortening**
This sketch of an iguana is a good example of foreshortening. Notice the difference in the size of the iguana’s right foot compared to its left foot. The left foot was drawn much larger because it’s closer to the viewer.

**Drawing Ellipses**
An ellipse is merely a circle that has been foreshortened, as discussed above. It’s important for artists to be able to correctly draw an ellipse, as it is one of the most basic shapes used in drawing. Try drawing a series of ellipses, as shown here. Start by drawing a perfect square; then bisect it with a horizontal line and a vertical line. Extend the horizontal lines created by the top and bottom of the square; also extend the center horizontal line to the far right. Create a series of rectangles that reduce in width along the horizontal line. Go back to the square and draw a curve from point to point in one of the quarters, as shown here. Repeat this same curve in the remaining quarters (turn the paper as you draw if it helps), and you will have created a perfect circle within the square. Repeat this process in each of the narrowing rectangles to produce a range of ellipses. Use this exercise whenever you have difficulty drawing a symmetrical ellipse or circle.
FORESHORTENING

For a drawing to be considered realistic, it needs to give the impression that it inhabits a three-dimensional space with depth and distance. To do this, employ the rules of perspective in your drawings. The first (and most important) rule of perspective is that objects that are closest to the viewer are larger than objects that are farther away. Here you’ll find demonstrations of one- and two-point perspective. For more information, see William F. Powell's book Perspective (AL13) in Walter Foster’s Artist’s Library series.

One-Point Perspective

In one-point perspective, there is only one vanishing point (VP), or the point at which all perspective lines converge and seem to vanish. First draw a horizontal line on your paper to represent the horizon line (HL), or eye level. Then place a dot to the far left on the HL for the VP. Next draw a vertical line to the far right that intersects the HL at a 90-degree angle. About three-quarters of this line should be above the HL, and about one-quarter should be below it. Imagine that this vertical line is a fence post (or a standing giraffe). Now draw a line from the top of this post to the VP, and another from the bottom of the post to the VP. This V-shaped guide allows you to see exactly where the top and bottom of each successive post (or giraffe) is located.

Two-Point Perspective

In two-point perspective, there are two vanishing points. The best way to demonstrate this is by drawing a three-dimensional cube. First draw an HL, and place one VP on the far left and another VP on the far right. Draw a 90-degree line that bisects the HL at about the halfway point for the center “post.” This line should extend above and below the HL at an equal distance. Draw lines from the top and bottom of the post that extend to each VP. Draw two more vertical lines to the left and right of the center post. These two new posts represent the corners of your cube. At the point where each corner post intersects the VP lines, draw a new line back to the opposite VP. These lines form the back edges of your cube, and the place where they intersect guides you to the position of the final back corner post, completing your cube. I sketched a baby elephant in my cube to demonstrate how animals are affected by perspective. The elephant’s feet are positioned on the bottom corners of the cube, and the perspective of the VPs directly affects their positions.

Visual Example

To see foreshortening in action, hold a dinner plate straight out in front of you. It appears as a circle. Now tilt the plate slowly away from you. The plate now appears much shorter. This shape is called an “ellipse.”

Recognizing Foreshortening

This sketch of an iguana is a good example of foreshortening. Notice the difference in the size of the iguana’s right foot compared to its left foot. The left foot was drawn much larger because it’s closer to the viewer.

Foreshortening is an important method of creating the illusion of depth in a drawing, and it works hand in hand with perspective in that the part of the subject that is closest to the viewer appears larger than the parts that are farther away. To create this illusion when drawing, just shorten the lines on the sides of the object that is closest to the viewer.

Drawing Ellipses

An ellipse is merely a circle that has been foreshortened, as discussed above. It’s important for artists to be able to correctly draw an ellipse, as it is one of the most basic shapes used in drawing. Try drawing a series of ellipses, as shown here. Start by drawing a perfect square; then bisect it with a horizontal line and a vertical line. Extend the horizontal lines created by the top and bottom of the square; also extend the center horizontal line to the far right. Create a series of rectangles that reduce in width along the horizontal line. Go back to the square and draw a curve from point to point in one of the quarters, as shown here. Repeat this same curve in the remaining quarters (turn the paper as you draw if it helps), and you will have created a perfect circle within the square. Repeat this process in each of the narrowing rectangles to produce a range of ellipses. Use this exercise whenever you have difficulty drawing a symmetrical ellipse or circle.
Creating a Focal Point

A key element in creating a successful composition is including more than one area of interest, without generating confusion about the subject of the drawing. Compositions are often based on one large object, which is balanced by the grouping, placement, and values of smaller objects. Directing the viewer's eye with secondary focal points helps move the viewer through a scene, so that it can be enjoyed in its entirety.

The primary focal point should immediately capture the viewer's attention through size, line quality, value, placement on the picture plane, and the proximity of other points of interest which call attention to it. The secondary focal point is the area that the eye naturally moves to after seeing the primary focal point; usually this element is a smaller object or objects with less detail. Another secondary focal point may be at some distance from the viewer's eye, appearing much smaller, and showing only minor detailing, so that it occupies a much less important space in the drawing. This distant focal point serves to give the viewer's eye another stop on the journey around the composition before returning to the primary focal point.

Primary, Secondary, and Distant Focal Points

The size and detail on the pelican designates it as the primary focal point, and it immediately catches the viewer's eye. The pelican's gaze and the point of its bill shifts the attention to the small birds in the foreground (the secondary focal point). By keeping the texture and value changes subtle in the middle ground, the eye moves freely to this point. These three small birds are shaded fairly evenly so they don't detract from the primary focal point. The triangle created by the birds, along with the water's edge and the point of land, leads the viewer's eye to another, more distant focal point—the lighthouse. Here the two subtle rays of light against the shaded background suggest a visual path. The rays of light, the point of land, and the horizon line all work together to bring the viewer's eye back to the pelican, and the visual journey begins again.
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DEPTH & SIGNIFICANCE OF LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

When developing a sense of depth in your compositions, remember what attracts the viewer's eye. Larger elements and those that overlap others demand attention and come to the foreground. Also, extensive detail and darker values will draw attention to even a small element. Consider these principles in your landscape compositions. Look for them in the landscapes on the previous pages and below.

**Commanding Attention** Notice that the very large oval occupies as much space as all the other elements in this sketch combined and is therefore very important; but the shaded circles, which are a fraction of the oval's size, vie for the viewer's attention. The outlined shapes at the bottom draw our eye last, but their overlapping edges do give a feeling of some depth.

**Focal Points** The complexity of the underlapping placement and shading on the partially hidden circle compels the eye to look at it, even though it is smaller than most of the other elements. However, the dark circle with interior lines (showing detail) is still the strongest focal point, and the viewer's gaze will be repeatedly drawn to that spot.

**Attracting the Viewer's Eye** As shown in the "Focal Points" thumbnail sketch (above right), the darker values of the shaded rock beneath the tree attract the viewer's eye, even though it is smaller than the rest of the elements. By drawing the foreground tree so that it overlaps the small rock, a sense of depth and dimension is produced (as illustrated in the thumbnail where the two squares overlap the small shaded circle). The dark background tree attracts the most attention, as seen in the same thumbnail, because it so strongly contrasts the light values of the foreground tree.
Lack of Focal Point  When all lines in a composition are drawn with the same depth of intensity (value) and width, the entire design appears flat and uninteresting, with no focal point.

Focal Depth and Flow  By simply changing the weight of the lines of the foreground rectangle, and by varying the quality of lines in the road and mountain, the scene has more focal interest.

Focal Curve  A graceful curve leads the eye into the composition. This can be used for roads and pathways to create the illusion of hills and valleys, and also in subjects like floral arrangements to direct the viewer's eye.

Focal Depth  The focal curve is one way of creating depth in a composition. Here it serves as a road in a natural setting, leading the viewer into the scene. The use of overlapping elements—the trees—also adds to the illusion, creating focal depth.

Multiple Focal Curves  To further accentuate the feeling of distance, more than one curve can be used, along with multiple elevation lines. Notice that the curve segments are displaced and become smaller as they recede in the distance.

Sketching Focal Patterns  Sketch a preliminary, simple pattern plan to show the general placement of elements without the distraction of internal details, value or line quality. Look for the focal pattern—how the eye moves around the picture and what is important—and adjust as needed.

Develop the Pattern  After sketching and adjusting a preliminary pattern plan, lightly add details to build the feeling of rhythmic movement and depth. Begin varying the weight of the lines and refining the shapes of the elements. As you continue, use value to further accentuate the focal pattern.
**Vertical Landscapes**

Vertical compositions can be daunting, but with careful planning, a good flow and visual drama can be developed. Every space doesn’t need to be filled; open areas can actually balance out more intricate parts of the composition and give the viewer’s eye a place to rest.

**Vertical L Design** This composition is based on an elongated L. The craggy cliff face is perfectly suited for a vertical picture plane. With the same angularity as the stones, the ram almost looks like an extension of the cliff face and becomes the main focal point of this landscape. The two mountain sheep at the bottom of the cliff are secondary focal points. The vertical cliff face separating them also ties them together and serves as a pathway for the viewer’s eye. The cliff detail is strongest beneath the large ram at the top, and the less-detailed lower ground becomes a supportive area for the smaller sheep in the foreground. Notice that the ram and one sheep are looking directly at the viewer—this tool is used frequently by artists to bring the viewer into the scene. A subtle suggestion of sky and distant trees gives a feeling of depth to the composition.
COMPOSING ANIMAL SCENES

Thoughtful planning of size and placement is almost as important as your choice of animal subject to ensure the success of the statement you wish to make. Animals usually are portrayed in “classic” or natural poses for the kind or breed; breaks from that norm are considered either funny or worrisome. Backgrounds should be minimal or include just a few habitat clues to place the focus on the animals. Multiple photographic references often are the best way to capture the animal pose you want to draw.

Groups of Animals  Seagulls feeding in flight provide an interesting subject. The statement of this composition is their fluid movements while showing the flurry of activity in their search for morsels of food. The X- and O-composition methods shown below were combined to create this drawing, which was assembled from several photos. Slight overlapping adds to the action and creates depth.

Building the Composition  Start with the O-composition method as a guide to show the flight pattern of the birds. Avoid placing the gulls in a perfect circle, as this looks unnatural.

Balancing the Composition  By overlaying the X-composition, more balance is added. Escape monotony by using the X only as a guide and not placing the gulls directly on the lines.
Adding Other Elements In this sketch, a baby skunk and an old shoe make a fun and unusual statement in a drawing I call “Phew!” The expression on the baby skunk’s face portrays curiosity and hesitation. Uncertainty is portrayed in its body position. The shape of the skunk’s tail is mirrored in the tongue of the shoe, and the skunk and shoe are relatively the same size, balancing the composition and holding the viewer’s attention. The composition here is based on the juxtaposition of just two elements, which creates a pictorial balance, but most importantly, conveys a message.

Commanding Attention Remember that detail and value attract the viewer’s attention. This illustration shows that even though the dog on the right is large and the one on the left is moving, the eye will always come back to the dog in the center because it is darker and highly detailed.
Australia’s iconic marsupial is an ideal subject to photograph, as it often is found in a stationary pose, either grazing or watching. This kangaroo, with its head gazing directly at the viewer and its large tail resting on the ground, is a good example of the quiet nature of these graceful animals.

**Step 1** Using an enlarged photocopy of the reference photo, I trace the outline of the kangaroo on a piece of sketch paper. I also trace the eyes, muzzle, nose, mouth, a few small fur details, and the horizon line, which I’ll use later to “ground” the animal with grass. Then, using a 2 mm clutch pencil with an HB lead, I transfer my sketch to a sheet of hot-pressed paper.

**Step 2** I carefully lighten the outline of the head by dabbing at it with a kneaded eraser, leaving only a faint guideline. Starting with the ears and working down the head, I use a sharp 2H clutch lead to draw quick, short strokes for the undercoat, which will act as a directional guide for the rest of the fur. I leave the eyes and highlights of the cheeks, muzzle, and ears white.

**Experimenting with Texture** A kangaroo’s coat is thick and dense, with an even color and texture. I always enjoy exploring the swirls and flow of the fur texture in my kangaroo drawings.
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**Step 3.** With a slightly blunt HB clutch lead, I use a circular motion to build up a dark, even tone for the eyes and leathery nose. I gradually build up layers of tone as I draw over these areas again and again, taking care to not press too hard. To create the highlight in each eye, I form a kneaded eraser to a point and lift out some tone. With a very sharp 2B clutch lead, I delicately accentuate the edges of the eyes and nostrils, deepening the darkest areas.

**Step 4.** With a well-sharpened HB clutch lead, I begin to build up the second layer of fur. Still using swift, short strokes and following the direction of fur growth, I concentrate on building deeper tones and form. Sharpening my pencil often, I keep the stroke length and starting points fairly random to avoid unattractive edges or ridges. I take care to avoid the white highlight areas.

**Step 5.** Still using the 2B lead and sharpening it often, I build up the darkest areas of the fur on the head with short strokes. I always follow the direction of the fur as I work, deepening the tone to create contrast across the nose, mouth, and ears. I pay particular attention to creating dark tones in the ears, as these areas provide the negative space that creates the white areas. The deep tone in the inner ear helps create the appearance of white fur tufts on the outer ear. I carefully add a few 2B strokes into this white area to create an even greater sense of depth and make the white fur stand out.
**Step 6** I go over the entire head area once again with fine strokes of a sharp HB clutch lead, further refining the details. This final layer helps blend the underlying layers and creates an even, smooth texture. Next I continue the linework down the neck, alternating HB and 2H leads. This blends the finished area of the head into the body. I use the same techniques that I used for the head as I continue down the body. First I carefully lighten the outline with my kneaded eraser. Then, with a sharp 2H clutch lead, I work down the forearms and the back of the kangaroo, following the direction of the fur and trying not to create any obvious patterns or edges when I apply my strokes. I refer to my reference photo often to make sure I am following the fur direction correctly.

**Step 7** I use a sharp HB clutch lead to add a second layer of fur over the undercoat. Where the fur is darker, the strokes are closer together; where the fur is lighter, the strokes are farther apart. I notice that the fur is longer and wavier on the kangaroo’s back, so my pencil strokes reflect this. For the fur over the back and sides, I keep the strokes short and close together, allowing the HB to blend into the 2H layer. Then I use a sharp 2B lead to darken the fur, adding form and tone. I use a 2B lead to darken the areas above the animal’s right arm and along the front of its shoulders to create the patch of white fur on the chest. I also darken the front paws, building form and detail.
Step 8  To give the impression of sunlight shining across the body, I leave some white showing in the highlight areas of the leg and hip. I also leave a small area of white on the tail where I eventually will add some blades of grass. This overlap helps show that the tail is resting on the ground. I proceed to build the undercoat into the rest of the torso and tail with a 2H lead. Then I apply a second layer with an HB lead, taking care to leave some white areas showing on the leg, hip, and tail. I keep my strokes a little looser around the hip, giving them a bit more length and wave. I make tighter strokes on the tail to reflect its shorter, denser fur.

Step 9  Now I use a 2B clutch lead to create darker fur over the back and down the tail. The tail is quite dark and needs a bit of layering to build up the correct tone. I do not take this darkest tone to the edge of the back and tail; instead I leave the tone lighter along this edge to create the illusion of a rounded, three-dimensional form. Moving to the legs, I soften the guidelines with a kneaded eraser; then I use an HB lead and light pressure to create the fine fur. There is reflected light on the sides and backs of the legs, so I keep these areas lighter in tone. I use only a sharp HB lead here, as there is not a great tonal range in the legs, but I do apply several layers to build up the texture. I add a few strokes of a sharp 2B lead to deepen the tone around the ankle and under the hip.
Step 10 With a sharp HB clutch lead, I work lightly over the entire body and head, defining and sharpening the tones in the fur. Referring to my photo, I emphasize the paws, deepen the tone under the shoulder and neck, and add more fur across the hip and back. I also use my kneaded eraser to lighten the highlight on the leg a little. While adding these final touches, I am careful not to touch the drawing as I do not want to smudge the graphite. The crispness of the strokes is what makes the fur work, so any smudging would be tragic.

Step 11 Now it is time to "ground" my kangaroo. To do this, I draw grass around the feet and tail with loose, curved strokes and a sharp HB clutch lead. To avoid creating any regular patterns, I randomly place long and short strokes, varying the direction of each stroke as much as possible. I draw some grass overlapping the area of the tail I left white in step 8. I also draw a faint line of grass along the horizon, after removing most of the guideline with a kneaded eraser. I try to work quickly and avoid focusing on accuracy or details, instead leaving the grass loose and spontaneous.
Step 12 | I continue to develop the grass, darkening the tone under the kangaroo's feet to further ground the animal. When I'm satisfied with my drawing, I sign the work and lightly spray the entire drawing with workable fixative to help prevent smudging.
Large animals such as elephants are great subjects for your first attempts at drawing wildlife. The big, round forms are easy to understand, and the texture of the skin is less daunting than fur. This project features an Asian elephant, which differs slightly from an African elephant in that it has a smaller body and ears, as well as a more rounded back. It also has a fourth toenail on its rear feet and only one “finger” at the end of its trunk. The head and body are sparsely covered in wiry hair. Because they are working animals, their tusks often have been cut short to prevent damage to their surroundings. Noting these characteristics will help you accurately portray this type of elephant.

**Rough Sketch**

I start with a rough sketch as a plan for the final drawing. Using a soft 2B pencil, I define the general forms of the elephant. I also indicate the lights and darks, keeping in mind that the light is coming from above right. I want the viewer to know that this elephant is Asian, so I decide to add a Malaysian-style house in the background.

**Step 1**

Now I transfer only the outline of my sketch to my final art paper. I tape the sketch to a bright window and place a piece of art paper over the sketch. Then I use an HB pencil to carefully trace the outline on the art paper. I do not include any details or the background at this time. For reproduction purposes, the outline you see here is much darker than I would use in my work. I will erase much of the outline by dabbing at it with a kneaded eraser as I work.

**Step 2**

I need to create a very soft, smooth tone to represent the underlayer of skin prior to adding the rough, cracked texture. Using a 2B woodless pencil, I make small circular strokes to fill in the darkest shadow areas. I leave large areas of white, as I will blend the graphite into these areas in the next step. To help protect the white of the paper, I wear a cotton glove with the tips of the fingers cut off. I also rest my hand on a sheet of paper that covers part of the drawing surface.
Step 2
I need to create a very soft, smooth tone to represent the underlayer of skin prior to adding the rough, cracked texture. Using a 2B woodless pencil, I make small circular strokes to fill in the darkest shadow areas. I leave large areas of white, as I will blend the graphite into these areas in the next step. To help protect the white of the paper, I wear a cotton glove with the tips of the fingers cut off. I also rest my hand on a sheet of paper that covers part of the drawing surface.

Step 3
Using a tortillon and light, circular motions, I slowly blend the dark graphite into the white areas of the paper for a smooth, satiny look. I use this residual graphite on the tip of the tortillon to “paint” lighter tones over the white areas of the elephant. Then I use a 2B and circular motions to darken the shadows from step 2.

Step 4
I use the graphite on the tip of the tortillon to “paint” softer tones into the whites of the tusk, across the forehead and ears, and on the trunk and chest to form ridges and folds of skin. Working over the head, ears, and a bit of the trunk, I add some wrinkles using a sharp HB mechanical pencil. I sharpen the edges of the curls in the ears and use circular strokes around the eyes and brows. Then I continue down the body, adding wrinkles and creases. I refer to my reference to see how the wrinkles flow over the legs. I add details to the toes and trunk, and I darken the ends of the tusks. I blend this linework slightly with a tortillon. I realize that something is not quite right with the legs, but I keep drawing. Using a sharp 2B mechanical pencil, I further darken and enhance the wrinkles, as well as areas around the eyes and inside the ears. I use adhesive putty to lift out tone from the outward side of the elephant’s front left leg, as well as areas on the head and trunk.
**Step 5** With the 2B pencil, I continue to build up the form of the tough, wrinkled skin. I also deepen the tones in the darkest shadows, and I add some dark hairs on the elephant's head and back. With a very sharp HB pencil, I draw strokes of various lengths to represent the grass on the ground as well as at the end of the elephant's trunk. Then I use a sharp 2B to fill in dark areas between the strokes, giving the grass some depth. Next I add further detail in the feet and toes.

**Step 6** After adding more dark values to the grass, I switch to an HB pencil and return to the elephant, emphasizing darks and adding more wrinkles where needed. At this point I still am not happy with the legs; they seem too long and out of proportion. Then I realize my error—I was fooled by the photographic distortion of perspective in my reference, which resulted in the elephant's rear right leg appearing too long. I need to raise the elephant's rear right foot and shorten the leg. I very carefully erase the bottom portion of the rear right leg with a kneaded eraser. As the graphite has been blended, I cannot quite remove all the tone. As you can see here, there is a faint "ghost" foot remaining. I will need to hide this under grass in the next step.

**Step 7** I lightly redraw the foot, setting it back farther in the picture. Then I draw grass over the areas of the original foot that I couldn't entirely erase. Now I turn my attention to the background, using an F pencil to draw the shapes of the house freehand. Then I sketch some palm trees and vegetation around the house. After switching to an HB pencil to develop the details of the house and vegetation, my drawing is complete. Overall, I'm happy with the drawing; I like how the animal is placed in an environment that identifies its location and also hints at its working life. The correction to the length of the back leg has certainly improved the work.
Step 7 I lightly redraw the foot, setting it back farther in the picture. Then I draw grass over the areas of the original foot that I couldn’t entirely erase. Now I turn my attention to the background, using an F pencil to draw the shapes of the house freehand. Then I sketch some palm trees and vegetation around the house. After switching to an HB pencil to develop the details of the house and vegetation, my drawing is complete. Overall, I’m happy with the drawing; I like how the animal is placed in an environment that identifies its location and also hints at its working life. The correction to the length of the back leg has certainly improved the work.
**KOALA**

Koalas’ faces have such character, and their simple, round bodies are easy to draw freehand. Koalas don’t move about much—in fact, they sleep more than 18 hours a day! So if you see a koala awake, be sure to take a photo because it is a rare opportunity. When drawing a koala, you will need to use a number of pencil techniques to create short and long fur, white and dark fur, and the varied textures of the nose, claws, and eyes.

**Finding the Proportions** To figure out the correct proportions of the koala, I first draw a 6.5” x 9” rectangle on a sheet of tracing paper. I divide this shape horizontally into thirds; then I draw a vertical plumb line that is slightly off-center down the length of the rectangle. Referring to my main reference photo for the scale and size of the head, I center the head circle exactly where the plumb line and the first horizontal line meet. Then I roughly divide the head circle into thirds horizontally and vertically—this will help me correctly position the facial features. I do not need to use a ruler to measure this; I just use my eyes to judge the correct distances. Now I use simple oval shapes to block in the round shapes of the body and ears. Using my reference as a guide, I sketch the arms, fingers, and tree branches.

**Blocking in the Features** Now that I have the proportions down, I place another sheet of tracing paper over my drawing and begin refining the shape of the koala. Constantly referring to my main reference shot, I block in the nose, noting where it starts and finishes in relation to the grid. Using my other reference shots as a guide, I position the open eyes almost exactly on the top horizontal line of the grid. Now I place the mouth and cheeks, which are a series of arcs within the bottom third of the head circle. I build up some fur in the ears, on top of the head, and on the chest; then I develop the arms and legs, adding the long claws and noting where the heel of the foot rests against the upright branch. I decide to omit the back foot that awkwardly overlaps the chest area in the main reference photo. I know enough about koalas to know that my drawing will be believable if the foot is tucked out of sight behind the branch. Finally, I add a few more tree branches and leaves.

**Taking Multiple Photos** I spent several days taking photos at a local koala sanctuary, but I couldn’t get a “perfect” shot. The best-posed animals were asleep or squinting, and those with their eyes open were in awkward positions. So I took as many photos as I could of koalas both asleep and awake, and I combined multiple references for the final composition.
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I spent several days taking photos at a local koala sanctuary, but I couldn’t get a “perfect” shot. The best-posed animals were asleep or squinting, and those with their eyes open were in awkward positions. So I took as many photos as I could of koalas both asleep and awake, and I combined multiple references for the final composition.

Step 1

After transferring the outlines of my sketch to a piece of 300 gsm (140 lb) hot-pressed paper, I start developing the ear on the left, as I plan to work down and across to the right. First I lighten the outline of the ear with a kneaded eraser. Then I use a sharp 2H clutch pencil to draw long, smooth lines for the undercoat, varying their lengths and directions.

Step 2

I switch to an HB clutch pencil and draw more long, broken strokes around the 2H strokes, carefully leaving the paper white in areas. As I work in the dark strokes, the white of the paper begins to form the white hairs. (This is a form of negative drawing.)

Step 3

Using a sharp 2B clutch pencil, I begin to intensify the shadowed areas of the fur under and on the edge of the ear. This dark tone creates a high contrast and makes the white areas stand out, increasing the impression of long, white fur. I return to the ear again with the 2H clutch pencil, refining and smoothing out the detail. By completing the ear on the left first, I have established a value range for the rest of my drawing; the ear will act as a visual gauge.
Step 4 After lightening the outline of the rest of the head with a kneaded eraser, I use a 2H clutch pencil to create short, quick strokes all over the head, avoiding the eyes and the nose. I draw in the direction of fur growth, placing my strokes very close together and using a tight, controlled movement. My wrist does not move at all; my fingers do all the work. When I’ve covered the face, I go back in with an HB pencil and darken the areas across the forehead and above the nose, using the same short strokes as before. Then I use a 2B to add a quick layer of fur to the ear on the right, as well as to build up the fur around the cheeks, chin, and mouth. I form the shape of the irises in each eye with a light layer of 2H, and I add some tone to the nose.

Step 5 After dulling an HB pencil by rubbing it on a piece of scrap paper, I add circular strokes to the nose, leaving some areas white. I switch to a 2B and use short strokes above and below areas of the nose to create more contrast. I also use the 2B to darken the nostrils. Switching back to the HB, I create short lines in the mouth and under the nose. At this point, I realize that the pupils look too human in my sketch—a koala actually has a narrow, vertical slit for a pupil. I sharpen the HB and use it to redraw the pupils and darken them. I also use the HB to form the eyelids and brows with short, directional strokes. I use the 2B to darken the irises and areas around the eyes.

Step 6 Alternating between my sharp HB and 2B pencils, I build up the fur all over the face and chin. I use the 2B to create dark shadows around the mouth, nose, chin, and cheeks; then I use the HB like a tortillon to blend the tone. Using both pencils and circular strokes, I further develop the tone on the nose, creating a dark, leathery texture. Turning to the eyes, I define the darks with the 2B and accentuate the shape and form with the HB. I also slightly widen the eyes by darkening the lower lids. Then I carefully lift out a highlight in each eye with adhesive putty. Now I concentrate on the ear on the right, repeating steps 2 and 3. I don’t finish the ear completely.
Step 6
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Step 7

After lightening the outline of the body with a kneaded eraser, I use short, light strokes with a 2H pencil to create the undercoat for the entire body. Again, I always draw in the direction of the fur growth and avoid creating patterns. I leave the chest and underarms white, but cover the rest of the body with a light network of interlacing 2H strokes. The fur on the arms is the shortest and most random in direction, so I make my lines reflect this. I notice that I’ve made the fur on the koala’s leg (near the main branch) too patterned and regular; I will remedy this by adding some overlapping strokes as I darken this area in the next step. Now I add tone to both paws with the HB pencil, and I draw the long claws.

Step 8

I work over the entire body at once with very sharp HB and 2B pencils. I use the 2B to create the blackest areas near the white fur—the 2B “cuts” into the white areas, forming white “hairs.” I refer to my reference photo to see how the fur curls and swirls over areas of the body. I add some overlapping strokes on the left side of the body to avoid creating a pattern.

Step 9

I create a light background at the top of the image with a dull F wood-cased pencil. Then I begin adding tone to the main tree branch with 2H and HB pencils, using my entire hand and wrist to create long, smooth strokes. I build up the tone of the branch as a series of long lines of different values, creating the lined texture of a eucalyptus tree. I also add some spots and nicks with the HB to add more texture.
Step 10  Now I use an HB pencil to add the slightly curved shadows cast on the branch by the koala's fingers and claws. Then I use the 2B to deepen the tone of the shadows, as well as darken and intensify the hand and claws to create more form. I continue working down the branch, alternating between the 2H and 2B pencils. I add tone to the fattest part of the branch, where the koala rests, and create the three strips of bark hanging over this wide section. The tree branches in this drawing frame the work nicely; they also keep the viewer's eye from straying out of the picture by forming a visual "wall" that leads the eye back into the center of the work.

Step 11  Now that my drawing is nearly finished, I just need to complete the background and foreground leaves. I create the foreground leaves with an HB pencil and loose, soft lines. I am not too concerned with accuracy and detail here; these leaves simply add compositional balance. Now I add tone to the branches behind the koala, using the technique from step 9. I make the branches behind the ear on the right fairly dark, as this makes the white fur of the ear advance forward. Then I finish the ear by adding a bit more detail, allowing the hairs to overlap the branch. I switch to an F pencil to add more tone in the background. Instead of creating defined shapes, I use circular strokes and let my hand sort of wander about the area. I add a short, hanging branch in the upper-left corner. This branch has less contrast than the others, making it recede behind the koala and providing a sense of depth; it also adds to the framing effect and helps complete the composition.

Step 12  To finish, I add final touches with an HB pencil: I deepen some tones for more contrast, add detail lines in the eyes and nose, and build up just a bit more fur texture all over the body. I am very pleased with this drawing and the "framed" composition.
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Achieving a Likeness

Capturing a likeness can be one of the greatest challenges for an artist, yet it also can be incredibly rewarding. The foundation of a successful portrait is careful observation coupled with a thorough understanding of the head’s form. Take time to study the subject’s shapes and proportions. The German Shepherd Dog’s high-set ears take up almost half of the vertical area of the face. The large muzzle narrows gradually toward the blunt tip of the nose, with a gentle sloping along the bridge. The short hair of the face closely follows the form of the head and neck. In addition to breed characteristics, take notice of any elements that make this particular dog unique, such as the mole next to its mouth.

Step 1
For this drawing, I decide to leave out the background and focus solely on the shepherd’s noble expression. I use a sharp HB to create a freehand outline, beginning with basic shapes and then honing them into a detailed outline. I use a drawing compass to compare proportions from the reference photo with the proportions in my sketch to ensure that they match. This also can be done with a ruler, but I find the compass to be quicker and easier. Once I’m happy with the basic outline, I draw short lines to indicate the growth direction of the hair, and I map out the areas of greatest contrast.

Focusing on Details
Including a dog’s accessories, such as a collar and tag, can help you personalize a portrait even more!

Step 2
I shade the darkest parts of each eye using a 2B pencil, leaving a highlight across the pupil and iris. Then I add midtone lines radiating from the pupil for the iris. Working around the highlight, I use an H pencil to cover the eye with a layer of shading. I indicate the hair surrounding the eyes with lines curving outward, switching to an HB for the lighter areas of the eyebrow. The gaps between the lines provide highlights.

Step 3
I progress outward from the eyes, working up and over the forehead and into the dog’s left ear. There is a darker patch of hair in the middle of the forehead, so I apply this first, using a 2B pencil to draw the lines in the direction of hair growth. Then I switch to an HB for middle-value areas of the hair, and I use an H to create the lightest sections. For the lightest highlights, I let the white of the paper show through.
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For this drawing, I decide to leave out the background and focus solely on the shepherd's noble expression. I use a sharp HB to create a freehand outline, beginning with basic shapes and then honing them into a detailed outline. I use a drawing compass to compare proportions from the reference photo with the proportions in my sketch to ensure that they match. This also can be done with a ruler, but I find the compass to be quicker and easier. Once I’m happy with the basic outline, I draw short lines to indicate the growth direction of the hair, and I map out the areas of greatest contrast.

Step 2

I shade the darkest parts of each eye using a 2B pencil, leaving a highlight across the pupil and iris. Then I add midtone lines radiating from the pupil for the iris. Working around the highlight, I use an H pencil to cover the eye with a layer of shading. I indicate the hair surrounding the eyes with lines curving outward, switching to an HB for the lighter areas of the eyebrow. The gaps between the lines provide highlights.

Step 3

I progress outward from the eyes, working up and over the forehead and into the dog’s left ear. There is a darker patch of hair in the middle of the forehead, so I apply this first, using a 2B pencil to draw the lines in the direction of hair growth. Then I switch to an HB for middle-value areas of the hair, and I use an H to create the lightest sections. For the lightest highlights, I let the white of the paper show through.
Step 4. The outer edge of the dog’s right ear is very dark, so I use heavy pressure and a 2B pencil to apply tapering strokes that suggest small tufts of hair. I leave the rest of the ear free of graphite for now; I will finish it in the next step. Now I switch to an HB pencil to render the left ear, which is lighter in value.

Step 5. For the smooth skin inside the ears, I shade with an HB pencil and then blend with a tortillon. Then I draw the hair over this shading, varying the values within the hair and adding shadows between the clumps of hair. I progress down the side of the head using an HB pencil, letting some of the paper show through for lighter areas.
Step 6 I use a 2B pencil to draw the nose, making a series of small, dark circles to create the unique texture. I leave the highlight areas white. Next I concentrate on darkening the nostrils and the crease down the middle of the nose. Then I finish the nose by applying some lighter circles to the "white" sections on top and under the nostrils. Before I move on to the muzzle, I use a blunt tool to indent some whiskers and coarse, longer hairs below the nose. (See step 7 for placement.)

Step 7 Using close, short strokes that move away from the nose, I fill in the muzzle, changing the direction of my strokes near the mouth. There is actually little detail involved in the hair; accurately depicting the direction of hair growth is the key. Now I use a 5B pencil to darken the hair along the edge of the mouth.
**Step 8** With the muzzle defined, I move on to the inside of the mouth, shading the tongue with an HB pencil and blending with a tortillon for smooth transitions. I add tone to the gums and lips using a 2B pencil, taking care to leave patches of white for strong highlights that suggest wetness. I darken the whiskers where they overlap the mouth for continuity. I leave the teeth free of graphite. Still using an HB pencil, I fill in more hair on the cheek, darkening two lines to form a V shape near the corner of the mouth. (This suggests whiskers sprouting from the mole seen in the reference photo.)

**Step 9** I finish filling in the hair on the cheek with an HB pencil, lightly shading over the V shape so it’s visible underneath. I continue the hair pattern down the neck, drawing sections of hair that roughly follow the direction of growth. As the hair is longer here, it’s important to show its flowing nature by making the strokes less uniform. The German Shepherd’s collar adds a bit of interest to the lower area of the drawing. I use a 2B to shade it, working around the hair that flows over the top of the collar. Then I switch to an H pencil for the shiny metal pieces.
Step 10 | Complete the drawing by blending the pencil strokes along the base of the neck, creating a soft transition from the hair to the white background. The bottom section actually is more paper than it is pencil—there are just enough pencil strokes to imply the shape and direction of the hair. This allows me to avoid a harsh finish line to the drawing and reinforces the German Shepherd Dog’s happy, attentive expression as the focal point of the piece.
CARTOON ANIMALS
GETTING STARTED

You don’t need much to get started in this racket. One famous cartoon character began his career as a doodle made with a felt-tipped marker on a napkin. However, a few basic supplies will make life a lot easier for the budding cartoonist.

THE BASICS

For starters, you’ll need a pencil for rough sketches, an eraser, some paper to draw on, and a pen or marker to ink in your final drawings. Which pencil? What kind of paper? Don’t get stressed out worrying about what supplies to select. This isn’t brain surgery or rocket science, and it doesn’t really matter. It just depends on what you like to work with. That’s right. You’ve got the ball, but here are a few general tips to steer you through the sea of supplies.

Dip Pen

I sometimes use an old-fashioned crow-quill pen with black India ink to make my cartoons extra expressive. These funky-looking pens come with many different nibs—from very fine tips to broad-edged, chisel points. I recommend that you start off with a medium-point pen because it’s the easiest one to use and the most versatile. Dip just the point in the ink. Don’t drown the pen. As you increase and decrease pressure on the pen, your line will become thicker and thinner. It takes time to master this pen, so start with some loose sketches.

Drawing Pencil

Pencils have different degrees of hardness. H pencils have hard leads, and B pencils have soft ones. An HB is somewhere in the middle, with a lead that is hard enough to keep a point and soft enough to shade with, making it a good pencil for sketching. Want more drama? 2B or 3B pencils have softer leads that allow you to make stronger lines. I suggest you use an HB pencil to sketch in guidelines and work out details on your cartoons.

Technical Pen

A technical pen offers you a lot of control. These pens come in a wide variety of points, enabling you to vary your line widths. The lines created are consistently even and precise, although they may look somewhat mechanical, without much “flair.” Mechanical pens are fun to use if you like to do a lot of minute crosshatching or stippling.

Think Ink

Once you have perfected your drawing in pencil, you will want to ink it so that it will have rich, black lines. You have a lot of options depending on what type of line you are after, from ordinary felt-tip markers to crow-quill pens, fountain pens, and technical pens. Many cartoonists prefer a pen or a brush and black drawing ink. Try a variety of different inking tools, and see which ones you like best.

Brush

The fluid lines of a brush and black ink can be delicate and precise or boldly dramatic, depending on the amount of pressure you use. A brush is also good for filling in large areas of black. Buy a good-quality brush at an art store. Cheap brushes won’t give you an eloquent line.

Eraser

Fat, pink erasers like the ones on the ends of pencils leave crumbs all over the place. You’ll need a kneaded eraser. It doesn’t leave crumbs, and you can shape it into a point to get into small areas. You can also stretch it, squash it, and squeeze it into funny shapes while you’re waiting for inspiration to strike.

Electric Sharpener

Oh sure, it’s a luxury, and you can sharpen pencils by hand like the cavemen did (didn’t they?), but an electric one gives you a great point and makes a satisfying noise. Ask Santa.

Getting Started

You don’t need much to get started in this racket. One famous cartoon character began his career as a doodle made with a felt-tipped marker on a napkin. However, a few basic supplies will make life a lot easier for the budding cartoonist.

THE BASICS

For starters, you’ll need a pencil for rough sketches, an eraser, some paper to draw on, and a pen or marker to ink in your final drawings. Which pencil? What kind of paper? Don’t get stressed out worrying about what supplies to select. This isn’t brain surgery or rocket science, and it doesn’t really matter. It just depends on what you like to work with. That’s right. You’ve got the ball, but here are a few general tips to steer you through the sea of supplies.

Dip Pen

I sometimes use an old-fashioned crow-quill pen with black India ink to make my cartoons extra expressive. These funky-looking pens come with many different nibs—from very fine tips to broad-edged, chisel points. I recommend that you start off with a medium-point pen because it’s the easiest one to use and the most versatile. Dip just the point in the ink. Don’t drown the pen. As you increase and decrease pressure on the pen, your line will become thicker and thinner. It takes time to master this pen, so start with some loose sketches.

Drawing Pencil

Pencils have different degrees of hardness. H pencils have hard leads, and B pencils have soft ones. An HB is somewhere in the middle, with a lead that is hard enough to keep a point and soft enough to shade with, making it a good pencil for sketching. Want more drama? 2B or 3B pencils have softer leads that allow you to make stronger lines. I suggest you use an HB pencil to sketch in guidelines and work out details on your cartoons.

Technical Pen

A technical pen offers you a lot of control. These pens come in a wide variety of points, enabling you to vary your line widths. The lines created are consistently even and precise, although they may look somewhat mechanical, without much “flair.” Mechanical pens are fun to use if you like to do a lot of minute crosshatching or stippling.

Think Ink

Once you have perfected your drawing in pencil, you will want to ink it so that it will have rich, black lines. You have a lot of options depending on what type of line you are after, from ordinary felt-tip markers to crow-quill pens, fountain pens, and technical pens. Many cartoonists prefer a pen or a brush and black drawing ink. Try a variety of different inking tools, and see which ones you like best.

Brush

The fluid lines of a brush and black ink can be delicate and precise or boldly dramatic, depending on the amount of pressure you use. A brush is also good for filling in large areas of black. Buy a good-quality brush at an art store. Cheap brushes won’t give you an eloquent line.

Eraser

Fat, pink erasers like the ones on the ends of pencils leave crumbs all over the place. You’ll need a kneaded eraser. It doesn’t leave crumbs, and you can shape it into a point to get into small areas. You can also stretch it, squash it, and squeeze it into funny shapes while you’re waiting for inspiration to strike.

Electric Sharpener

Oh sure, it’s a luxury, and you can sharpen pencils by hand like the cavemen did (didn’t they?), but an electric one gives you a great point and makes a satisfying noise. Ask Santa.
**Study Up!**

Look online to find videos with great samples of animation that will help you get your creative juices flowing. Check out some interesting experimental animation and some of the groundbreaking cartoons from the past—not just the latest hits. Did you know that every second you watch, there are 24 individual drawings that go by? Try making a few sketches of some frames.

**Artist’s Tip**

Try using the pause button to stop at interesting poses, gestures, and compositions. Make a sketch of what you like.

---

**Paper Training**

Play around with different types of paper and drawing surfaces, and find out what suits you. Papers and illustration boards come with smooth surfaces and rough ones. The texture of the surface will affect the kinds of lines you can produce. You’ll need a smooth surface for precise, clean lines, but rough paper may suit you if you’re after a textured, arty effect. For generating a lot of ideas fast, the nice, smooth surface of white bond typing paper is great. To finesse a cartoon character, I like to use tracing paper. I sketch out a drawing, then slip it under another sheet of tracing paper and try it again. I’ll change the expression, make the nose bigger, switch the pose around, or add a hat. I keep mucking around this way and that until it’s just the way I want it.

---

**Trace It**

If you prefer working on tracing paper but want your final cartoon to be on thick paper stock, here’s how you do it. First ink over your masterpiece on tracing paper, and then photocopy it onto card stock. You can even color it in with felt-tip markers for some additional pizzazz!

---

**Create a Collection of References**

As you go along, begin to establish your own reference library. In addition to books on cartooning, animation, and illustration, you’ll find inspiration in clip art books, comic books, and humor magazines. A morgue, or clipping file, is also helpful. If you see a photo that might make a good reference or a cartoon card that makes you laugh, save it to spark your imagination on some rainy day.

---

**Light It**

A professional light box can be a big help in producing clean final art. Work out all of the details in your cartoon on tracing paper, and then tape the sketch to the light box with drafting tape. Place a piece of smooth-finish, heavy-weight paper over the sketch, turn on the light, and trace it in ink. Viola!

---

**Extra, Extra!**

As you progress, you’ll find your collection of art supplies growing. You’ll want an adjustable lamp to shed some light on your subject. And you’ll be cutting up a lot of paper, so a good pair of scissors or an artist’s razor knife are essential. Don’t forget a drafting brush to whisk away eraser crumbs and other debris from your masterpiece. A T-square and a couple of triangles will be invaluable if you decide to start laying out your own comic strips. Finally, drafting tape will hold your drawing securely in place on your desk or drafting board.

---
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**Bunny**

Animal cartoons are created using the same basic principles: simplification and exaggeration. But another key to drawing animal cartoons is to anthropomorphize the animal, which simply means to endow it with human characteristics. For example, give your creature humanlike hands, make it laugh or cry, or have a quadruped stand upright on two feet. Watch TV cartoons or look at newspaper comic strips for ideas.

This little bunny is based on a series of circles and ovals. Exaggerate the cotton tail by making it almost as big as the bunny's bottom. The large eye gives it a cute, childlike expression.

The life that has been put into these animal drawings is wonderful, and it gives the viewer a feeling of kindness toward them.

Raised eyebrows and a slightly opened mouth give this one a look of surprise.

The asymmetrical eyes and crooked mouth give this bunny a "goofy" expression.

The expression of simple pleasure turns to delight by opening the bunny's mouth.
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Which Way?

There's more than one route to Cartoon Town. Remember, this is an art, not a science, and you can make up a lot of your own rules. Don't be afraid to break out of the mold. Cartoons can be cute, cuddly, wacky, weird, thrilling, or chilling, depending on who's steering the pen. In an arena where bugs wear clothes, mild-mannered reporters moonlight as superheroes, and teapots talk, anything goes.

But hey, you have to start somewhere. In this book, you'll see three different approaches—three sets of guidelines for creating different types of cartoons. I've also thrown in a few extra tidbits of information, and a few examples of a graphic kind of cartooning. Try the different styles on for size and see which one fits you best. As you continue to draw and create cartoon characters, you'll develop a style that's unique to you.

Cute Cartoons

A lot of comic strips, children's books, and greeting cards are populated by precocious, big-eyed moppets and their lovable furry friends. These characters are endlessly produced as collectible figurines and ornaments as well. There's nothing like a little kid and a puppy to bring out warm and fuzzy feelings in even the grumpiest reader.

Too Cute for Words

Kids identify and parents chuckle knowingly at the mischievous antics of cartoon small fry, which makes them popular styles for picture books and cards.
Cute Characters

These huggable bundles of fur and feathers follow the same guidelines as those for cute children. Cute cartoon animals are often slightly anthropomorphized, meaning they've been given human characteristics. Often the dark button eyes of animals are replaced with human-style eyes and eyelashes, and, occasionally, eyebrows. In addition, their mouths are frequently curved into an appealing smile. These cute critters are just begging to be picked up and petted.

Putting it in Proportion
The design of the cute animal face is the same as the one for the cute kid face. Locate the eyes, nose, and mouth in the lower half. The eyes are large and round. Chubby cheeks overlap the eyes.

Creating a Full Figure
To construct a cute little animal, such as the pup, start with a body shaped like a plump bean. Add a circle for the head that has just about the same volume as the body.

Nothing to be Afraid of
Tiny creatures with bright eyes and paws like hands, mice are among the most appealing cartoon animals.

The Look
This wise quacker gives an engaging, sidelong glance.

Begging to be Loved
The wagging tail and little tongue make this smiling pup look even happier.

Small Wonders
The basic cute construction is a combination of circles, ovals, and rounded friendly shapes. Save sharp angles for a wicked witch! As you can see here, almost any animal you can think of can be cute and friendly when drawn with this design formula. Then put it in action. The little animals on these pages are animated and lively, reflecting the actions of real baby animals. Making quick sketches from life of your own pets, zoo animals, or squirrels in the park will help you get a feeling for how animals move.

Body Language
This cuddly bunny looks up, emphasizing her small size and fragility. The tilt of the head and the springy stance add to the appeal.

Playful as a Kitten
Notice the childlike proportions of this adorable kitten. The huge eyes give it an innocent expression.

Real Details
The turtle's wrinkled knees and beaky face are realistic details that make this slowpoke believable.
**Variations on a Theme**  Bunnies, squirrels, and chipmunks are drawn following the same formula, but bunnies have slightly larger cheeks and narrower foreheads. A bunny’s eyes are set a little higher but they still rest on the cheeks. A little suggestion of oversized front teeth adds to this character’s appeal.

**Make ‘Em Move**  Fido does a dog paddle. Notice that he’s made entirely of curved lines. Try to give action poses a rounded, fluid look. No hard edges for these guys.

**The Cute Treatment**  Fido’s funny friends have been “cutified” with human eyes and chubby cheeks. The rounded lips are suitably fishy without sacrificing a smile.

**ABOUT FACE**

You can start with a simple, ball-shaped head and spin off in many directions. Here we’ve started with a babyish head and a pair of round eyes and created a variety of cute animals by changing the ears, nose, and mouth. Add a tuft of hair, eyelashes, or maybe some whiskers to finish your cartoon animal.

- **Start with a basic shape based on a circle with chubby cheeks.**
- **Down-turned eyebrows and mouth let you know this pup’s in a cranky mood.**
- **A softer jawline, plumper cheeks, and rounder nose are appropriate for a pig.**
- **The kitten’s mouth points up in the center, and its little nose points down.**

When drawing “cute” characters, keep the shading and details to a minimum.
**Critter Crazy**

One trick for drawing cartoon animals is to think of them as an assembly of simple shapes, like globes, sausages, pears, and eggs. By playing off the natural colors and markings of your animals characters, you can have critters who are spotted, striped, and wildly colored, adding to the visual excitement. Animals work well in zany cartoons. The dog-chasing-cat-chasing-mouse scenario has had a lot of mileage, but there’s always a fresh approach to familiar material. And the array of animals as potential subject matter ranges from Aunt Biddy’s parakeet to the Abominable Snowman.

**Exaggerate!**
The bulldog wildly barking at a mailman out of reach or the hairy ape mimicking human behavior provide ample opportunity for the kind of squashed and stretched facial expressions and slapstick antics that are the basis of zany cartoon humor. Lumpish camels, fat pigs, and contented cows have funny faces and peculiar body shapes that give you plenty of material to work with.

**Horsing Around**
Start with a sausage body (or is it a pinto bean?) and two eggs for a head.

**Well Done**
Put together a short, fat, sausage body, a few head and hump egg shapes, and some muffin hooves and suddenly you’ve got yourself a camel.

**Giddyap**
Now add balls for joints at the knees and ankles and four muffin hooves.

**Horse Laugh**
Finally, sketch in the ears, eyes, and smile. The details such as saddle, lasso, and bridle are carefully delineated. But notice that they are composed of clean simple shapes. Saddle up!

**Horse Laugh**

**Rubber Legs**
The animals on this page all share a sausage body and have long hoses for legs. Their rubbery limbs make them look flexible, fluid, and funny. Big clodhopper feet add to the clumsily comic effect. Try this approach with other agile, long-limbed animals such as monkeys, cows, and giraffes.

**Flap-jawed**
Big-nosed, dreamy Fido is a jowly, drooling good ol’ boy. His floppy ears and outsized collar accentuate the goofiness of this harmless clown.

**Funny Feathers**
The contrast of a fat egg body and long, hose-like legs make the ostrich an appealing, zany character. Not much skull space is needed to house his birdbrain.
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**Rubber Legs**
The animals on this page all share a sausage body and have long hoses for legs. Their rubbery limbs make them look flexible, fluid, and funny. Big clohopper feet add to the clumsily comic effect. Try this approach with other agile, long-limbed animals such as monkeys, cows, and giraffes.

**Cartoon Animals**

**Flap-jawed** Big-nosed, dreamy Fido is a jowly, drooling good ol’ boy. His floppy ears and outsized collar accentuate the goofiness of this harmless clown.

**Trés Chic** Fido and Fifi share the same canine construction used to very different effects. Flirty, long-lashed eyes, a pert, pointed nose, and soft lines combine to make this poodle fetching and feminine, though still funny. On her, a dog collar becomes a chic necklace.

**What Was That?**
Can you picture your characters turning in space? As Fido spins around to watch Jack Rabbit flash by, the soft folds of his jowls flap to the side. This is the “wave principle” in action. To envision how a character might look from different angles, take a plastic cartoon doll and notice how it looks as you angle it in different directions, from profile to three-quarter to full-face views.
REALISTIC ROVER

The dogs, cats, lions, tigers, and bears in illustrated cartoons must be rendered in a style consistent with their human counterparts, and they must be able to convey emotions. This is another area where photographic references will come in handy. The goal is to create the impression of muscles, bone, feathers, and fur realistic enough to be believable, yet streamlined into cartoon shorthand. Facial features need to be humanized so they can then be exaggerated for effect. The emotions they express should be clear enough to leave no doubt whether they are bewitched, bothered, or merely bewildered.

My Hero

This portrait of a German Shepherd Dog is very germane—to the issue of humanization. Strong, noble features and an intelligent look make this guy a good candidate for a canine champion.

Realistic Rendering

I drew this first version of Misha directly from the photograph above, slightly simplifying some of the details, such as the mouth, forehead, and collar. However streamlined, this drawing is still solidly realistic—you expect a bark, not a voice bubble.

Seeing Spots

Here Misha has been turned into a realistic cartoon, but she is far more cartoon than real. The structure of the body and the pattern of the fur have been stylized, and, in typical cartoon fashion, her face and feet have been enlarged for an easy read. She's definitely still a dog, but her happy smile is distinctly human.

Reality Bites

If it weren't for the eyes and the nose, this would be a realistic drawing. The stare is decidedly cartoonish, though. Start with a large egg shape for the body to get the right width for the chest and rib cage.

Going to Town

We've gone one more step away from the photo, altering the position and shape of the ear, enlarging the nose, bugging out the eyes, and rubberizing the limbs. Although she is recognizable, Misha has become a full-fledged zany.

Wild Things

Jungle cats, such as this lioness, look a lot like their domesticated cousins, but they are more muscular and—with their powerful heads and large jaws—far more imposing. I followed the same procedure with these big cats: simplifying the shapes and emphasizing and enlarging the facial features.

Start with the Head

Cartoon animals can be designed to combine anatomy and stylized expressions. Instead of a construction of simple shapes, try to suggest the underlying muscles and bones. Proportions are exaggerated, but they are grounded in reality. Photographic references can be helpful here as well. Start with a realistic representation, and then simplify the animal, emphasizing its actions and expressions. Then let your creative juices flow: the photo should be a guide and inspiration, not a straitjacket.

Start with a realistic representation, and then simplify the animal, emphasizing its actions and expressions. Then let your creative juices flow: the photo should be a guide and inspiration, not a straitjacket.
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Tall Story  As with the Dalmatian, the eyes and ears of this wistful giraffe are larger, and his facial expression is far more human than you'd see on the real McCoy. His hooves have also been enlarged, and the design of his coat simplified. Yet the result seems quite believably natural.

Kitty Corner  The tabby at right was drawn in a simplified but fairly straightforward way. She's just an ordinary cat—period. The fat cat below right is a tad "cartoonier," with his cranky nature reflected by his angry smirk. The slinky, seated cat above has been slenderized and elongated, but her demeanor is still pure feline. Her arched brow and sly grin suggest a sophisticated city slicker.

Wild Things  Jungle cats, such as this lioness, look a lot like their domesticated cousins, but they are more muscular and—with their powerful heads and large jaws—far more imposing. I followed the same procedure with these big cats: simplifying the shapes and emphasizing and enlarging the facial features.

Cat Tales  One moment purr-fectly charming and the next rapaciously predatory, cats of all sizes have complex personalities that make them versatile actors in cartoons. They can be lovable pets or zanies, and their mysterious qualities make them well suited as heavies as well. The happy household tabby, the hissing witch's sidekick, and the sinuous jungle denizen have all been immortalized in cartoons.
CREATURE FEATURES

Animals play a major part in cartoons, from family pets to wild beasts. Cartoon animals may be crafty or dumb, good or evil, and their faces take on the same expressions as those of their human counterparts. The critters out there with their bizarre horns, tusks, snouts, beaks, and bills offer the cartoonist endless opportunities to create memorable characters.

Cartooning Craniums

The human head is basically an egg shape, although it can be exaggerated into a cube, a peanut, or what-have-you in a cartoon. But from aardvarks to zebras, animal skulls vary wildly in shape along the way. The quartet of critters on this page have unique head shapes that gave me a head start in cartooning them. Follow the steps for drawing these animal characters, and then try cartooning your pet or favorite creature. With enough practice, it becomes as easy as one, two, three—fur!

Grin and Bear It

Round shapes form the face and features of this friendly bruin. Then fluff up the furry outline, and add a toothy grin.

Big Bully

A fat egg shape starts off this jowly fellow's mug. Adding a clownish nose hints that this bully's bark is worse than his bite.

Hay There

This horse's long face has a pear-shaped skull and a round muzzle. Add long eyelashes and full lips for a feminine touch.

Crazy Cat

This feline's kisser starts with a soft diamond shape. Whiskers and a wide smile complete this cross-eyed kitty.

Who's Zoo?

You always have options as a cartoonist. First I drew this horse in a fairly realistic manner (for a cartoon, anyway), and then I created a totally crazy counterpart. Likewise, the first rabbit was carefully drawn with symmetrical features, and he's as cute as a, well ... as a bunny. Then I threw a piece of tracing paper over him and quickly scrawled out the crazy hare on the right. I prefer the weird versions. Do you?
**Sour Power**

Sometimes cranky animals are more fun to draw than happy ones. The same techniques for drawing an expressive face work as well for grandpa as for an old goat. (Sometimes it’s hard to tell the two apart.)

*Gruff* I started this goat with a kidney bean shape and followed the curve of horns through the line of his sour mug.

*In a Huff* The eyes pop wide open, breaking the line of the forehead, and the alert little ears stand up in alarm on this hollering hippo.

**About Snouts**

To draw convincing animal faces, start with a round shape and add horizontal and vertical guidelines, just as you would for a human character’s head. Then add a smaller round shape for the snout. Practice following the steps below, and then use this technique to draw animals of your own.

*Profiles and Three-Quarter Views* Animals of all kinds have very distinctive profiles. Here a burro and a chimp show off their best side. And the three-quarter view adds dimension to the dodo bird and the pup.
Beastie Bodies

Animal physiques vary wildly, from long-legged giraffes to portly porkers. However, a few tips and principles here for drawing four-legged animals will help you out, no matter what creature you’re drawing. Look at books on animals. Watch nature documentaries. Take a trip to the zoo. Draw your dog, cat, or canary. My dog, Hugo, pops up frequently in my drawings. Sometimes he gets changed into a tiger or a dragon, but his personality always shows through. The animals shown here are cartoon animals and are drawn to be wacky and expressive, yet they still retain some of the identity of the real beast.

Pert and Alert One way to draw a four-legged cartoon beast is to start with a line drawing of a four-legged table. Then draw a simple kidney bean shape around the tabletop for the body. Add a circular head and tubular legs. The finished doggy seems to be standing solidly on the ground, even though you can’t see the construction lines anymore.

Simple Circles Here the head, chest, and hips of the dog have been simplified into three circles. Her prominent mouth has been enlarged, and her eyes have moved closer together.

Bulk Her Up Now I’ve added powerful, slightly bowed legs and big, clumsy feet. A short ear and some wrinkles start showing a little character.

Final Touches The completed bulldog lacks the menacing look that cartoonists usually bestow on the breed. Here the characteristic wrinkles add to Ethel’s warm appearance.

Sit Imagine that the table legs are made of rubber and you can pose them however you want. As soon as the table legs are in place, then draw a bean for the body, head, and neck.

Doggone Cute

To turn an animal into a cartoon, study the real thing and do a few sketches of it. Look for standout characteristics. For example, the bulldog has a barrel chest and an enormous jaw. Emphasize these features. Exaggerate and simplify. In spite of their formidable appearance, bulldogs are very sweet-natured. I’ve let that aspect come through here.

So Real The bulldog is sturdy and muscular with a large head and broad body.

Simple Circles Here the head, chest, and hips of the dog have been simplified into three circles. Her prominent mouth has been enlarged, and her eyes have moved closer together.

Bulk Her Up Now I’ve added powerful, slightly bowed legs and big, clumsy feet. A short ear and some wrinkles start showing a little character.

Final Touches The completed bulldog lacks the menacing look that cartoonists usually bestow on the breed. Here the characteristic wrinkles add to Ethel’s warm appearance.
**Move ‘em Out**

You don’t want your critters just hanging around, so get them moving. Start by looking at how real animals move and note how their legs work. A dog’s front legs bend kind of the way human arms do, but their back legs are a whole different story. When you’re ready to cartoon, start with a backbone (action line), and then flesh out your stick figures.

**Snake Skin**

On this slinky serpent, realistic fangs contrast with a droll smile and a wacky pattern of scales. Snakes can coil, writhe, and curl around all kinds of objects and grab things with their tails—monkey style. Cartoon snakes work well as villains or as unlikely good guys.

**Go Go Jumbo**

This elephant has been stylized into a big balloon with legs. His trunk and tail are extended, emphasizing the direction he’s traveling. Folds in his trunk and delineated toenails give him a lot of pizzazz.

**Hot to Trot**

This Tennessee Walking Horse’s face and feet are comically outsized. Her body proportions have been made plumper and more compactly cute than those of a real horse, yet realistic leg construction makes her appear to move naturally.

**Hop to It**

This kangaroo has fairly realistic proportions, but his rump is bigger, and his face is rounder and blunter than one you’d see on the real McCoy. Little ears flapping in the wind show the direction of this bounder’s big bounce.

**Slippery Characters**

Turtles, snakes, tadpoles, and fish have bodies that don’t translate into the warm and cuddly arena as easily and naturally as fuzzy mammals do. However, you can play up their exotic body construction to create eccentric characters that provide a lot of impact. Be sure to exaggerate the differences.

**Snake Skin**

On this slinky serpent, realistic fangs contrast with a droll smile and a wacky pattern of scales. Snakes can coil, writhe, and curl around all kinds of objects and grab things with their tails—monkey style. Cartoon snakes work well as villains or as unlikely good guys.

**Something Fishy**

Goggle-eyed and fat-lipped goldfish make funny cartoon characters. This guy’s torso acts almost as a big, expressive floating head. With a little manipulation, his fins can act as hands.
Giving animals human characteristics (called anthropomorphism) allows us to use cute animals as stand-ins for people. These characters often wear clothes, drive cars, and live in houses. Their bodies become more human in proportion and yet retain some degree of animal identity. These animal kids are among the most popular cartoon characters.

**Constructing Hands**

To give your cute animals human-like hands, start with a simple circle for the palm, and then draw three or four short, fat fingers.

**Kid Proportions**

Cute animal-people can be drawn with the same proportions as cute kids; both kittens here are 2½ heads high. However, you don't always have to use the same drawing style to make your characters look young and cute. Here I've drawn the first kitten with button-eyed, graphic simplicity and I've given the second saucer-shaped eyes and a wide, white muzzle.

**Waaah!**

Draw a few zigzag lines and teardrop shapes to show that this little duckling is howling up a storm. The wide-open mouth makes his attitude readily apparent, although you can’t see his eyes at all. Notice how taking a slight “worm’s-eye” view helps heighten the intensity of the emotion.

**Cute as a Bug in a Rug**

Insects are perennially popular cartoon creatures, and they pose unique design problems. How many legs do you draw? Do you give smiles and noses to bugs? What is the fashionable insect wearing this season? Stripes and polka dots are always “in,” but it’s up to you, pal.

Our bee’s a real honey. His big head and bug eyes follow the cute-kid formula, but his body shape makes him suitably buggy. The demure ladybug’s wings become a jacket, her cuff and hemline showing beneath. Her curly antennae are as feminine as a spit curl.

**Hands Down**

On animal-people, paws become three- or four-fingered hands—small, pudgy, and cute. Keep the fingers short. For birds, make the feather fingers more tapered. Horses, pigs, and other animals with hooves present a challenge. You can draw hooves as gloved hands. Or draw them to look like hooves, but more flexible, like a hand inside a sock or mitten.
Dress ’em Up

As a cartoonist, you are not only the casting director and author of your cartoons but the costume designer as well. Clothes make the man, as the saying goes, and you can get a lot of mileage out of the duds you choose for your “brainchildren.”

Add Some Definition
Costume is very important in defining a character. For instance, pin a star on a hound and he’s instantly perceived as a law dog. Add a cowboy hat and you’ve got a sheriff. Or draw a circle around the same hound’s head to serve as a space helmet, and scatter a few stars in the background and Rover’s in orbit! Play up aspects of dress that make it clear what kind of person this is at a glance.

Kids will be
Kids Using big props on little kids is a surefire way to elicit the “Aww ... isn’t that cute?” response.

Quite a Crew
These characters started out as round-headed figures with pear-shaped bodies. Their clothing design and little details such as teeth and nails came later. Remember, the basic anatomy is your first priority. You have to have the tree before you can trim it.

Easy Does It
Because you may have to draw the same character over and over, you need to keep the wardrobe fairly simple. Bib jeans, baseball caps, penny loafers, high-top sneakers, or a hair ribbon are simple elements that can give your characters individuality. Pockets, zippers, and buttons may be necessary in real life, but not in a cartoon.

When creating characters for comic strips or cartoons, avoid detailed patterns (such as plaids) because they’re too hard to draw more than once.
It’s Alive!

From grizzly bears that drive cars and brush their teeth to sports cars that have a life of their own, cartoonists have been giving human qualities to animals and objects—called “anthropomorphism”—since the first cartoon was penned. To give human characteristics to a non-human thing, first imagine how the object or animal would look as a real person. Next identify the unique attributes of that animal or object, and imagine what the human would look like with those traits. Then combine the two, and you’ll have a living, breathing cartoon character.

Pick a Human, Any Human To create a cartoon animal, just start with an idea of a regular cartoon person.

Comparing Construction Imagining your animal cartoon as a human works because many animals have the same basic construction as humans do: a head at the top of the torso with two eyes, two ears, a nose, and a mouth; two front limbs; and two back limbs.

Picking Poses Drawing your animals in poses that a human would be more likely to take—such as this crocodile’s upright stance with his hand on his hip—creates a more realistically human character. And human actions—such as using a toothpick—help the effect even more.

Dressing Up Keep in mind that props and costumes can be used with animals just as they are with humans. This solemn dog looks like he’s heading out on the road for some hard traveling, and the hat and sunglasses give him a humanlike personality.

Choosing Characteristics Decide what kind of animal you’d like to create. In this case, it’s a rabbit. Identify the attributes that make a rabbit look like a rabbit, such as long ears, fuzzy cheeks, buckteeth, giant hind legs, and a cottony tail.

Exaggerating Traits Find the most prominent aspect of the animal you’d like to create and exaggerate it in your cartoon. For example, this lion’s long, curling mane is the focus of the drawing. Adding a crown also shows the lion’s royalty—after all, he is known as the “king of beasts.”

Combining Characteristics Now just apply all those distinctive animal attributes to the human figure, and you have a new animal character with human traits! Replace human ears with oversized rabbit ears, draw giant rabbit legs instead of human legs, and so on.

Turning the Tables Many animals (such as insects and jellyfish) don’t share the basic human construction at all. Rather than giving animal qualities to a humanlike figure, you can apply human characteristics (like the eyelashes and lips) to the animal.
Creating a Model Sheet

When you have a character you really like and plan to draw a lot, put together a model sheet like the one shown here. A model sheet is a group of drawings of a character in a variety of poses and expressions and from a bunch of different angles. This is where cartoonists pin down the details of body construction and costume, as well as the facial expressions that reveal the intended personality. This will help you (and your team of assistants) keep your character consistent from one drawing to the next.

Model Citizen When developing a model sheet of your original character, try to include all of its different poses and expressions—walking and talking, twisting and turning, winking and blinking. Remember, you are the creator, so you get to make all the decisions. Have fun with it!

Theodore Bear Model Sheet

1. The hands are small and tapered, and kind of heart-shaped. The hands have three fingers and a thumb: Think chubby.

2. The feet are shaped like almonds.

3/4 Front

Profile

Back

Expressions

- He doesn’t wear shoes. He always goes barefoot!
- He has a little tuft of hair at top and a couple of hairs at the back of his head.
- The ears are thick and a little fuzzy. The inside of the ear is a teardrop shape.
- The upper part of the face flattens out in profile. The back of the head flattens out too at the bottom.
- The ears are located high on the head.
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DRAWING ANIMALS IN COLORED PENCIL
This project is all about color—bright, fabulous color! I have represented nearly every color of the rainbow spectrum in this tropical image, rendering each one boldly. There is certainly a place for soft, muted pastel colors in art; however, when an artist seeks drama in a composition, strong, pure colors do not disappoint!

**COLORED PENCIL PALETTE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelp green</td>
<td>Apple green</td>
<td>Chartreuse</td>
<td>Lime pool</td>
<td>Non-photo blue</td>
<td>Dark green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigo blue</td>
<td>Denim blue</td>
<td>Cool gray 50%</td>
<td>Cool gray 70%</td>
<td>Canary yellow</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean Sea</td>
<td>Spring green</td>
<td>Indigo blue</td>
<td>Denim blue</td>
<td>Cool gray 70%</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
<td>Indigo blue</td>
<td>Denim blue</td>
<td>Cool gray 70%</td>
<td>Canary yellow</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean Sea</td>
<td>Spring green</td>
<td>Indigo blue</td>
<td>Denim blue</td>
<td>Cool gray 70%</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
<td>Sunburst yellow</td>
<td>Black grape</td>
<td>Ultramarine</td>
<td>Dark amber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
<td>Sunburst yellow</td>
<td>Black grape</td>
<td>Ultramarine</td>
<td>Dark amber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Burnt umber</td>
<td>Sunburst yellow</td>
<td>Black grape</td>
<td>Ultramarine</td>
<td>Dark amber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I sketch the basic outlines of this simple composition with cool gray 50%, a neutral color that will blend with colors applied in later steps.
1 I block in the dark areas of the background with black, using light to medium pressure. Using moderate pressure, I apply olive green over the entire background with horizontal strokes. I use medium pressure and horizontal strokes to layer apple green over olive green, followed by another layer of olive green. To burnish the background for a polished, glossy look, I use white followed by dark green. Then I burnish the lightest, warmest areas with canary yellow and darken the lower left quadrant with dark green.

3 I use black to draw the thin, vertical strip between the toucan’s eye and beak, applying two coats. Then I focus on the beak, completing it before moving on to other areas of the bird. I outline the eye with cool gray 70%, encircle this with dark green, and color the resulting ring with apple green. I layer the toucan’s chest with canary yellow, and give the back and leg areas a base coat of black.
To finish the toucan's yellow chest, I add two more layers of canary yellow, leaving a small space between the yellow and black areas. I use lime peel to lay in the shadowed area on the far left side, and then apply kelp green in the darkest area (above the foot). I blend down with white and reapply canary yellow, lime peel, and kelp green. I use limepeel as a transition color from the dark green at left into the bright yellow at right. Around the eye, I use sunburst yellow and spring green. I finish by burnishing with white in the lightest area alongside the dark feathers. I pull white streaks into the yellow area to blend. Next, I add black to the toucan's body and complete the eye.

I define the two rows of feathers with black, followed by indigo blue. I add denim blue to the dark blue areas, and Caribbean Sea to the light blue areas. Then I burnish with white for smoothness and reapply the three blue colors until I am satisfied. For defined lines and extreme darks, I streak and blend with black. For the red area below the tail, I apply crimson red and then burnish and blend with white. I repeat this process to intensify the red.
MAKING PRECISE SHAPES

Notice how I have used the direction of my strokes to describe the form of each object. Instead of applying straight, uniform strokes within an area of color, I think about the curves of the surface and lay in colors accordingly. I stroke around the curvature of the branch, along the curve of the beak, and along the toucan's chest to suggest its roundness. Using this technique will bring dimension and depth to your artwork.

I layer black in the darkest areas of the branch, followed by dark umber. My strokes are vertical and jagged. I leave the white areas alone for now, and use dark umber and burnt ochre to lay in the light and dark browns. Then I reapply black over the existing black areas and line the branch with black, avoiding the highlighted areas. I lightly apply Caribbean Sea over the white areas and then burnish with white. To fill in the background near the branch and bird, I use a sharp Prussian green pencil. I clean up my edges and spray with workable fixative to finish.
Kitten

Animals make wonderful subjects to draw because there are so many different kinds to choose from, and they all have their own distinctive features and textures—whether they are smooth and scaled, fluffy and feathered, or soft and furry. In this depiction of Spike, Debra Kauffman Yaun uses blending and layering techniques to convey the distinctive patterns in the soft, silky fur of this playful kitten.

COLORED PENCIL PALETTE

Canary yellow  Cobalt blue  Magenta  Peach  Black  Dark umber  Warm gray 50%  White

1. Before I start drawing, I decide to make some slight adjustments from my photo. Then I begin by sketching out the kitten on practice paper, where I make sure I capture Spike's features and proportions accurately. I transfer the drawing to my art paper and erase any excess pencil lines with a kneaded eraser. Next I apply black to the darkest areas around the kitten and lightly layer over the gray areas of the fur. At this point I'm not worried about creating texture; I just apply the various gray values with a fairly sharp pencil, using a circular motion. Then I use gray to fill in around the areas of lighter fur and the area around the whiskers, leaving the whiskers white.
3 I lightly apply magenta over the insides of the ears. Then I add light layers of magenta and dark umber to the paw pads, using circular strokes. I soften the black rims around the eyes with dark umber and also add dark umber to the stripes in the fur. I add some more black to the dark grays in the fur and darken some areas of the chest and front legs, using short, tapered strokes that follow the direction the fur grows. Then I add dark umber to the eyes around the pupils, and then I use dark umber to draw over the black detail lines in the wood.

2 I apply a light layer of peach to the insides of the ears, to the nose, to the belly, and around the mouth, using circular strokes. I give the upturned paw pads a layer of peach, but I leave the highlights white. I add a light layer of dark umber to the rope and then add a heavier layer on the shadowed side. I also work a light layer of dark umber into the fur and over the paw pads. I detail the wood with black, making sure all the strokes follow the direction of the wood grain.

As I work, I often check my drawing for accuracy by turning it and my reference photo upside down and comparing the two. Looking at them both upside down makes it easier to spot any problems because you’re forced to really see the actual object, rather than relying on any preconceptions you may have about what the subject should look like.
4. Next I layer cobalt blue over the irises in the eyes, saving the white highlights. To deepen the shadows, I apply some blue over the chin, under the neck, along the shadow of the front legs, and in all of the shadowed areas of the rope. I also add blue to the back leg and the tail to “push” them back a bit. I add a touch of canary yellow to the eyes between the iris and the pupil. Next I apply yellow to the rope, putting a slightly heavier layer on the strand in the foreground. Then I layer a little black over the rope’s blue cast shadow to darken it.

5. I apply cobalt blue to the dark cracks of the deck and add a few light strokes of magenta in front of the kitten. Then I add magenta to the shadow under the rope, creating a purple hue. I add a shadow under the knot in the rope and then apply another light layer of dark umber to darken the wood. I lightly add a few spots of canary yellow and use a blending stump to soften the colors. Then I draw the kitten’s fur over the wood with black, making short strokes that start at the body and go out in slightly different directions. I refer to my photo here, matching it carefully to render this kitten’s particular fur pattern.
I soften the fur even more by blending short strokes of white over some of the black. Then I draw white over the whiskers and create a few hard strokes of white through some of the darker areas (such as the belly) to show the texture of the fur. I add a little more cobalt blue, dark umber, and canary yellow to the eyes, then finish with a layer of white to soften and blend the colors. I also add white to the tiny tufts of fur in the ears. The stripes on the legs look a little thin, so I widen them with short black strokes. I darken the shadows under the ropes in a few places with a little more blue and black, but I keep the shadow lighter than it appears in the photo to keep the focus on the kitten. I use white to soften the colors in the rope, and then I turn the drawing upside down again to check the values. I decide to darken the wood a little more, so I add some black and dark umber, mostly in the foreground. Finally, I apply a light layer of yellow to warm the color of the wood.

I apply cobalt blue to the dark cracks of the deck and add a few light strokes of magenta in front of the kitten. Then I add magenta to the shadow under the rope, creating a purple hue. I add a shadow under the knot in the rope and then apply another light layer of dark umber to darken the wood. I lightly add a few spots of canary yellow and use a blending stump to soften the colors. Then I draw the kitten's fur over the wood with black, making short strokes that start at the body and go out in slightly different directions.

I refer to my photo here, matching it carefully to render this kitten's particular fur pattern.

Many colored pencil artists begin with a black-and-white value drawing; this method is called “grisaille.” Grisaille allows the artist to establish the darks and lights in a subject before applying color. Then, as the transparent colored pencil values are layered over the initial drawing, the dark values lend additional depth to the darkest areas. The example below demonstrates how the grisaille technique helps build volume in a simple scene.
To draw fur, first establish the color base and block in the dark areas. Midtones and highlights will follow, and blending is important. Short-haired animals will require short and quick strokes, while long-haired animals will need longer, curved strokes. Establish the initial stroke patterns and then begin to build color. Apply layer upon layer in the direction of the fur. A lovely blend of colors will develop that will resemble the animal’s natural coat.

**PUPPY**

Because fur grows in many different directions, I often move my photo and drawing board sideways or upside down to better stroke in the patterns in which the fur is growing. This also gives me a new way of looking at each section and helps maintain accuracy.

**COLORED PENCIL PALETTE**

- Beige
- Dark brown
- Tuscan red
- Goldenrod
- Blue violet lake
- Burnt ochre
- Mineral orange
- Peach
- Peach beige
- Sand
- Chocolate
- Black
- Terra cotta
- Dark umber
- Light umber
- White

1. I lightly sketch the puppy with mineral orange and use a graphite F pencil to add the eyes and nose.

2. I outline the eyes in black and use blue violet lake to color the irises. I build up the pupils with light layers of black and keep the catch-lights white. I finish with light black spokes around the iris, and block in the dark markings of fur around the eyes with black. I use black on the nose and white for the highlights. I begin the fur with washes of peach beige, beige, and peach using circular strokes to create a nonlinear foundation for the fur.

3. I block in the darks of the face and ears with burnt ochre. My strokes move in the direction of the fur patterns, so they are short on the face and long on the ears.
4 I layer goldenrod over the face, using medium pressure in the dark areas and gentle pressure in the light areas. I use terra cotta over the dark red areas and bring out the eye area with more black. Beginning at the top of the head, I use beige to blend the existing colors; then I add burnt ochre and dark umber above the right eye. I use black and Tuscan red to define the area where the ears meet the face. I use terra cotta, light umber, and mineral orange for the remaining dark areas. I use beige, burnt ochre, and mineral orange for the light areas. I add Tuscan red to the outer cheek areas and draw whiskers with light umber and white. For the right ear, I use Tuscan red, dark umber, goldenrod, and terra cotta; then I blend with burnt ochre. I lightly add beige, light umber, terra cotta, and a small ridge of dark umber at the bottom of the left ear. I finish with a burnish of white above the brown ridge, and I outline the head with burnt ochre using jagged strokes.

5 I block in the darker body areas with burnt ochre using short to medium strokes. I then cover the entire body in a goldenrod wash using light pressure.
Beginning below the collar, I draw fur strands with burnt ochre, light umber, terra cotta, and goldenrod. I blend with sand and continue to build up the chest fur with the same colors. I apply a dark umber streak over the left indentation and black and Tuscan red over the creased fur below the mouth. I use burnt ochre and terra cotta to further block in the feet and legs. I begin to lay in the tonus fur with burnt ochre, light umber, terra cotta, goldenrod, and chocolate. I blend with white down the right side in the direction of the fur. I add a streak of terra cotta down the outside of the paw. I use beige, terra cotta, and burnt umber for the toes. I add Tuscan red and dark umber in the toe areas. For the toenails, I use black and blend with white.

I cover the left haunch with beige then peach beige. I use chocolate and dark brown to stroke in the fur and block in the darker areas. I burnish with white. I repeat with strokes of burnt ochre, light umber, and a burnish of white. I add goldenrod to warm the colors.

On the chest, I use white to blend above the white fur patch. With a white point, I pull a few streaks of fur into the far left. I draw a few strands into the white marking with burnt ochre. For the area between the front paws, I use dark brown, Tuscan red, burnt ochre, and goldenrod. I lightly blend with white and swirl the fur out over the left paw. I use dark umber and terra cotta for the wrinkles. I cover the darker areas of the right paw with dark brown and burnt ochre. I use goldenrod on top and dark umber, black, and Tuscan red for the heavy shadow. I blend with goldenrod and use chocolate and burnt ochre for the paw. I use dark umber and terra cotta for the wrinkles and black for the toe markings and dark fur. I lightly blend with white.

I cover the left haunch with beige then peach beige. I use chocolate and dark brown to stroke in the fur and block in the darker areas. I burnish with white. I repeat with strokes of burnt ochre, light umber, and a burnish of white. I add goldenrod to warm the colors.

I blend the paw with mineral orange and add terra cotta and chocolate down the left side. I blend with white down the right side in the direction of the fur. I add a streak of terra cotta down the outside of the paw. I use beige, terra cotta, and burnt ochre for the toes. I add Tuscan red and dark umber in the toe areas. For the toenails, I use black and blend with white.
For the chest, I use white to blend above the white fur patch. With a white point, I pull a few streaks of fur into the far left. I draw a few strands into the white marking with burnt ochre. For the area between the front paws, I use dark brown, Tuscan red, burnt ochre, and goldenrod. I lightly blend with white and swirl the fur out over the left paw. I use dark umber and terra cotta for the wrinkles. I cover the darker areas of the right paw with dark brown and burnt ochre. I use goldenrod on top and dark umber, black, and Tuscan red for the heavy shadow. I blend with goldenrod and use chocolate and burnt ochre for the paw. I use dark umber and terra cotta for the wrinkles and black for the toe markings and dark fur. I lightly blend with white.

For the tail, I layer in burnt ochre, dark brown, terra cotta, and goldenrod. I use black and Tuscan red to complete the dark areas on the right. I use white to pull out streaks from left to right, and color them with goldenrod. I add burnt ochre to the tip of the tail and burnish with white.

For the rear right foot, I lightly apply dark umber then burnt ochre; then I layer terra cotta and black for the shadows. I block in the dark folds on the left foot with dark brown and Tuscan red, and I blend with burnt ochre and terra cotta. I pull streaks of fur over the folds with a sharp white point. On the two dark shadows at the heel, I use black and Tuscan red. I cover the toe area with beige, peach beige, and streaks of light umber. I use white to blend and burnt ochre for the reddish brown areas. I complete the toenails with black and Tuscan red and blend with white. I block in the underbelly’s extreme darks with dark umber. From left to right, I use dark umber, terra cotta, and black to create the fur and dark circular patch. I use terra cotta, black, and Tuscan red to outline and fill in the dark circular shape above the leg. I then stroke in terra cotta, dark umber, and goldenrod below the puppy’s left front leg, above the haunch, and on the back. I use white to pull out streaks of fur. I color the collar with black, blend with white, and pull whiskers across it using a sharp white point. I erase all smudges and spray with workable fixative.
At first glance, this Shetland Sheepdog may remind you of Lassie, the famous Collie that represented the ideal canine companion. But even for those not familiar with Lassie, the loyal and wise characteristics of this sheepdog are conveyed through its fine, soft fur and attentive, friendly expression. The dog's flowing coat is drawn with just a few colors and long, swinging movements.

**SHETLAND SHEEPDOG**

1. With an HB pencil, I sketch a circle for the dog's head and a rounded triangle for the muzzle. Then I draw the vertical centerline so it reflects the angled position of the dog's head. Next I add the slightly curved horizontal centerline. I use these guidelines to position the eyes and nose; then I draw the large ears and the basic shape of the body.

**COLORED PENCIL PALETTE**

- Henna
- Jasmine yellow
- Cool gray 30%
- Cool gray 90%
- Poppy
- Yellow ochre
- Burnt ochre
- Sienna brown
- Dark amber
- Warm gray 20%
- White
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1. I refine the eyes, nose, and mouth, adding details and erasing unneeded lines as I go. I draw some jagged lines for the fur, making sure they reflect the curves of the dog’s body. Then I establish the light and dark areas of the fur on the face, which will help me when applying color.

2. I refine the eyes, nose, and mouth, adding details and erasing unneeded lines as I go. I draw some jagged lines for the fur, making sure they reflect the curves of the dog’s body. Then I establish the light and dark areas of the fur on the face, which will help me when applying color.

3. Still using the HB pencil, I add longer, softer lines to indicate the fur. Then I begin applying color by establishing the darkest areas with cool gray 90%, using strokes that follow the direction of the fur growth. I use the same pencil to fill in the eyes and nose, leaving the highlights white. Next I use medium pressure to add a few long strokes of cool gray 30% to the chest and under the chin.
4. I lightly fill in the inner ears with henna and use long strokes of dark umber for the fur on the edges of the ears. For the fur on the face, I use the same pencil and short strokes, following my sketch and leaving some areas white. Then I apply Venetian red to the irises. I use cool gray 90% to refine the nose and pupils, as well as to darken the long fur on the sides of the head and neck. Then, using medium pressure and sienna brown, I create long strokes on the ears and neck and short strokes on the face, pressing harder for darker areas. I also apply a light layer of sienna brown over the henna in the ears.

5. Now I use firm pressure to apply dark umber to the darkest areas on the tips of the ears and along the sides of the head. I use the same color to sharpen the edges of some of the facial fur and outline along the bridge of the nose and around the mouth. When shading the face, I pull the strokes over the already shaded areas to blend and smooth edges, but I leave some white showing through to indicate lighter areas and highlights.
I apply cool gray 30% to areas of the chest and under the neck, using firm pressure in the darkest areas. Then I use dark umber to sharpen the eyes and the areas around them. Stepping back from drawing, I squint my eyes to see which areas need to be darker; then I refine the black edges of the fur with a few firm strokes. Using medium pressure, I apply yellow ochre over areas of the face and neck, adding enough color so that all but the whitest fur is covered. Then I use medium pressure to apply jasmine yellow to the lighter areas on the face, leaving the small area around the mouth and the bridge of the nose white. Next I slightly darken the nose with cool gray 90%. To finish, I add strokes of sienna brown and yellow ochre to the fur on the dog's lower left side.
LEOPARD

Just as some animals develop an incredible display of color (such as the Toucan on page 220), there are some animals whose natural colors blend in with their surroundings. The leopard's earthy colors allow it to completely disappear on the plains of the savanna. Think of this characteristic as you draw the plants in the foreground.

I sketch the basic shape of the head with an HB pencil. The head is turned at a three-quarter angle, so I shift the vertical centerline to the right and curve it to follow the form of the face. Note that the guidelines for the eyes, nose, and mouth are also curved. I indicate the ears and nose with triangle shapes, and I depict the cheeks with two half-circles. Next I draw the body, adding a small hump for the shoulders.
2 I refine the features, making the eye on the right smaller to show that it is farther away. I also adjust the leopard's left ear so less of the inside shows, indicating the turned angle of the head. Next I draw the whiskers and some curved lines on the body to help me line up the spots in the next step. I also add some long blades of grass.

3 Now I draw the leopard's spots, using the curved lines as guides and erasing them as I go. A pattern like this can be confusing, so it's helpful to find areas where the spots line up. (You may want to try covering up some of the leopard so you can concentrate on small areas at a time.) Then I detail some of the blades of grass and draw a few more.
4. Switching to cool gray 20%, I add more long, curved whiskers. Then I use a very sharp black pencil to outline the eyes and fill in the pupils, nostrils, mouth, and areas on the cheeks and in the ears, as shown. Next I color the blades of grass with dark brown. Using cool gray 90%, I lightly shade around the leopard’s right eye and along the bridge of the nose. I use the same color to lightly shade along the creases on the legs.

5. Now I fill in the irises with yellow ochre, leaving a white highlight in the leopard’s right eye. (Going over the highlight with a white colored pencil helps protect it from being covered by other colors.) Using medium pressure, I apply burnt ochre to the ears and some areas of the head; I use the same color to lightly fill in the centers of most of the spots and other areas of the body. With firm strokes, I add burnt sienna to the existing grass and draw a few more blades. Then I use firm pressure to apply henna to the nose and tongue. Switching to black, I finish the spots using very short strokes that follow the direction of fur growth. Then I add even more grass with raw sienna.
I apply a light layer of sepia over most of the body and lower face. Then I add cool gray 90% to the ears and middle of the body to emphasize the crease behind the front leg. Next I add cool gray 20% to the chin, leaving the center white. Using firm, short strokes, I add some dark areas to the grass with sepia and burnt ochre. Now I apply dark umber to most of the body, adding a few strokes of burnt ochre to the spots and some cool gray 90% to the leopard’s rump. To finish, I use a very sharp cool gray 90% to darken a few areas on the body and go over the outlines of the edges of the body and head, varying the pressure so the lines aren’t solid and look more realistic.

FUR DETAIL
Here you can see the kind of strokes that make up this leopard’s fur. It is important to make sure your strokes follow the form of the body. Also make sure to leave the edges somewhat ragged and rough; smooth edges will make the spots look “stuck on” and unnatural.
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THE COMPLETE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO

DRAWING ANIMALS

The Complete Beginner’s Guide to Drawing Animals
features dozens of comprehensive drawing lessons
designed to teach aspiring artists how to draw a variety
of animals, from lifelike pet portraits to wild and exotic
creatures, step by easy step. Whether drawing from
photographs or from life, artists will learn how to capture
the defining characteristics of their favorite animals with
fundamental techniques for rendering textures, such as
hair, fur, and feathers, as well as:

- Developing composition • Building form and anatomy
- Creating volume • Layering value and color
- Capturing realism and likeness

With helpful tips and easy to follow step-by-step lessons,
The Complete Beginner’s Guide to Drawing Animals
is the perfect resource for drawing lifelike animals in
graphite and colored pencil.